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1) Indien bij (e,e'p) experimenten eindtoestandswisselwerkings- en mesonstroorr
processen de oorzaak zijn van de van FWIA voorspellingen afwijkende verhouding van
trans vei sale en longitudinale structuurfuncties, dan kan de waarde van deze verhouding
bepaald voor He* verklaard worden door de gevoeligheid van in het bijzonder de
longitudinaal-transversaal interferentie structuurfunctie voor deze processen.

t G. van der Steenhoven et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 57,182 (1986).

G. van der Steenhoven et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 58,1727 (1987).

D. Reffay-Pikeroen et al, Phys.Rev. Lett. 60,776 (1988).

• Dit proefschrift

2) Het vergelijken van resultaten verkregen met de 4He(e,e'p) H reactie en de (p,2p)

reactie is alleen zinvol als exchange processen in beschouwing genomen worden.

t V.A. Goldshtein et al., Nucl. Phys. A355, 333 (1981).

3) Constateren dat de Q2 afhankelijkheid van de werkzame doorsnede voor cluster-
uitstoot processen door electronen gelijk is aan die gegeven door een vrije cluster
vormfactor waarborgt niet het bestaan van directe cluster uitstoot.

f R. Ent et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 57,2367 (1986).

4) Nict-localiteits eigenschappen van de quantummechanica, aangetoond in Aspects
experimenten, dienen theoretisch onderzecht te worden om de reeds door Newton
beschreven observaties van de emmerproef te verklaren.

t A. Aspect et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49,1804 (1982).

5) Het verwaarlozen van het imaginaiie deel van de optische potentiaal bij de berekening

van werkzame doorsneden voor inclusicve quasi-elastische electronenverstrooiingt leidt

weliswaar tot een behouden somregel, maar is fysisch inconsistent.

t M. Kohno, Nucl. Phys. A410, 349 (1983).

T. Suzuki, Phys. Rev. C 37,549 (1988).



6) Het toepassen van een geklokt circuit in een tijdkritische logische schakeling heeft de
voorkeur boven het gebruik van een combinatorisch netwerk van monostabiele
multivibratoren.

7) Het is verbazingwekkend dat alle tot nu toe geconstrueerde
synchrotronstralingsbronnen uitgerust zijn met geïntegreerde vacuumpomp systemen,
terwijl het economisch voordeliger kan zijn een dergelijk systeem te realiseren met
behulp van standaard vacuumpompen.

8) Het toepassen van matrixinversie voor het bepalen van de samenstelling van een
lestgasmengsel uit een massaspectrum zoals beschreven door Dobrozemsky voert tot
onbruikbare resultaten.

t R. Dobrozemsky et al., Vakuum Technik 20,231 (1971).

9) Om te voorkomen dat Nederland in de internationale industriële wereld een reputatie
krijgt die vergelijkbaar is met notoire "plagiaat- en inbreuklanden" als Pakistan, Taiwan
en dergelijke, is het zaak dat de overheid een meer actieve rol speelt bij de opsporing van
inbreuken op onder andere auteurs- en merkrechten en dit niet overlaat aan de
rechthebbenden zelf.

10) Het is uitermate doeltreffend om met grote regelmaat de computerconfiguratie, het
operatingsysteem en de compilers te "updaten", indien men wil verhinderen dat fysici
teveel tijd aan wetenschap besteden.



Chapter I

Introduction

The ultimate goal of nuclear physics is to give a complete description of the structure of
the atomic nucleus, a dense quantum system of fermions with a relatively small number
of interacting constituents. Because of the extremely complex nature of the strong
interaction it appears impossible at present to exactly solve the many-body problem
involved. Therefore approximation schemes must be employed. This is accomplished
by constructing models in which a large amount of experimentally determined
observables of the nuclear system can be effectively approximated.

The first approximation in which nuclear phenomena have been described is the
independent-particle model (IPM), implying that the nucleons move independently in a
mean field. There are several versions of mean-field theory, e.g. density-dependent
Hartree-Fock, which all have in common the assumption that only the single-particle
force acts on a nucleon. Li this way a variety of nuclear properties can be calculated by
solving the single-particle Schrodinger equation in a consistent manner for a given
phenomenological single-particle potential. The success of the IPM is largely due to the
Pauli principle which prevents virtual scattering of nucleons into occupied states.
Deviations of independent-particle motion due to the strong short-range correlations
(SRC) can be expected while long-range correlations are important for nucleons near the
Fermi energy. However, the notion of correlations is by definition excluded in the mean-
field approximation. Another approach that does include the description of the forces
between the nucleons is the independent-pair model[1l In this model the correlations of
all particles can be calculated from the two-body forces using perturbation theory.

The detailed nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction12', deduced from NN scattering data and
the properties of 2H, is extremely complicated. However, when building up nuclei on the
basis of the elementary interaction one observes the property of saturation from which
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for instance the nearly constant central density in nuclei originates. The NN interaction
consists of two parts: a strong attraction when the nuclear wave function is symmetric in
the interchange of two nucleons and a weak repulsion when it is antisymmetric. The
number of nucleons that can have the same symmetric space wave function is restricted
to four by the Pauli principle. Therefore a nucleon can only interact strongly with at most
three other nucleons at a time. This saturation property is very well demonstrated when
the few-nucleon systems are considered. Going successively from H, H and He to Tie
one observes a 50 % decrease of the nuclear volume (deduced from the RMS radius),
while the binding energy per nucleon increases from 1 to 7 MeV. The nuclear wave
function is maximally symmetric in the case of the He nucleus, but when one more
nucleon is added, for instance to form He, the system gets unbound.

A consequence of the pairing force is that it is energetically advantageous for nucleons to
cluster into a group. This cluster structure^ can be considered as resulting from a weak
perturbation of the single-particle structure due to the long-range correlations. There is
ample experimental evidence that nucleons form 4He-like clusters, such as is manifest in
oc-parn'cle radiation of unstable heavy nuclei. Additional evidence comes from the
binding energies of "cc-particle" nuclei141: 4He, 8Be, 12C, 16O, 20Ne etc. The energy to
remove the first nucleon from these nuclei amounts to 20 MeV for He, 16 MeV for 12C,
12 MeV for 16O, etc. As final support for the 4He-like clustering we mention the 8Be
nucleus, of which low energy levels can be approximately described by a He - Tie
rotator model'5!. Hence, in addition to being extremely compact the He nucleus owes its
special position among nuclei because it may be considered a fundamental cluster unit.

Nuclear reactions are powerful experimental tools to investigate the properties of a
nuclear system such as its energy, angular momentum and the nature of the state (single
particle or clustering state). In such a reaction the target nucleus is bombarded with
particles that are accelerated up to a precisely known energy. The particles in the final
state are analyzed with respect to their energies, directions and species. In this
dissertation we present the results of such a study for the 4He nucleus using the reactions
^ e f c , e'p)3H and ^ e f c , e'3H)p. Details related to the setup of the present experiment
will be described in chapter 3. In chapter 4 the data analysis will be discussed. Electrons
were chosen because they constitute an only weakly disturbing probe. The electro-
magnetic interaction with the nucleus is well understood which enables in principle an
accurate study of the hadronic structure. The virtual photon exchanged in the electron-
nucleus interaction has several degrees of freedom. There are three degrees of freedom
related to the polarization of the virtual-photon. In addition it is possible to vary
separately the energy and momentum transferred to the nuclear system.
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Several assumptions, that will be discussed in chapter 2, must be made to allow the
unambiguous extraction of nuclear-structure information from the (e, e'p) cross section.
The cross section is calculated up to the lowest order in the fine-structure constant, which
implies that only one virtual photon is exchanged in the interaction. This appears to be a
very good approximation. The expression for the cross section then factorizes into an
electron and a hadron tensor. It is further assumed that the impulse approximation is
valid, implying that the virtual photon is absorbed on one constituent and that the initial-
state wave function of this constituent is not altered by the interaction. The hadron tensor
of the nucleus is then given by the sum of the constituent hadron tensors. In quasi-elastic
scattering of the electrons from the nucleons the hadronic current is given by the
incoherent sum of the individual nucleon currents. Finally, if the outgoing proton does
not interact with the residual nuclear system and can be represented by a plane wave, the
nuclear matrix element is essentially given by the Fourier transform of the overlap
between the wave functions of the target nucleus and the residual nuclear system. This
set of assumptions comprises the plane-wave impulse approximation (PWIA) and
constitutes the first approximation for an interpretation of the results obtained with the (e,
e'p) reaction.

The most important correction to the PWIA originates from the rescattering of the
outgoing proton on the residual nuclear system, which prevents this proton to be
represented by a plane wave. A crude estimate of the average reduction of the
coincidence cross section by these multiple collisions of the outgoing protons can bt
made from the mean free path k of a proton in nuclear matter. For proton kinetic energies
around T = 100 MeV (a typical value for the present experiment) one has estimated that
X = 5 - 6 fm'6'. Therefore in the case of He an average decrease of proton flux of 25 -
30 % can be expected. Due to the FSI effects the four-momentum of the outgoing proton
will be changed. It is therefore not possible anymore to directly relate the observed
momentum to the initial proton momentum. However, models have been developed; i.e.
the distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA)[7] [8J [9) [10] [11], to account for the FSI
effects.

The binding between nucleons is presumably due to the sharing of their mesonic clouds.
It is then possible that the virtual photon couples to the exchanged mesons and, in some
kinematical configurations, the amplitudes from meson-exchange pair currents (MEC)
and isobar excitation can, in addition to the FSI effects, give sizable contributions to the
(e, e'p) cross section.

The few nucleon systems H and He have been extensively studied experimentally as
well as theoretically. For the deuteron the cross sections determined with the (e, e'p)
react ion^ are well described by the calculations of Arenhovefi1^ and Lage^1^ ^15\ The
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results of the calculation by Laget^16^ reproduce rather well the (e, e'p) cross sections for
the 3He nucleus'171 [181 (I9]. The microscopic calculation by Van Meijgaard and Tjon'20]

starts from the solution of the Schrodinger equation, formulated in the Faddeev scheme,
for the MTI - in NN potential (MEC effects were not considered). For describing the (e,
e'p) cross section for the 2H and 3He nuclei, the contributions from FSI and MEC effects
were shown to be important ingredients in the calculations.

For the 4He nucleus it appears possible to obtain an exact solution of the Schrodinger
equation. However, for realistic NN potentials only variational methods like the

and VMC[22] methods, that will be discussed in chapter 2, result in accuratep
waye functions. The momentum density distributions for the p - H electrodisintegration
of 4He calculated from these wave functions differ for various NN potentials up to a
factor of two at initial-proton momentum values that are easily accessible with the (e,
e'p) reaction. In chapter 5 the experimentally determined proton momentum densities
will be presented for the two-body disintegration channel. This data will be compared to
various theoretical results in chapter 8.

For the proton knockout reaction on the ^He nucleus one has the advantageous situation
that the major disturbing process, associated with FSI effects, can be calculated in both a
microscopic framework and a phenomenological approach. The microscopic approach is
due to Lager*23! [24] w j j O approximates the FSI effects by a single nucleon-nucleon
rescattering. In the phenomenological treatment an optical potential derived from
proton-residual nucleus scattering is used and the coincidence cross sections are
calculated in the distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA).
The contribution from the (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step process to the cross section must also be
taken into account. The coherent sum of the FSI effects and this two-step contribution
can be calculated using microscopic theory as well as phenomenological theory including
a coupled-channels impulse approximation (CCIA)'251. The correction factors for the FSI
effects and the two-step contribution depend on both the relative kinetic energy of the p -
H system and the initial proton momentum. We have performed measurements to

investigate the dependence of the *He(e, e'p)3H cross section on the relative p - 3H
kinetic energy at fixed initial proton momentum. In chapter 6 the results of these
measurements will be compared to the results of both the microscopic and the CCIA
calculations. The dependence of the cross section as a function of initial proton
momentum, at a fixed value of relative p - H kinetic energy, will be investigated in
chapter 8.

If it is assumed that the virtual photon couples to the bound nucleon and that the FSI and
MEC effects are understood, then it is possible to extract the form factors of the bound
nucleon from the cross section. In the impulse approximation these form factors are
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supposed to be equal to the ones of a "free" proton. It is however conceivable that the
electromagnetic properties of the proton change when it is embedded in the nuclear
medium. If such medium effects are important ir> nuclei they are expected to be
prominent for the Tie nucleus, because of its high density. In chapter 7 we present data
which enable the extraction of the form factors of the proton bound in the 4He nucleus. It
is clear that the results rely on the treatment of the FSI and MEC effects. The correction
factors for these effects have been calculated with the microscopic model.

The final subject investigated concerns the coupling of a virtual photon to a triton-like
cluster in ^ e . In chapter 9 we present the results obtained with the 4He(e, e'3H)p
reaction. If in this reaction the virtual photon is absorbed on the final proton, then the
cross section contains information about the proton wave function at high initial proton
momenta. On the other hand, it is possible that the virtual photon is absorbed by a triton-
like three-nucleon cluster. In chapter 9 we attempt to describe the data by a simple
phenomenological cluster model, that assumes the absorption of the virtual photon on a
triton-like cluster. In addition the cross sections for this reaction calculated in
microscopic theory are compared to the data. This dissertation is concluded with a
summary and conclusions which are given in chapter 10.
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Chapter II

Theory of the Quasi-free 4He(e, e'p) Reaction

2.1 Introduction

Recently a comprehensive review of (e, e'p) reactions has been given by Frullani and
Mougey^\ covering most of the theory necessary to extract the nuclear-structure
information from the coincidence cross section. Therefore only those aspects of the
theory relevant for the interpretation of the present data will be treated in this chapter. In
section 2.2 the kinematics will be defined and in section 2.3 the plane-wave impulse
approximation (PWIA) formalism is discussed. The section will end with a description of
the longitudinal-transverse (LT) separation of the cross section in terms of the form
factors. The deduced expression will be used in chapter 7 in the interpretation of the data
for which a LT-separation can be performed. Corrections to the PWIA, such as final-
state interaction (FSI) effects, will be addressed in section 2.4 and the effects due to
various exchange contributions in section 2.5.

22 Kinematics

In the domain of relativistic quantum mechanics it is convenient to work in units such
that the reduced Planck's constant-ft and the velocity of light c equal one. The metric is
such that aHb^ = a.b = a,)b0 - a.b. The energy of the incident electrons is high enough to
neglect the electron mass m. The kinematics for the (e, e'p) process are outlined in figure
2.1. The scattering plane is determined by the incident and scattered electron momenta k
and k'. The reaction plane contains the emitted particle momentum px and intersects the
scattering plane in the momentum-transfer vector q. The azimuthal angle 4>x is the angle
between the two planes and will, for the present experiment, be restricted to the values <(»x

= 0 ° and 180 °. The incoming electron with four-momentum k = (kg, k) scatters over an
angle 6 e in the laboratory and the final electron k' = (kj,', k') is detected in coincidence
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with the knocked-out hadron px = (Ex, px). The four-momentum of the target nucleus is

denoted by P = PA = (EA, PA) and that of the non-observed nuclear system by PB = (EB,

PB). It is convenient to define the four-vectors* t£ = p£ - (px.q/q2)qR and T41 = P^ -

(P.q/q^q*1 and the Lorentz invariants MA0) = P.q, Q2 = - q2, P.px and px.q, i.e. in the

laboratory frame, where P = (MA, d), the transferred momentum amounts to q = (co, q)

with q2 = Q2 + co2.

Scattering plane

Figure 2.1: Momentum vectors for the coincidence reaction A + e
the laboratory frame.

e' + x + B in

The component of px parallel to the transferred three-momentum is denoted px , while

p ^ is the component perpendicular to q. The missing four-momentum is defined as pm s

(Em' Pm)= ^nv P B ) = 1' Px- F o r ^ ™ssing energy one usually writes Em = Mx + MB -

MA = to - Tx - TB, where Tx and TB are the kinetic energies of the detected hadron and

the residual nucleus, respectively.

2.3 The coincidence cross section

The electrodisintegration cross section is calculated up to the lowest order in the fine-
structure constant a. This restricts the calculation to the one-photon exchange

t The four-vectors t* and T are orthogonal to the transferred four-momentum: q.t, = q.T = 0.
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contribution. The relevant Feynman graph is drawn in figure 2.2.

Figure 22: Diagram for the one-photon exchange amplitude in (e, e'p) scattering.

In its most general form'2' the differential cross section is given by:

da = T~~4—r | T ( k > A ; k ' 'x-B ) | 2 pf (2J}

with:

2 ^ ( s , m2, MA) = flu* factor; s = (k + PA)2,

T(k, A; k', x, B) = the invariant interaction amplitude,

pf = the invariant phase space.

The flux factor is given by 4[(k.PA)2 - m2MA]Vi and amounts in the laboratory system to
4MAk0. The three-particle Lorentz-invariant phase space pf is:

3 3

pf=——. r r ~ (2n)V(k'+Px+pB - k - pA). (2.2)
(2;t)32k0' (2TC)32EX (2jt)32EB

The invariant amplitude is the product of matrix elements involving the electron current
j 1 1 and the hadron current L and can be calculated by the application of the Feynman
rules. The electron current in momentum space is given by:

<k', s' | f | k, s> = u(k', s') f u(k, s). (2.3)
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The spinors u, u are the solutions of the Dirac equation for free electrons and s (s") stands
for the polarization of the incoming (outgoing) electron. Since only unpolarized particles
are considered, the cross section must be averaged over the initial spin states and because
only directions and momenta are measured one has to sum over the final spin states.

In the one-photon exchange approximation the summation over spin states factorizes into
a product of a lepton tensor L ^ and a hadron tensor Htlv. In the laboratory system one
finds for the unpolarized cross section:

4
0 *

The lepton tensor can be calculated exactly in QED:
V = *4 S <*''s'I in Ik>s><k,s| j v |k',s'> (2.5)

s,s'
— IJU f r f f\rf ^ a, xn\ v f\c *v̂  -4- m l V 1 = 0\c' V -4- 9V' V O a
— /2 IF |_ K̂ „ J T lll^ J.̂  VAn I * / Jy J — ̂ *- LTv V II ^t onv

The hadron tensor also originates from the product of currents'3' '4' and can be written as:

2MA H^CP, px, q) = J ~ < P A I jJ(O) | P B ; p x > (2.6)

x<PB; px | Jv(0) | PA>(2;t)4S4(q + PA - px - PB).

The hadron tensor cannot be calculated in the same way as the electron tensor, because
the charge and magnetic-moment distributions have a non-zero extension. Relying on
symmetry principles'5' such as Lorentz invariance and electromagnetic current
conservation the most general gauge-invariant form can be defined as:

V*v y w TTV V^'Vxv
H^vO?. Px> <l) s y~Y ~ %iv)Wl + TW2 + TW3 + W * ( 2 - 7 )

Lorentz invariance is ensured because the nuclear current is written as a function of the
three independent four-vectors q**, P1 and p£. The hadron tensor is made up of a product
of nuclear currents and current conservation q^J = 0 translates to q^HL, - qvHuv = 0. As
already mentioned t ^ and T^ are perpendicular to q^ ensuring current conservation.

Although one could calculate the cross section by a straightforward contraction of the
lepton and hadron tensor, one mostly encounters the experimentally more convenient
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expression (2.8).

To2 o2 „e,
(2.8)^T W L + ( , + 2tan2-1)WT

Q Q Q 2 ^ Vi
^ W ^ cos2<Dx - -f-(^ + t a n 2 — ) V L T cos+z I l z 2q

The Mott cross section aM is given by:

4aV0
2 ©e

= — c o s — (2.9)
Q ^

The Mott cross section describes the scattering of electrons by the Coulomb field of a
nucleus, treated as a point charge (Z = 1), and consists of two factors. The first factor is
the non-relativistic Rutherford cross section for electromagnetic scattering of spinless
particles (k^ « MA). The second factor, cos20e/2, is produced by helicity effects,
because the incident electrons are spin V2 particles.

The factor between brackets in expression (2.8) accounts for the actual nuclear-charge
and current distributions. It is written in terms that arise from the interference between
the various polarization states of the virtual photon and contains explicitly the
dependence on the azimuthal angle <(ix of the emitted hadron. WL is the structure
function that describes the longitudinal part of the cross section. WT determines the
transverse contribution. W J J arises from the interference between the two transverse
polarization states, perpendicular and parallel to the (q, px)-plane. Finally WLT represents
the contribution from the interference between the longitudinal and transverse
polarization states. In parallel kinematics, p ^ = 0, both interference terms vanish and the

corresponding simplification of expression (2.8) explains why LT separations of the
coincidence cross section are up to now solely performed in such kinematics.

The four-momentum transfers chosen for the present (e, e'p) experiments imply that the
response functions are probed in the quasi-elastic scattering (QES) region. The dominant
mechanism in this part of the response function is scattering from individual nucleons.
The peak in the cross section is located at co = q /2M_, which corresponds to knockout of
stationary nucleons ( | p | =0) . The peak width Aco = 2k F | q |Mp reflects the Fermi
momentum kF of the nucleons inside the nucleus. The quasi-elastic cross section is given
by the incoherent sum of the scattering amplitudes of the individual nucleons. In the
impulse approximation (IA) one makes the assumption that the nuclear current is given
by the sum of the individual free-nucleon currents. A further consequence of the PWIA is
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that the momentum PB of the recoiling (A-1) nucleus is opposite to the initial proton
momentum: p = - pm . The knock-out process in PWIA is outlined in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The (e, e'p) process in PWIA.

In PWIA the hadron tensor can be shown'11 to factorize into:

Hv(p>q) 4
, Px, q) = S(Em, p) dEm dPB *; 84(p + q - px), (2.10)

4EEX
X

where E is the energy of the initial nucleon with mass M (* M ) . The hadronic tensor of
the nucleus H^fl*, px, q) is in PWIA given by the product of a spectral function S(Em, p)
and the hadronic tensor H^(p, q) of the constituents. In this picture p = px - q is the
four-momentum of the initial nucleon. The spectroscopic function S(Em, p) is related to
the wave function of the knocked-out constituent in the target. The tensor H^J,(p, q)
describes the photon-nucleon coupling for off-shell nucleons and is given in close
analogy to the Rosenbluth ^ cross section for elastic electron-proton scattering,

(M + Mx)2 q2 p2

This is the same gauge-invariant form as was found for ^ ( P , px, q), but in this case
only the two independent kinematic four-vectors at the (p, q) vertex are involved. The
functions WjN and W^ are combinations of the longitudinal and transverse form factors

Q2 2
W*1 and W ? , where WX

N = w £ and W2
N= V P (W^ +W^?). When for the

Q2 ( ) 2
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current operator the usual single-nucleon current operator is taken, these nucleonic form
factors are given by the Sachs electric and magnetic form factors. The off-shell mass of
the initial proton is denoted by M, while the on-shell mass is M . One possible off-shell
extrapolation isf2J:

( M - M /
w£ = (l + -^-)G2(Q2) (2.72;

Q2 + ( M - M /
W T = T~G2(Q2), (2.13)

2

1 1 1
where the off-shell electric and magnetic form factors can depend on Q , NL and M .

The expressions for Wj and W2 are obtained by comparison of equations (2.7), (2.10)
and (2.11). Because t^ = pH - (p.q)/q qu = t ^ one obtains in the IA:

EB (M + Mx)2

Wi = S(Em, p ) - - = — W ? (2.14a)
MB 4EEX

EB (M + Mx)2 p 2

W2 = S(Era, p ) - — -W2
N (2.14b)

MB 4EEX

The structure functions W3 and W4 vanish in the IA. In H^V(P, px, q) the initial proton is
off-shell and at this point there is some ambiguity because various possible off-shell
extrapolations satisfy the physical requirement that for the on-shell case one regains the
Rosenbluth expression. Recently the importance of such off-shell effects was
investigated in a calculation by Naus and KoctP^ using a one-pion loop model for the
nucleon. Applying this model one finds that off-shell effects are small (<2%) for the
missing momenta addressed in the present experiment.

To calculate the (e, e'p) cross section one has to perform the contraction L^VH*IV of the
lepton and hadron tensor. One finds in the laboratory frame expression (2.15):

d6a
= °M AW" + B-

4EE. MB

2(M + Mx)2 EB

2

In expression (2.15) one has the following contractions:
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1 ! "
q (2.16a)

2 — M-(Ex|q|-|p.|CO)2

2 [q^

Q2 2
2q

2q

(2.16b)

Q2

- 2 l^--
,©e Vi

^ ( E J q l - | p |co) cos((.x
IQI

By comparing equations (2.8) and (2.15) one has for the nuclear structure functions in
terms of the constituent form factors:

WL = w L
N

+ - :m, P ) r2.i7«;

EB

MB 4EEX

-S(Em, p) (2,17b)

EB (M + Mx)z

+ W ) - — ^ r -

WLT = 2 -
i Q l - I P - l w ) „ KT EB (M + M J

MB 4EEX

(2.17c)

-S(Em, p) ^2.77^;

For a longitudinal-transverse separation of the coincidence cross section one can write
(2.15) in the following form:

= CTMS(Em,p)
Q2l-e

q l - e x

N E B

MB 4EEX

. (2.18)

The virtual-photon polarization parameters e is defined as:

Q2 2

The parameter ex is defined as:

(2.19)
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In the case of parallel kinematics, | p ^ | =0 , one has e = ^ and due to this property ex

will be referred to as a virtual-photon polarization parameter. The interference structure
functions Wyj. and WLT now disappear and the expressions for WL and WT simplify
considerably. The expression for ex given by aquation (2.18) was used in the
longitudinal-transverse separation of the coincidence cross sections treated in chapter 7.
For the extraction of the proton spectral function the expression o^. for the electron-
proton cross section as derived by De Forest is employed. The electric and magnetic
nucleon form factors are calculated according to the parametrization of Simon et a/J9'

2.4 The spectral function

In this section the structure of the spectral function is discussed. Its interpretation in
PWIA is made in subsection 2.4.1 and in subsection 2.4.2 the more general situation is
considered, which enables final-state interaction effects to be investigated in both the
distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA) and in a microscopic approach. The
single-particle wave function contained in the nuclear matrix element is discussed in
subsection 2.4.3.

2.4.1 The Plane Wave Impulse Approximation

The six-fold differential cross section is written as*10^:

d6o
= K ZI TepMfi |

 25[k0 - k'o - Tx - TA_, - (Mj[_! + Mx - Mk)](221)

For the scattering amplitude one writes:

Pi>, (222)

where \W{> is the initial state and |*Ff> the final state. The nuclear-structure information
is contained in the matrix element Mg.

In the case of QES one can write the Hamiltonian for the electromagnetic interaction
between the electron and the proton as:

H^Vfo-V (2.23)

Neglecting the distortion of the electron wave functions by the Coulomb potential, which
is certainly correct for 4He, one can use plane waves for the initial and final state of the
electron part and finds:
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q ( r ' - r A ) V,(re - rA) d(re - rA) J e i q r * < Y, d r idr2..drA (2.24)

where |Vj> = |*FA(r,,..,rA)> and |Vf> = l A O " ^ ^ ^ ^ , . . , ! ^ . . , ) ^ |A> is the proton
state and the position of the proton is given by rA . Consequently TepMfi = V,(q)Mfi

where Vj(q) = Tep represents the off-shell electron-proton scattering amplitude.

We now reduce the problem to a two-body problem. It is appropriate to charge from
coordinates in the laboratory system (rj,..,rA) to the center-of-mass system (rj',..,rA') of
the residual nucleus. The definitions of the coordinates are given in figure 2.4.

A-1

Figure 2.4: Definition of the space coordinates.

The transformation of the coordinates reads as follows:

A-1 A

X r, £ r,
, _ _ i _ i=l rA A - 1

rj = r, - RA_!, where RA_t = — — and RA = —— = — + — — • RA_,. (225)
A-1 A A A

The initial state | *Fj > has a laboratory momentum P = 0 whereas the momentum of the
final state | *FA_! > is P* = px + pm . The nuclear matrix element Mfi can be written as:

1^(p ,q ) = <?PA.1(r1 ' , .^A.1 ')Xp'<rA0e iqRA | f * \ *PA(r1',..,rA')> (2.26)

where Z'p(rA) represents the wave function of the outgoing proton.

t Note that in this formalism the proton and the (A-1) states are not anti-symmetrized. It will be shown in
subsection 25.1 that when these states are fully anti-symmetrized the spectroscopic function will
contain a recoil term in addition to the direct term.
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When using the relation for the asymptotic momentum of the outgoing proton:

A A

equation (2.26) can be written as:

I q.rA

r A ' Z p ' ( r A ' ) e A <<_1(r1 ' , . . )rA_1 ') |¥A(r1 ' , . . ,rA ')>. (228)

The overlap integral will be denoted as ®fi(rA
/) = <A - 11 A>.

The basic step in the plane-wave impulse approximation is the assumption that the
outgoing proton can be described by a plane wave:

Inserting this in equation (2.28) gives the result

'. q) = -^-TT j dr A' e"(Pl" *'* O ^ O S Ofi(px - q). (2 30)
2)

In PWIA the nuclear matrix element is the Fourier transform to momentum space of the
overlap integral at the value px - q = - pm .

2.4.2 The calculation of final-state interaction effects

In general the outgoing proton cannot be represented by a plane wave, mainly because of
the strong interaction with the residual nucleus. It is even not always possible to write
down an expression for the spectral function, because due to the distortions the
coincidence cross section does not factorize anymore. There are two methods for the
calculation of the FSI effects. First there is the conventional DWIA approach where the
effects are obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation for the knocked-out proton in a
phenomenologically determined optical potential describing the interaction with the
residual nucleus. The second method consists of a microscopic calculation of the
rescattering effects. This method has been applied by Lage^ I121 for the nucleus hie
using a diagrammatic approach. Below we discuss the DWIA and the microscopic
calculations in more detail.

(i) For the DWIA calculation we employed the codes developed by Bqffi et a/.[13J f l4 ] fl5J

[16) [17] Th e s e a u m ors show that although the distortions are smaller in perpendicular than
in parallel kinematics, the factorization is a good approximation in parallel kinematics.
The present experiment has been mainly performed in perpendicular (q^ = constant)
kinematics and therefore the distortions are calculated within an unfactorized approach.
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Figure 25: Diagram for the one-photon exchange amplitude in DWIA.

The one-photon exchange amplitude in the distorted-wave impulse approximation is
outlined in figure 2.5. It can be seen that the FSI effects are contained in the vertex
where the proton scatters from the (A-l) system. In the present discussion it is assumed
that the (A-l) state before the interaction takes place is the triton ground state, because
only in that case it is permitted to employ an optical potential derived from an analysis of
the p - hi elastic scattering cross section. In the DWIA formalism the simple relation
p = - p m no longer holds. Li the DWIA codes the angular integrations are performed by
expanding Xpf~\r) m terms of spherical harmonics Y ^ O , (|>). For performing these
calculations one needs the solution of the radial Schrodinger equation for the outgoing
proton wave Zp, (r)- The potential used in the Schrodinger equation can be written

as1[181.

v=1
> R c ) " Vf(r, RR, aR) - iWf(r, R,, a,)

- (V s o + iWso)g(r, R s o , aso)(s.l) - (-l)'(Vex + iWex)f(r, R^, aex)

It consists of a Coulomb potential term, a real and imaginary central potential term, a
complex spin-orbit potential term and a complex /-dependent potential term. The latter is
especially important for a phenomenological description of nucleon-light nucleus elastic
scattering. A theoretical justification of this term is given by Thomson and Tangll9h The
potentials f(r, R, a) and g(r, R, a) are of the usual Woods-Saxon and Thomas forms. The
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Coulomb potential term is taken to be due to a uniformly charged sphere with an
appropriate radius parameter Rc. The optical potential used in the DWIA calculations is
a local potential, whereas on theoretical grounds it should be a non-local one. The non-
locality of the potential is accounted for in several ways. First the energy dependence of
the potential terms is adjusted such as to fit the nucleon - nucleus elastic scattering cross
section. Furthermore the local scattering wave function is modified, using the Perey
factor[20] [21]. A similar correction is applied to the bound-state wave function. The
potential terms are energy dependent and a set of optical-model parameters was taken
from the analysis by Van Oers et al. of a recent He(p, 2p) experiment'18'. These authors

3 3

obtained the optical-model set by an analysis of available p - He and p - H elastic
scattering data within the energy range 85 MeV - 1.0 GeV.
When this optical-model set is applied for a DWIA analysis of an (e, e'p) experiment one
must be careful with the center-of-mass corrections which are in particular important for
light nuclei. In the (e, e'p) reaction the total p - H kinetic energy in the center-of-mass
frame, T 5 ° , can be calculated from the Lorentz invariance of the total initial-state
four-momentum Pj = (to + M«He, q) in the laboratory and the final-state momentum Pf =

+ M3H + T^oM, 0) in the center-of-mass framed From P? = Pf
2 it then follows:

= [(M<He + to)2 - qY ~ ( ^ + M^) (2.32)

Because the total kinetic energy is not Lorentz invariant the energy-dependent optical-
model potential strengths must now be calculated at the proton energy in the laboratory:

Tp = t(Tp?M)2 + 2Tp
c
t
oM(M,H + Mp)]/2M3H (2.33)

The last equation follows from the equivalence of the Lorentz scalars P4
2 = P2 , where P ; =

^** 2 *(Mp + M,H + T^**, 0) and Pf = (Mp + M ^ + Tp, p) with | p | = (2MpTp + Tp2)*.

The experimentally obtained cross sections will be compared in chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 to
the results of various theoretical calculations using the above described DWIA approach.

(ii) The microscopic calculation for the rle nucleus by LageP"^ '23 ' uses the bound-state
wave function obtained from the solution of the four-body system by Schiavilla et alP*\
In this calculation the variational Monte-Carlo method was employed and it will be
discussed in more detail in the next subsection. Laget calculates the coherent sum of the

f This expression is limited to the two-body disintegration. The more general expression should include
the excitation energy of the residual nuclear system.
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diagrams shown in figure 2.6. The first diagram represents the PWIA contribution. For
the current operator its non-relativistic reduction including terms of order 1/M^ is used.
The spin-orbit term axp and the Darwin-Foldy term (1 + qz/8Mp) in the time component
of the current operator are retained. For the form factors of the nucleon the dipole
parametrization was used. The overlap integral < H | He> is obtained using the wave
functions derived by Schiavilla. Diagram II is due to anti-symmetrization of the final-
state wave function and at the y - (A-l) vertex the free ti form factors are used which
have been experimentally determined by Juster et alP5^ This implies a simplification,
because from the calculation of Schiavilla et al.l2A] one knows that only 75 - 80 % of the
pnn-clusters are in the triton state. In addition the radial extension of the pnn-cluster in
the initial state does not necessarily has to be the same as in the final state.

Figure 2.6: The diagrams used in the microscopic calculation of the final-state
interaction effects for the He nucleus.

The third diagram represents the actual FSI contribution and consists of a microscopic
calculation of the nucleon-nucleon rescattering. This is accomplished by expanding the
nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude in terms of the S, P and D scattering matrix
elements. In the calculation the active nucleon pair can be in an isospin T = 0 or T = 1
state. The overlap of the active pair with the "*He nucleus is calculated for the various
angular momentum states by Schiavilla. The calculation of diagram III in figure 2.6
involves a six-fold integration over the internal momenta .

It is interesting to note that a microscopic calculation of the final-state interaction effects for the %He
nucleus performed by LageP61 was also made using the diagram given in figure 2.5. In that case the pd
rescattering matrix elements were parametrized in terms of the corresponding phase-shifts. For relative
kinetic energies of the outgoing pd pcu. higher than 50 MeV the results were identical to the
microscopic calculation of the nucleon rescattering represented by diagram III in figure 2.6.
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In chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 the experimental results will be compared to the theoretical ones
using the microscopic approach described in this subsection.

2.4.3 Overlap wave functions

The nuclear matrix element Mfi(px', q) in equation (2.28) contains the overlap wave

function Ofi(rA') defined as <)>(r) = < ^ 14He >.

<Kr) = J dp d*. ̂ ( r , p, X) V^(p, X) (2.34)

In the case one assumes that the He wave function just factorizes into a tl internal wave
function and a p - 3H relative wave function it is possible to connect the 4He charge form
factor to the one-body density <(>(r):

Fch(q2) = Z FN(q2) / e 4 | « r ) 12 dr (235)

where FN(q ) is the charge form factor of the proton.

Using this model and the Eckart parametrization of the wave function given in equation

(2.36):

<j)(|r|) = N - e " < x r [ l - e - p r ] n , (236)
r

where N is the normalization constant and a the decay constant: a ~ 0.846 fm-1 related
to the separation energy, L«W27J obtained from a fit to the charge form factor of the ^He
nucleus the parameters n = 4 and p = 1.2 fm"1, whereas Lesniak et a/.f281 found n = 4 and
p=1.42fm~1.

In their DWIA analysis Van Oers et alP® calculated a p - ^H wave function where the
contribution of meson exchanges as given by Gari et alP9^ was first subtracted from the
charge form-factor data. These authors find:

<l>(|r|) = - Z a i e " P i r (2.37)
r i=i

with otj = (4.84, -23.0,47.3, -45.9,16.8) fm~1/2 and ft = (0.846 + (i - 1) 1.42) fm"1.

The single-particle wave functions according to him, Lesniak and Van Oers are shown in
figure 2.7. The solid curve shows the result of a microscopic calculation by Schiavilla et

alP*\ u s jng the Tjrbana nucleon-nucleon potential and a three-nucleon interaction (model
VII). Although all wave functions shown in figure 2.7 are about the same at large r, then-
behaviour in the nuclear interior is very different It has been shown by Schiavilla et
alP^ and Ciofi degli AttP® that the above described factorization of the ^ e wave
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function into a 3H internal wave function and a p - 3H relative wave function, is only
approximately valid at low missing momenta and totally inadequate at missing momenta
above 300 MeV/c.

In recent years several groups succeeded in solving the four-body Schrodinger equation
with various approaches. For a review of these theoretical methods we refer to
FonsecePl\ YakubovskP2^ [331 was the first to set up a system of coupled integral
equations corresponding to the four-body Schrodinger equation. This approach can be
considered as a generalization of the Faddeev equations. Yakubovski decomposed the
wave function into eighteen components which are contained in the set of eighteen
coupled so-called Yakubovski equations. An equivalent coupling scheme was given by
Grassberger, Sandhas^ and later by AlP5] (AGS-equations).

0.8

A 0.6

£
-e-

Lim
Lesniak
VanOers
Urbana

r[fm] —>

Figure 2.7: Single-particle wave functions derived from fitting various forms of the
p- H relative wave function to the He charge form factor. The dotted (dot-dashed)
curve corresponds to the result of Lim (Lesniak) using an Eckart parametrization.
The dashed curve represents the result by Van Oers et al. including corrections for
meson-exchange currents effects. The solid curve shows the results of the VMC
calculation by Schiavilla et al/24} for the Urbana potential, including a three-
nucleon interaction.

At present only the Green's function Monte Carlo (GFMC) method'36! leads to an exact
solution of the four-particle Schrodinger equation. Up till now only local central
potentials are used in the GFMC calculations. However, the results are important,
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because they can be used as benchmarks for other few-body calculations schemes.
Recently CarlsorP1^ reported the first GFMC calculations of A = 3 and 4 nuclei with
spin-dependent V6 interactions. The importance of a three-nucleon interaction (TNI)
was demonstrated in the GFMC studies by Zabolitzky et a/.'381 [39' The inclusion of a TNI
results in an increase of 6 MeV in the 4He binding energy and causes the resulting point-
proton density to exhibit a central depression, as was deduced from a Fourier transform
of the experimentally determined'40' charge form factor of He.

For more realistic nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions the most accurate methods for
solving the four-nucleon system are at present the variational Monte-Carlo (VMC)
method'41' and the ATMS (Amalgamation of the Two-nucleon correlations into the
Multiple Scattering process) method'42'. In the VMC method, which was developed for
nuclear matter calculations, one can use a Hamiltonian containing two- and three-body
forces. In the ATMS method the correlations between the nucleons due to realistic
nucleon-nucleon potentials are included in the trial wave functions in terms of two-body
correlation functions. For both the VMC and ATMS method one needs to incorporate a
three-body force which contributes 6 - 1 2 MeV to the ^ e binding energy, depending on
the interactions used . Only the VMC calculation by Schiavilla et al. reproduces the
correct binding energy (E = -28.3 MeV) and r.m.s. radius (Rexp = 1.67 ± 0.01 fm) for
the Tie nucleus.

In figure 2.8 the results are given of a VMC calculation'24' using the Urbana and Argonne
V14 NN-potentials. The figure also shows the p - H momentum-density distribution
given by an ATMS calculation'42' involving the Reid Soft Core (RSC) V8 and Super-Soft
Core (SSC) NN potentials. The proton momentum distribution obtained with the Urbana
V14 NN potential shows the largest amount of high momentum components. The results
of the calculations differ up to a factor of two at missing momenta easily accessible by
present day (e, e'p) coincidence experiments. The results of both the VMC and the
ATMS calculations indicate that, independently from the NN interaction involved, the
overlap of the p - H state with the He ground state amounts to about 80 ± 5 %.

The Green's function Monte Carlo study of Carlson1371 for the *He nucleus using the Argonne V6
nucleon-nucleon interaction resulted in a ground-state energy of -24.8 ± 0.2 MeV. The variational
Monte Carlo method yields for the same NN interaction the value -22.75 ± 0.10 MeV. This difference
between the two methods indicates that a TNI may be important for a correct description of the *He
nucleus.
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Figure 2.8: Realistic proton-triton momentum density distributions in He calculated
with various nucleon-nucleon potentials.

25 Exchange contributions

In this section various exchange effects will be discussed, like the coupling of the virtual
photon to the (A-l) system. Furthermore the influence of exchange contributions
required by the Pauli principle applied on the quark substructure of the nucleons in the
He nucleus, the importance of the charge-exchange contribution determined with

coupled-channels calculations and the contribution of meson-exchange currents (MEC)
will be addressed.

25.1 The one-photon exchange contribution

The main assumption of the PWIA is that the four-momentum is transferred to only one
proton which is the one knocked out and detected. This implies the absence of exchange
terms. Exchange terms do show up when both the initial and final state are completely
anti-symmetrized and in that case one must account for the amplitude where the virtual-
photon is absorbed on the (A-l) system. The situation is depicted in figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Diagrams contributing to the A(e, e'p)B cross section in PWIA. Diagram
I represents the usual IA, while diagram II corresponds to the exchange term.

More details about the interference of the amplitudes shown in figure 2.9 can be found in
the review by Frullani and Mouge/l\ Especially for light nuclei these exchange
contributions are important, for instance in the He(e, e'd)p reaction studied by Keizer et
alS4i\ That experiment was devised to address the high momentum components of the
3He wave function. However, LageP2^ shows that the experimentally obtained
coincidence cross sections are for about 90 % due to contributions from exchange terms.

The importance of exchange terms for light nuclei can be understood from energy
conservation. In an (e, e'p) experiment at fixed energy transfer, where only the two-body
^integration of He is considered, the sum of the kinetic energy of the detected proton
and the (A-l) system is constant:

Tx + TB = co - Em = constant. (238)

The spectral function corresponding to the two diagrams shown in figure 2.9 can be
written in PWIA as:

S(Em, p, q) = q) ^ ( q ) 12 6(co - Tx - TB - Em). (2.39)

This expression involves the body form factor JA-i(q) of the (A-l) system. The result is
that when the high momentum components in the proton wave function are addressed by
measuring at high | pB | , the consequence of equation (2.38) is that | px | is becoming
smaller and therefore the exchange contribution to the the spectral function is becoming
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increasingly important. So if one wants to access the high-momentum components in the
p - 3H wave function one has to choose a high four-momentum transfer to reduce the
exchange contributions. In the present experiments the kinematics were chosen such that
the direct term (diagram I in figure 2.9) is dominant (see chapter 5) in order to extract the
p - 3H momentum density distribution in a proper way. In chapter 8 the results of
separate measurements where both contributions are equally important will be discussed.

25.2 Quark-exchange contributions

When the "̂ He nucleus is considered in terms of the constituent quarks, there are twelve
fermions which appear in three colors. Color confinement in QCD reduces the available
degrees of freedom leading to the formation of color singlets: baryons and mesons. The
Pauli principle has to be obeyed by the elementary fermions, i.e. on the quark level. This
implies that exchange terms are required for the description of the one-nucleon knockout
process. In figure 2.10 several diagrams are shown:

Figure 2.10: Quark-exchange diagrams in the one-nucleon knockout process

Pauli effects become increasingly important if there is a higher overlap between the color
singlet states, and may therefore be experimentally observable in the dense ^ e system.
The influence of quark-exchange effects in the light nuclei 2H, 3H, ^ e and 4He was
recently calculated by Mulders and Dieperink^ ^45\ Their results for the proton
momentum distribution of He are shown in figure 2.11 for several values of the
transferred three-momentum.

The consequence of the exchange terms in the exclusive (e, e'p) process is that the
spectral function - obtained by dividing the coincidence cross section by Ka^c - is, even
in the absence of FSI effects, not related to single-nucleon properties anymore. This is
due to the q-dependence of the exchange terms which is different from that for a^. As
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can be seen in figure 2.11 the effect in parallel kinematics of quark exchange can be
considerable at high missing momenta, but it is only a few percent at | p m | = 150 MeV/c.
The results for non-parallel kinematics show an even weaker q-dependence.
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Figure 2.11: Influence of quark exchange on the momentum density distribution
(parallel kinematics).

25.3 The charge-exchange contribution

The response in the (e, e'p) reaction may be influenced by the two-step process
(e, e'n)(n, p). For the transverse part of the cross section the coupling of the virtual
photon to the magnetic moment of the neutron has to be considered, because it can
contribute to the (e, e'p) cross section through a charge-exchange reaction. In the Lane
formalism[46ll47] l48] the optical-model potential is written as:

t.T
I — . (2.40)

Both Uo and Uj are energy dependent, t is the isospin of the projectile and T the isospin
of the residual nucleus. The amplitude for this (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step process is given by
diagram in in figure 2.12.
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I n ni

Figure 2.12: Diagrams contributing to proton knockout in the PWIA (I) and DWIA
(II). The charge-exchange amplitude is represented by diagram III.

For the transverse response the proton and neutron wave functions satisfy the following
coupled equations ̂ 49':

(2.41a)

(2.41b)

The strength factors for the transverse part of the cross section are given by the magnetic
moments of the nucleon. The source strength f is determined by the kinematical
configuration e.g. by ex and Q2. The optical potential was taken identical to the one in
equation (2.31). When the coupling terms V ^ in the above equations are small, then one
can write in first order:

(2.42)

Equation (2.42) shows that the effect of charge exchange can be approximated by an
effective weaker optical-model potential. The charge-exchange amplitude (Fig. 2.12,
diagram III) interferes with the PWIA amplitude (Fig. 2.12, diagram I) and with the
rescattering amplitude (Fig. 2.12, diagram II) in such a way that it contributes
constructively to the coincidence cross section.
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Figure 2.14: Coupling schemes employed in the DWIA and CCIA calculation.

The contribution of charge exchange is expected to be important in particular for light
nuclei, because of the A~ dependence of the Lane potential. The importance of the
charge-exchange contribution for the 4He nucleus can be seen in figure 2.13. The
measured cross sections[50] I511 for the reaction ^ ( p , n ) 3 ^ at 156 MeV (and at 57 MeV)
are within a factor of two equal to the elastic proton-scattering channel. In the coupled-
channels impulse approximation (CCIA) calculation the coupling schemes given in figure
2.14 were employed. A bi-directional arrow in figure 2.14 means that both directions of
the coupling are active in the calculation. Isospin symmetry was assumed which implies
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that one uses V ==V for the exchange potential. As will be discussed in chapters 6 and
8 the contribution from charge exchange to the coincidence cross section can be
considerable, especially at high missing and transferred momenta and for small values of
the virtual-photon polarization parameter.

25.4 Meson-exchange contributions

The contributions due to mesonic degrees of freedom for (e, e'p) processes were recently
calculated for the 2H(e, e'p) reaction by Arenhovel '52^ and LageP^ '54^ and for the
3He(e, e'p) reaction by Lagefi12\ From these calculations one knows that the effects due
to MEC become increasingly important for higher missing momenta and for non-parallel
kinematics. At moderate missing momenta (I p m I ~ 150 MeV/c) the calculation of Laget
for the ^ e nucleus indicates an effect of 3%.

y\ / \

Figure 2.15: Diagram for the meson-exchange amplitude.

The increased overlap of the nucleon wave functions, owing to the high density in "̂ He
and the increased number of nucleon pairs, suggest that a phenomenological
extrapolation of the results of the calculations could yield, in the case of 4He,
considerable MEC effects. Recently Laget[n] [23] has calculated the effects due to
meson-exchange currents for the Tfe(e, e'p) H reaction. The meson-exchange amplitude
used in his calculation is shown in figure 2.15. This amplitude is added coherently to the
amplitudes shown in figure 2.6. In his calculation Laget takes active nucleon pairs with
isospin T = 0 and T = 1 into account and allows for S and D scattering states. The
calculation includes the exchange of both it and p mesons. The diagrams corresponding
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to the nucleon Born terms are included in the calculations through the wave functions
used.

In this chapter various elements of theory necessary for the interpretation of the present
experiment have been considered. The coincidence cross section was discussed and
several corrections to the PWIA were considered, such as FSI and various exchange
effects. The results of the various models described will be discussed in detail in chapters
6, 7, 8 and 9.
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Chapter HI

Experimental Setup

3.1 Introduction

An extensive description of the experimental setup used for the present work can be
found in De Vries et al^\ Therefore only those aspects which are of particular
importance for this experiment are described in detail. In section 3.2 the key features of
the electron-scattering facility at NIKHEF-K are listed. The cryogenic gas target is
discussed in section 3.3. In section 3.4 the focal-plane detection system is discussed.
Special attention is paid to the detection of tritons. The chapter concludes with a
description of the missing-mass and missing-momentum resolutions.

32 The NIKHEF-K facility for (e, e'X) coincidence reactions

The experiment was performed with the Medium Energy Accelerator (MEA) with
electrons in the energy range 300 < k^ < 480 MeV, peak currents of 3 - 4 mA and
average currents up to 30 nA. The repetition rate amounted to 250 - 300 Hz and the pulse
length was typically 20 - 35 us. Hence the beam duty factor was between 0.5 and 1 %.

The feasibility of coincidence experiments mainly depends on the momentum and
angular acceptances of the spectrometers and on the ratio of real-to-accidental
coincidences. To optimize this ratio it is in general crucial to have an accelerator with a
high duty factor and a detection system with a high coincidence-time resolution. In the
case of experiments leading to discrete final states a good missing-energy resolution of
the coincidence setup is also an important factor. Apart from the requirement that the
two spectrometers have a good intrinsic resolution, it is desirable to eliminate the
influence of the beam-energy spread at the target on the overall resolution. Therefore the
beam handling system (that has an intrinsic resolution of 3.10~5) is operated in
dispersion-matching mode[2l This mode implies that the beam dispersion is matched to

f.t
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the weighted average of the dispersions of both spectrometers in such a way that the
missing-energy resolution AEm is independent of the primary beam spread (Ak /̂kQ - 0.3
%). The Em resolution is then mainly determined by the energy straggling of the hadrons
in the target and by the missing-momentum resolution Apm. The latter quantity depends
on the angular resolution caused, among others, by multiple scattering (see section 3.5).

For the experiments under consideration the beam dispersion at the target was 7 - 9
cm/%, the coincidence resolving time At » 1.0 ns (FWHM) and the best missing-energy
resolution AEm = 350 keV. The ratio of real and accidental coincidences. R/A, varied
between 0.2 and 17 for the full detection volume. Limiting the analysis to the two-body
electrodisintegration channel this ratio varies from 1-170.

Two high-resolution magnetic spectrometers^ are used in order to momentum analyze
the scattered particles: the electron spectrometer QDD (5p/p < 7.10" ) and the hadron
spectrometer QDQ (5p/p < 2.10"4). The layout of the two-spectrometer setup is
illustrated in figure 3.1.

QDD QDQ

Figure 3.1: Layout of the two-spectrometer setup, showing the rotatable platforms,
magnet configurations and shielding. Also indicated is the scattering chamber. The
beam enters perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. Dimensions are in mm.

The two spectrometers can rotate independently around a vertical axis through the center
of the target. The magnetic fields are monitored by means of NMR probes. The main
parameters of the two spectrometers are listed in table III. 1.
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Table III.l: Main parameters of the magnetic spectrometers

radius
Maximum momentum
Max. field strength
Deflecting angle
Momentum acceptance
Max. solid angle
Intrinsic resolution
Focal plane surface

[mm]
[MeV/c]

m
[deg]
[%]

[msr]

QDD

1400
600

1.43
2x75

±5
5.6
7.10"5

flat

QDQ

1605
750

1.56
90
±5
15.9
2.10"4

flat

3.3 The cryogenic gas target

3.3.1 Introduction

The cryogenic target system for gaseous 4He at an operating temperature of 20 K was
developed at NIKHEF-K and features a high luminosity and extremely thin exit
windows. Dictated by the experiments, which involve among others recoil-particle
detection, the target window is made either of mylar with a thickness of 1.5 (xm or kapton
of 7.0 |J.m (a 25 (Am foil of stainless steel instead of kapton and wire frame was used for
part of the (e, c'p) experiments). For electrodisintegration measurements on "̂ He,
involving the detection of low-energy tritons or He particles, it is essential to have a
thin-walled cryogenic gas target to limit straggling effects. For instance, when mylar
foils with a thickness of 1.5 \im and a gas pressure of 25 kPa are used the lower limit of
the momentum of He particles escaping the target without excessive distortion is
calculated to be 150 MeV/c.

In order to be able to cope with ths low cross sections involved in the study of the 4He(e,
e'3H)p reaction at high triton momenta (500 MeV/c), it is desirable to work at gas
pressures as high as possible. For the same reason it is profitable to have maximum beam
current at a level still compatible with the cooling capacity of the cryogenic system. The
heat exchanger can handle up to 10 W of heat dissipated by the electron beam. The
maximum value for the luminosity amounts to 2500 nA.mg/cm2.

The effective target thickness which is a function of dissipated beam power can reliably

t This section has been published131 in a slightly modified version.

t t Owing to the acceptances of the magnetic spectrometers only part of the total luminosity was seen in
the coincidence experiments. The precise amount depends on the kinematical configuration and the
maximum value obtained for the effective luminosity amounts to about 12S0 nA.mg/cm2 .
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be determined. The design considerations and the construction of the target system are
discussed. Special attention has been paid to the main components of the target cell such
as the heat exchanger and the hadron exit foil. Finally, the results obtained in target tests
are presented.

33.2 The target system

The target system is outlined in figure 3.2.

mini cooler

radiation shield —

electron beam

pneumatics

first stage

second stage

target cell

c? — - view screen

target chamber

Figure 32: The cryogenic target system.

Its main elements are the gas-target cell itself with a fluorescent screen for beam viewing
purposes and the minicooler mounted on top of the target chamber such that either the
gas cell or the fluorescent screen can be (pneumatically) moved into the electron beam.
These parts are discussed in more detail below.

33.2.1 The target cell

Several conflicting requirements have to be fulfilled in the design of the He target cell
shown in figure 3.3.
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4 wires —

< 2 m m

vacuum = 10 Pa

heat exchanger

clamping window

S.St. foil (25 \im)

copper foil (38

S.St. Wire
0.2(0.1) mm

kapton (mylar) foil

7.0 (1.5) nm

14He gas 400 (25) fcPa, T = 20 K

Figure 3.3: The target cell.

Gas with a pressure up to 400 kPa must be confined, while the sealing foil seen by the
recoil-particle spectrometer must have a low mass and a low permeability. The
construction has to be radiation resistant and must be able to withstand the mechanical
stress due to differences in thermal expansion coefficients. The dimensions of the target
cell are imposed by experimental conditions and thermal constraints. The length is
detennined by the demand that the beam entrance and exit foils do not lie within the
optical acceptances of the electron and hadron spectrometers. The total length of the
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target cell and the side-foils are 100 and 84 mm, respectively. To minimize the energy
loss of the ejected hadrons in the gas itself, the width of the target cell has to be small.
Given the dimensions of the heat exchanger and the necessary incoming and outgoing
beam clearance the width of the target cell is chosen to be 24 mm. The height of the cell
is determined by the length of the cooling ribs (see below) and by the size of the beam on
the target With a typical beam dispersion in the vertical direction at the target of 8
cm/% and AkQ/kg of the incoming beam of 0.3% the vertical beam-spot size is 24 mm.
The shape of the target cell must be rectangular in order to make the energy loss of the
hadrons independent of the vertical position at which the reaction occurs. Underneath
the target cell an A12O3 view screen is mounted for the purpose of beam tuning. Part of
the screen contains a polyethylene foil to permit the determination of the coincidence
detection efficiency.

Copper was chosen as basic material for the construction. The heat exchanger,
consisting of 50 copper cooling ribs, is brazed to the target cell using a copper-silver
alloy (melting point Ts = 600 °C). Then the (38 \im) foils for beam entrance and exit and
the (25 Jim) side-foil for the scattered electrons are brazed to the cell using a tin-silver (5
%) alloy (Ts = 180 °C). For the entrance and exit foils traversed by the primary beam,
pure copper (99.9 %) was used in order to minimize heating up of the foils by the beam.
With these copper foils, the calculated temperature difference between the entrance and
exit foils and the He gas under beam load (6 W) is less than 17 K, neglecting the
cooling of the foils by the 4He gas. The foils span an area of 20 mm x 30 mm and can
withstand a gas pressure up to 600 kPa. At a working pressure of 400 kPa the maximum
foil elongation is 4 mm. To prevent the foils from being peeled off, a clamping window
(thickness 1.5 mm) is brazed onto them. The foil at the side of the electron spectrometer,
for which stainless steel was chosen, spans an area of 84 mm x 30 mm.

Two (2/3) capillaries made of stainless steel are connected to the cell using an Indium
seal. Within the target cell an Allen Bradley resistor is mounted for monitoring the gas
temperature. Its four electrical wires are carried through a capillary to avoid a low-
temperature electrical feedthrough. The target cell is connected with two clamps against
the second stage of the minicooler. To improve the thermal contact a thinly rolled Indium
foil is inserted.

3 3.2 2 The hadron exit foil

There are two versions of the cell: a low-pressure (25 kPa) and a high pressure (400 kPa)
cell. The low-pressure version enables the measurement of low-energy particles 3H,
Tie and He in the kinetic energy range 2 - 1 0 MeV. The high-pressure version has
been used in the range 5 - 100 MeV.
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A kapton/mylar foil is glued to the target cell using Scotch-Weld 3M flexible glue, type
2216 B/A, and supported by a grid of stainless steel wires (S.St.301 - full hard). The wire
frame is made of stainless steel and is connected to the target cell with four bolts. The
elasticity of the wires enables their use as a spring. The tension in the wires and
therefore the wire thickness at a given spacing can be reduced by choosing a certain
length for the wires. These parameters were optimized with an iterative process using
the material constants at the operating temperature of 20 K.

For the 25 kPa cell mylar with a (commercially available) thickness of 1.5 |im was
chosen. At 20 K it reaches an elongation up to 8 % before it tears apart. The mylar foil,
that spans an area of 84 mm x 20 mm, is supported by a stainless steel wire frame with a
wire thickness, length and spacing of 0.1, 60 and 2 mm, respectively. This wire frame
has a 95 % transmission at a view angle of 90 °. With these features the cell construction
is operated at less than 30 % of its maximum stress strength. For the 400 kPa cell this
percentage is 65 %. In this construction a kapton foil is chosen with a thickness of 7.0
jjjn supported by an identical wire frame, but with 0.2 mm wires and thus a 90 %
transmission. Special attention has to be paid to the cooling-down procedure of the 400
kPa target cell. It is not possible to cool an empty cell down to 20 K and then fill it to
400 kPa, because at 20 K kapton supports an elongation of only 2 % before it tears. On
the other hand, at room temperature the construction cannot take a pressure load of 400
kPa. Therefore the cell is first filled to 200 kPa and then cooled down. The strength
increases with decreasing temperature and when 20 K is reached the cell can be safely
filled to 400 kPa.

In order to test the radiation resistance, the empty 1.5 \im mylar target cell was inserted
for two weeks in the target chamber while in use for other experiments. The cell was thus
exposed to heavy radiation .

After this period it could still withstand a pressure of up to 150 kPa. The kapton cell
construction was tested on-line during He(e, e'X) experiments under a pressure load of
380 kPa and 30 (iA beam for a period of 10 days. The target system turned out to
function reliable. An important design parameter is the 4He gas permeability of mylar
and kapton. Several measurements at 20 K were performed and the results vary with the
quality of the mylar foils between 2.7 x 10~~2 Stcc/s and 3.8 x 10~2 Stcc/s for a target

t Under actual working conditions the 1.5 n mylar target cell repeatedly exploded after two days of 50
uA electron beam current Therefore it must be concluded that the radiation damage of the mylar foil is
more severe when this foil is under full pressure load.
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pressure of 100 kPa and a foil area of 16 cm2 . As a final remark it is noted that a 0.7 Jim
polypropylene anti-condensation foil was mounted in parallel with the exit foil. It
prevents frost to develop at the outside of the cell window, because it is not cooled by the
Tie gas.

33.23 The heat exchanger

The power dissipated by the electron beam in the cell is removed by the method of
natural convection for which purpose a heat exchanger is installed.

Heat transfer of a gas to a wall follows from Nusselts number Nu which, in case of free
convection, is a combination of the Grashof number Gr and the Prandtl number Pr^4' ^ :

Nu = p(Gr)q(Pr) r (3.1)

in which p, q and r denote empirical constants. The Prandtl number contains material
constants as viscosity, specific heat and the heat transfer coefficient, while the Grashof
number accounts for the thermal buoyant force. For the calculation the formula for free
vertical plates is applied. For the region Gr.Pr < 108 the Nusselt number is given by:

Nu = 0.56[GrPr]0-2 5 (3.2)

The heat flow Q then follows from

Q = A T / R a = ocAAT (3.3)

where R a is the heat transfer resistance, a is the heat transfer coefficient and A the area.

The heat transfer coefficient a is related to Nusselts number by:

a = XNu/L c (3.4)

The equations determining the efficiency of the heat exchanger are solved using an
iterative procedure. In the calculations the ideal gas-law approximation was used for the
thermal expansion (volumetric) coefficient As characteristic length the height of the
cooling rib was chosen: Lc = 15 mm. The other variables were parametrized as a function
of temperature^. The calculation for a heat exchanger consisting of 50 cooling ribs
yields a temperature rise per unit of dissipated beam power of AT/Q = 0.77 K/W and
3.06 K/W for 400 kPa and 25 kPa, respectively. Furthermore the temperature difference

Note that the formula for free vertical plates is applied. In the constructed heat exchanger the volume
above the plates is closed requiring extra energy, because the momentum of the gasflow has to be
changed.
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across a cooling rib under a beam load of 6 W is calculated to be 1.5 K.

The 10 W minicooler (Leybold Heraeus RG1040) mounted on top of the target chamber
is movable by pneumatic control in the vertical direction over a distance of 5 cm. This
necessitates the use of a stainless steel bellow that can withstand a pressure difference of
600 kPa. When the target system is in operation (4He target cell in the beam) the
minicooler head is pressed in the down-position by atmospheric pressure.

•part
capillary

targal
call
20K

-ixj—

•o
electronic
(MnomtUr

L-O

l^Sj ( pamp )

Targat
cfiambar

Figure 3.4: The gas transfer system.

The target system contains several adjustments that enable the precise alignment (< 0.5
mm) of the target system with respect to the beam axis and the spectrometer acceptances.
To reduce heat input from 300 K radiation, a radiation shield is connected to the first
stage (80 K) of the minicooler. Furthermore several layers of superisolation are added to
the target system, except in the area where the emerging hadrons are detected. The zero
load power on the second stage of the minicooler amounts to 0.9 W, and if necessary, can
be reduced by coating the exit window with a thin, reflective metal layer. Figure 3.4
shows the block diagram of the gas-transfer system. Evacuation and filling of the target
and pressure regulation are remotely controlled by a programmable logical control unit
(PLC). The 12 liters buffer vessel connected to the target cell with two capillaries damps
changes of the gas pressure by more than a factor of 10. In the experiment only one
capillary is used; the pressure of the target cell is measured using the second capillary.
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For cross-check purposes the gas pressure is also measured in the buffer vessel.
Calibrated piezo-electric absolute pressure manometers are used for pressure gauges. A
pressure control unit is implemented in order to compensate for the permeability of the
foils. A data acquisition-system consisting of a CBM8032-PC with IEEE488-interface is
used for logging pressures, temperature and valve settings.

33.3 Test results

The dependence of the effective target thickness on the various electron beam parameters
was determined by measuring the elastic electron-scattering cross section of 4He.
Elastically scattered electrons were detected with the QDD spectrometer at 0 e = 40 °.

80-

60-

60 40-

20-

He(e,e) target test

to 400 kPa

_ exp. fit

10 15 20

average beam current I[|iA] —>

Figure 35: The effective target thickness as function of electron beam current. The
dashed curve shows an exponential fit to the data.

Data were taken at an incident energy of 426 MeV for gas pressures of 100, 200 and 400
kPa. With an energy spread of 0.17 % the beam size at the target was typically 13 mm in
the vertical direction and less than 2 mm in the horizontal direction. The beam-power
dissipation was varied by changing the burst length from 3 - 30 \ls at fixed repetition rate
of 300 Hz and constant peak intensity. In figure 3.5 the result of this test is shown for a
target pressure of 400 kPa. In the power-dissipation range 0 - 2.5 W (I = 0 - 18 \iA) the
effective "He density exhibits an exponential behavior (dashed curve). From the scatter
of the measurements a 1.9 % accuracy in the determination of the effective target
thickness was deduced. With the known spectrometer solid angle, the detection
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efficiency and the 4He cross section known from the literature'71 [8] !9] the effective
target thickness for zero power dissipation was calculated to be 61.5 ±1.6 mg/cm . The
error contains the statistical uncertainty and the 2 % systematic error of the elastic
electron scattering experiment of McCarthy et a/.'101 In the rie(e, e'X) experiments the
correction for different target thicknesses due to differences in peak current and spot size
during the elastic with respect to the coincidence experiments is made by comparing the
hadron singles rates. Furthermore the effective target thickness, determined from elastic
electron scattering has to be in agreement with the value calculated from the geometry,
temperature and pressure. From the latter method for the zero-load target thickness 60.9
±2.8 mg/cm is found. The quoted error is due to the uncertainties in the determination
of the temperature and pressure.

3.4 The detection system

3.4.1 Introduction

The detection systems'12' of both spectrometers consist of a stack of 4 multi-wire drift
chambers (MWDC) in combination with scintillators and Cherenkov counters. Each
detection system is separated from the spectrometer vacuum by a low-mass vacuum
exit-foil system in order to minimize the multiple-scattering contribution to the
momentum resolution. The detection system of the QDQ spectrometer is shown in figure
3.6. In coincidence measurements the wire-chamber information is used to reconstruct
the length of the particle trajectory from the reaction vertex through the spectrometer
magnetic field to the trigger scintillators. For this purpose the coordinates of the particle
orbit are with respect to a reference orbit expressed by a Taylor expansion. Each matrix
element of this expansion is expressed as a polynomial (up to fourth order) of the
momentum relative to a defined reference momentum^13'[14'. This allows to correct the
measured coincidence time for time-of-flight differences of the particles traversing the
spectrometers.

Figure 3.7 shows raw and corrected coincidence timing spectra for the reaction
4He(e, e'p) for a kinematics with a 220 MeV/c central missing momentum. The FWHM
of 1.2 ns is a combination of the resolution of the timing scintillators (= 0.5 ns for each
trigger), the contribution of multiple scattering and that due to the vertical spot size of the
electron beam at the target. The multiple-scattering contribution is chiefly due to the
protons detected in the QDQ, because contributions of multiple scattering to the

t Pan of this section, related to the low-mass exit-foils of the spectrometers, has been published'1''.
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momentum resolution of the electron spectrometer are small.

*

S

FOCAL PLANE
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scintitlators

Figure 3.6: The detection system of the hadron spectrometer showing the two stacks
of multi-wire drift chambers and the E, AE scintillator system.
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Figure 3.7: Coincidence-time spectrum for the reaction He (e, e'p) uncorrected and
(software) corrected for flight-time differences in both spectrometers.
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Figure 3.8: Energy loss for a 20 MeV triton in the various parts of the exitfoil and
detection system of the QDQ spectrometer (see also figure 3.6).

In figure 3.8 the energy loss experienced by a 20 MeV triton in the various parts of the
exit-foil and detection system is shown. The energy loss in the air gap between the two
stacks of MWDC is the most important contribution. This loss can be reduced by
replacing the air by 4He using a bag. The figure shows that in that case the energy losses
in the exit foils are of the same magnitude as those in the detection system.

3.4.2 The detection oftritons

The physics program also requires the detection of other hadrons'15' ^16'. In table III.2
the threshold energies are tabulated for detecting various particles in the hadron
spectrometer.

Table III2: Threshold energies for particle detection in the QDQ spectrometer. The
first column gives the threshold energies for the standard setup, the second column
when using the helium bag.

pion
proton
deuteron
triton

hie
"He

[MeV]

5
10
12
15
30
40

[MeV]

3
7
10
12
25
30

The first column gives the lowest kinetic energy, T ^ for particles still giving a trigger in
the scintillator of the standard detection system. The second column shows the threshold
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energies when using the ne bag. These lower limits are to a large extent achieved
thanks to the use of the present exit-foil system.

The scintillator system of the QDQ is used to generate the trigger. In the case of (e, e'p)
experiments the coincidence trigger'171 is given by the coincidence, within a 40 ns time
gate, of an event detected in the electron detection system and the logical-AND of the
triggers in both scintillator layers (see figure 3.6) of the QDQ detection system. This
trigger signal starts the recording of the MWDC's information in both spectrometers. In
the (e, e'3H) experiments the hadron-event trigger is given by the AE scintillator,
because in some kinematical configuration the tritons do not reach the E scintillator. The
pulse-height information of the E, AE scintillator system, consisting of 6-bit flash-
encoder ADC information, was used for particle identification purposes. This
identification is crucial since the amount of accidental coincidences caused by the
background of proton and deuteron singles rates is several orders of magnitude higher
than the amount of true (e', H) coincidences. In the (e, e' H) experiments a typical R/A
ratio before applying the criterion of particle identification is R/A - 0.2 for the full
detection volume. After performing a position dependent correction for light losses in
the AE scintillator, a clear discrimination is possible between protons, deuterons and
tritons which is demonstrated in figures 3.9 and 3.10. Figure 3.9 shows a correlation plot
for the corrected pulse-height signals from the total energy (E) and energy-loss (AE)
scintillators (see figure 3.6). The magnetic field setting was such that protons, deuterons
and tritons with momenta around | p x | = 414 MeV/c were selected. Due to the mass
differences of the particles the kinetic energy of the protons (deuterons) is about a factor

of 3 (1.5) larger than that of the tritons.
t

Figure 3.9 shows that all tritons are stopped in the thin (3 mm) AE scintillator. The pulse
heights in this scintillator are equal for the tritons and deuterons. However, the deuterons
do reach the thick (10 mm) E scintillator, where they are stopped. The protons traverse
both scintillator layers. In figure 3.9 also the corrected pulse-height spectra are separately
shown for both scintillators. In this case the tritons can clearly be separated from the
protons and deuterons by putting a gate on the total energy of the particles.

t The stopping power for heavy charged particles is given by the Bethe-Bloch equation'181 and its
dependence on the kinetic energy T and mass M of the incident particle is approximately given as

[dE/dx] = P"2 In (Cp2) = — In (2C—), where C is a constant containing the mean excitation
2T M

potential. From the first factor one expects stopping powers proportional to 1, 4 and 9 for protons,
deuterons and tritons, respectively. These ratios can be observed in the pulse-height spectrum for the
energy-loss scintillator shown in figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Correlation between the pulse-height signals from the 10 mm total energy
(E) and 3 mm energy-loss (AE) scintillator system in the hadron spectrometer for a
central spectrometer setting of 414 MeVlc. The. projections of the complete
histograms on both axes are also shown.
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Figure 3.10: Correlation between the pulse-height signals from the total energy and
energy-loss scintillator system in the hadron spectrometer for a central spectrometer
setting of 496 MeV/c. The projections of the complete histograms on both axes are
also shown.
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Figure 3.10 shows the pulse-height response of the scintillators for a momentum setting
of 496 MeV/c. For this setting part of the tritons reach the thick scintillator. Now both
protons and deuterons traverse the two scintillator layers. A gate on the energy loss of the
particles now suffices to separate the tritons from the protons and deuterons.

The advantage of coincidence experiments with the recoil particle detected instead of the
knocked-out proton is due to the more favorable true-to-accidental ratio^19*. In fact
owing to this feature the region of the measured cross-sections can be increased up to
high missing momenta (I p m I ~ 500 MeV/c).

From an experimental point of view the detection of H, H, n and Tie is
increasingly difficult because of the contributions of energy straggling and multiple
scattering. To detect tritons, the air between the two stacks of MWDC was therefore
replaced by helium, using the bag. Figure 3.11, showing the difference between the
energy losses experienced by tritons in the detection system of the QDQ with and
without the helium bag, demonstrates that tritons with much lower kinetic energies can
be detected.

10

I

with helium bag
standard setup

10 20 30
T [MeV] -—>

Figure 3.11: Energy loss, A7", experienced by tritons in the exit foils and detection
system of the QDQ as a function of incident kinetic energy (T) with and without
helium bag.

At one momentum setting of the QDQ spectrometer the time of flight of the tritons is
roughly three times larger compared to that of the protons. Also the spread in Ttof due to
the path-length differences will be about three times larger. The dominant triton
multiple-scattering contribution to the corrected coincidence timing resolution is shown
with and without the helium bag as function of kinetic energy in figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: The contribution to the coincidence-time resolution in an 4He (e, e' 3H)
experiment due to the multiple scattering of the tritons in the QDQ detection system,
with and without the helium bag.

Owing to the helium bag, the corrected coincidence timing resolution improves by
almost a factor of two at approximately 16 MeV (= 300 MeV/c). The detection of tritons
becomes experimentally easier with increasing energy: the timing resolution improves,
resulting in an increased accidental rejection. This is important because in the recoil-
detection experiments the 4He(e, e'3H) cross section decreases with increasing triton
momentum.

35 The missing-energy and missing momentum resolutions

In the 10 cm long gas target the scattering events that are seen by the spectrometers cover
a length of about 2 - 5 cm (depending on the kinematics) along the beam axis. The vertex
position along the beam line can be precisely determined using the QDQ spectrometer.
This is demonstrated in figure 3.13, where test results are shown for controlled horizontal
displacements of the electron beam on an inclined thin solid target.

The accuracy of the reconstruction amounts to 2.5 mm FWHM for the QDQ. For the
QDD spectrometer such a vertex reconstruction was not possible , because the so-called
Y2 chamber was at that time not yet installed.

t If such a vertex reconstruction were also possible with the QDD spectrometer, then the accidental
rejection rate can be improved considerably'201 by demanding the interaction vertices determined with
either spectrometer to match.
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Figure 3.13: Vertex reconstruction along the beam axis with the QDQ spectrometers.

The absence of this fourth wire chamber, necessary for a full reconstruction of the
momentum vector of the electron at the detection plane, has severe consequences for the
missing-energy and missing-momentum resolutions. Without this MWDC the angular
resolution of the QDD in the case of an extended target amounts to 14 mrad. This
angular resolution is reflected in the contribution of kinematical broadening to the widths
of the peaks in the energy spectrum, which is especially important for light nuclei (see
section 4.3). Next, the consequences for the missing-energy and missing-momentum
resolutions are discussed.

In figure 3.14 two missing-energy spectra are shown for different kinematical
configurations at the same setting of the missing-energy (E^entral = 25 MeV) and

" 1missing-momentum (p^51"131 = 140 MeV/c). The incident beam energies of both
experiments amounted to 426 MeV. The main experimental parameters of the
kinematics corresponding to the Em spectrum shown left (right) in figure 3.14 is given in
table V.2 (V.I) under the label E (C). The orientation of the momenta of the various
particles is shown in figure 5.1. The missing-energy resolution (FWHM) of the spectra
shown in figure 3.14 amounts to 350 keV and 850 keV, respectively. The AEm = 350
keV was obtained in almost parallel kinematics. For the missing energy one has the
relation E m = 0) - Tx - TB and because the values of the momenta can be determined
accurately the missing-energy resolution is due to the combination of the energy
straggling of the protons and the missing-momentum resolution, that enters through
TB = pm

2/2MB. The energy-straggling contribution of the protons will be discussed first.
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Figure 3.14: Missing-energy resolution at an identical central missing-momentum
setting of 140 MeV/c, but under different kinematical configurations.

The knocked-out proton in the parallel kinematics case shown in figure 3.14 traverses a
4He-gas thickness of about 15 mg/cm and a stainless steel exit foil of thickness 25
mg/cm . The corresponding energy straggling for a 70 MeV proton amounts to 300 keV.
The proton knockout-angle acceptance is -66 ° < 0 p < -55 ° and introduces only a 30 keV
spread in this straggling contribution. For an extended target it is possible to correct
precisely for the energy-straggling contributions, because the vertex-point reconstruction
technique can be u««d to calculate these hadronic energy losses on an event-by-event
basis. The total uncertainty in the kinetic energy of the protons will therefore be due to
the Landau distribution and it is calculated to be smaller than 100 keV.

The missing-momentum resolution is given by Apm = Aq + Apx and in parallel
kinematics the variation Apx is perpendicular to px and therefore Apm = Aq. The
precision with which the three-momentum transfer can be determined is almost fully due
to the in-plane angular resolution A<|>e of the electron spectrometer. The p m resolution
contributes through the recoil term to the missing-energy resolution. To explain the
observed AEm = 350 keV, the value A<j>e = 18 mrad must be assumed which yields a
missing-momentum resolution in parallel kinematics of A | p m | = 7 MeV/c. This large
value for the angular resolution in the QDD spectrometer for an extended target is almost
fully due to the absence of the fourth wire chamber.
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In the case of perpendicular kinematics the experimental missing-energy resolution
increases to 850 keV. Because both the energy-straggling contribution and the three-
momentum resolution Aq will be similar to the parallel-kinematics case, this increase
must be attributed to the deterioration of the missing-momentum resolution caused by the
contribution of the Apx term. The contribution Apx to the missing-momentum resolution
is due to the angular resolution A<|>h of the hadron spectrometer. From the missing-
energy resolution one derives in the case of an extended target for the in-plane angular
resolution of the hadron-spectrometer the value A<|>h » 25 mrad. The missing-momentum
resolution in perpendicular kinematics amounts to A | p m | = 12 MeV/c.

The intrinsic angular resolution of both detection systems amount to = 1 mrad. Therefore
the uncertainties in the reconstruction of the angles are attributed to the multiple
scattering of the particles and to the accuracy of the correction of spectrometer
aberrations. For a 70 MeV proton the contribution to the angular resolution due to the
multiple scattering in the exit-foil system and the MWDC amounts to 4 mrad in the focal
plane. Due to the angular magnification of the hadron spectrometer this corresponds to 15
mrad at the target. This contribution must be added to the Atf),™,,, = 4 mrad multiple-
scattering contribution in the target gas and the exit-window. Similar considerations
apply to the angular resolution of the electron spectrometer. Therefore given the
experimentally determined angular resolutions (18 mrad for the QDD and 25 mrad for
the QDQ) the major part of the angular resolutions of the particle vector reconstruction is
apparently due to the incomplete knowledge of the spectrometer aberrations. Indeed in
the case of the QDD results of recent sieve-slit measurements '21 ' indicate that for the
vertex reconstruction of the electron many high-order terms in the Taylor expansion,
used for this reconstruction, come into play. For the hadron spectrometer such results are
presently not available.

In the case of the cryogenic target there is in principle an additional uncertainty, namely
the multiple scattering of the incident electrons in the beam-entrance foil (30 mg/cm2)
and in the ^ e gas itself (= 50 mg/cm2 ). This uncertainty is small: A<t»beam =1.2 mrad.

The various uncertainties bear consequences for the analysis of the experiment. Both the
phase-shift calculation used for the determination of the target thickness and the Monte
Carlo calculation of the experimental phase space were folded with the angular
resolution. The corrections on the calculated elastic electron scattering cross sections
however turned out to be small (< 1 %). In the case of ''He the missing-energy resolution
was in all kinematical configurations sufficient for a clear separation of the two-body
breakup process from the continuum contributions.
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The experimental setup described in this chapter has been used for the determination of
the proton spectral function of He. Furthermore measurements were performed which
enable a longitudinal-transverse separation of the coincidence cross section. Finally
experiments using the 4He(e,e ' 3H) reaction were performed. The analysis procedure of
these data will be discussed in chapter 4. The results are successively given in chapters 5
through 9.
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Chapter N

Data Analysis

4.1 Introduction

The data obtained with the experimental setup described in the previous chapter have
been analyzed following the scheme shown in figure 4.1.

LEGENDA

o — •

8

•

date flow

transformation
external data

(un) folding

apparatus

program

TRIG TRIG

Figure 4.1: Schematic survey of the (e, e'X) data analysis
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The coincidence events, hardware selected from the singles data streams from the QDD
spectrometer and QDQ spectrometer, are handled by various software codes. These
codes, indicated in figure 4.1, are described in full detail by Quin^ and Den Herder^.
Therefore the description of the software data reduction given here is restricted to details
of the analysis that are particular for the present experiment.

In the REDUCER program the wire-chamber information is used to check the integrity
of each event, e.g. it is checked whether the components of the momentum vectors, both
at the target and focal-plane position, lie within the spectrometer acceptances. The orbit
length and the time-of-flight of the particles are calculated resulting in a corrected
coincidence timing spectrum (see figure 3.7). In the code ACCIDENT the level of
accidentals is detennined by fitting the corrected timing spectrum with a Gaussian curve
superimposed on a constant accidental level. The detection volumes V(Em, | p m |) are
calculated in the code PHASPA. This code was extended to incorporate the calculation of
the detection volume for an extended target (see section 4.2). In the set of COINSORT
programs the coincidence events are sorted into (Em, | p m | ) bins, the accidental
coincidence events are subtracted, and the counts are subsequently weighed by their
detection volume. In the case of a cross-section analysis, where one integrates over a
discrete missing-energy domain, the real-coincidence events are multiplied on an event-
by-event basis by the recoil factor (see expression 5.2). In the case of a spectral-function
representation the events are, again on an event-by-event basis, divided by a kinematical
factor K and their off-shell electron-proton cross section, for which the. prescription a*c

by De ForesP^ is used. In the radiative unfolding procedure (code RADCOR)
corrections are applied for energy losses of the particles due to internal (Schwinger) and
external Bremsstrahlung as well as ionization processes. The real and virtual-photon
contributions to the Schwinger corrections are calculated according to Penned. The
expression derived by FriedrichlSi is used to calculate the external Bremsstrahlung
correction and finally the Landau corrections are performed following the approximation
given by Findlay*®. The unfolding procedure is described in detail by Prins^ and
QuinPK

In the subsequent stage of the data analysis several codes are used to calculate the effects
of the final-state interactions on the spectral function using as input a model for the
bound-state wave functions and an optical potential to account for the distortion and
absorption of the ejected protons. The treatment of these effects is that of the Pavia
groups and will be discussed in chapter 6.

For the conversion of the coincidence count rate to a spectral-function representation the
counts are sorted into (Em, | p m | ) bins. The spectral function within an elementary
(Em- I Pm I) bin> extracted from the measured coincidence cross section, can be written as
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follows:

S(Em,

where

N ( E m ) | p m | ) - A ( E m ,

V ( E m J | P m | )
(4.1)

N(Em, | p m | )
A(Em, | p j )
V(Em> | p m | )

coincidence detection efficiency
overall correction factor
number of incident electrons
number of target nuclei per cm
number of counts of each bin in (Em, I p m I) space

number of accidentals per bin
detection volume per bin.

The coincidence detection efficiency e is determined with the H(e, e'p) reaction and K^
is an overall correction factor which involves the efficiencies for the detection of the
electrons and hadrons. Furthermore it contains the correction factors for the dead times
of the detection systems (after each prompt trigger a fixed 500 ns dead time is applied in
the spectrometer) and for the coincidence timing measurement (the hardware allows for
only one high precision (27 ps) coincidence timing measurement per accelerator burst).
The momentum vectors of the particles are affected by multiple scattering at the
spectrometer exit foils and the detection system. Therefore particles with momentum
vectors at the target position incompatible with the solid-angle acceptance are excluded
from further analysis, but corrected for in the final result. In table IV. 1 the average
correction factors are listed for the measurements described in chapter 5.

Table IV. 1: The average correction factors used in the analysis of the spectral
function described in chapter 5.

QDD dead time
QDQ dead time
coincidence dead time
QDD wire-chamber efficiency
QDQ wire-chamber efficiency

kinematics I

1.008 (1)
1.111(1)
1.023 (5)
1.004(1)
1.001 (1)

kinematics II

1.088(1)
1.085 (1)
1.020 (4)
1.009(1)
1.001 (1)

A hardware coincidence is defined as the occurrence of an electron and a hadron trigger
within a small time, interval (50 ns in the case of protons; 100 ns for tritons) and activates
the recording of a coincidence time. After a hardware coincidence is observed all single-
arm events within a certain time difference from this coincidence time are selected for
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further processing. The total collected charge (=Ne) is measured with a charge
integrator'101 with a 0.1 % accuracy. The number of target nuclei per cm2 (=NA) is
determined from elastic electron scattering from He using the cryogenic target. This
will be discussed further in section 4.3.

As a first step in the analysis of the coincidence data the H(e, e'p) reaction was used for
calibration purposes. Due to the overcompleteness of the kinematics of this experiment
the electron beam energy, the central momentum and the dispersion of the QDQ
spectrometer can be determined. Furthermore the polynomial coefficients of the matrix
elements (see section 3.4.1) necessary for the calculation of the various angles of the
particles at the target position are determined. The calibration experiment was performed
with the proton peak centered at successively three QDQ focal-plane regions: central
momentum p0, p0 + 2.5 % and p0 - 2.5 %. In the experiment with the protons detected at
the central momentum the lower-order coefficients will dominate the back-tracing matrix
elements, whereas in the other two lH(e, e'p) experiments the higher-order coefficients
will become more important. The value for the reference orbit, with respect to which the
matrix elements are expanded, is for the electron spectrometer accurately known from (e,
e') experiments'11'. The first-order estimate of the beam energy is deduced with an
accuracy of 0.3 % from the fields of the bending magnets in the beam-handling system.
This value for the energy was used in the analysis of the H(e, e'p) experiment and was
subsequently optimized, together with the value for the reference orbit in the QDQ, to
yield correct values for the missing energy and the energy of the scattered electrons. In
this fitting procedure'8' also the offset of the angle at which the knocked-out protons are
detected is optimized to yield the correct momentum of the recoiling protons. Other
coefficients are then determined from an optimalization of the central values of the
momentum spectra as well as the central and width values of the angular spectra with
respect to theoretical predictions. In addition for a subset of the kinematics test
measurements using a sieve-slit'1 ̂  were performed which permit an even more precise
determination of the spectrometer matrix elements.

The H(e, e'p) measurement also permits the determination of the coincidence detection
efficiency and therefore constitutes a firm check on the accuracy of the calculation of the
various correction factors. Following this procedure, which is described in detail
elsewhere'8', the coincidence detection efficiency was found to be e = 1.013 (12) for the
experiment in which the proton spectral function was obtained (see chapter 5).
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42 The calculation of the phase space

The total detection volume of the coincidence setup is given by relation (4.2).

V to ta l= / J J J dko'dTxd£VdQx (4.2)

The total detection volume is calculated from the known angular and momentum
acceptances of the spectrometers. When the experimental results are given in an
(Em, | p m | ) representation the phase-space weight of each individual (Em, | p m |) bin
must be calculated according to

V(Em, | p j ) = j j j j 8 ( E m - E j 8 ( | p m | - | p ; i ) d k 0 ' d T ) t d i l k ( d Q x . (4.3)

The quantities marked with a star are the missing energy and missing momentum
calculated from the particular (k', px) combination under consideration. The situation is
depicted in figure 4.2.

electron event

V(Em, |pJ) =
N (Em, |PJ)V to ta l

N,

S(IPmHp«l)

hadron event

Figure 42: The calculation of the experimental phase space

total

IPml f

___ • '
^samples

It is extremely difficult to evaluate integral (4 .^) in an analytic m? sr, because of the
complexity of the boundary conations in (Em, | p m | ) space. This complexity even
increases when part of the detection system is excluded from the phase space, e.g. in the
case of malfunctioning wires of the MWDC. Therefore V(Em, | p m |) is determined with
a Monte Carlo technique. For a large number of events (Nto(al = 106), unifonily
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distributed over the total detection volume Vtotal, the corresponding distribution in
(Em, | p m |) space is calculated. In the same manner the distribution of the accidentals
can be calculated by drawing events with momenta weighted by the non-uniform
distribution of the observed electron and hadron singles. The comparison between the
distribution of these simulated accidentals and of the experimental accidentals serves as a
consistency check on the analysis. This check was for each kinematics applied. The
average mismatch between the two distributions of accidental coincidences amounted to
|Apm | =0.7MeV/c.

The calculation of the experimental phase space for the case of an extended target
becomes more involved. The reason for this is the dependence of the solid-angle of the
spectrometers on the vertex position y along the incident electron beam line. Given a
uniform target density distribution along the y axis, the effective solid angle for a single-
arm measurement can be determined as follows:

AQeff = J AQ(f(y)) dy. (4.4)
vmax ~ vmin y<lM

For a coincidence experiment an effective product of solid angles can be defined as
follows:

2 , y °"
/ AQiffjCy)) AQ2(f2(y)) dy (4.5)

vmax •

The functions fj(y) and f2(y) are determined by the kinematical configuration of the
experimental setup. In figure 4.3 a schematical layout of the various geometrical
acceptances of the spectrometers is given. The dependence of the solid-angle acceptances
on the variation of the interaction point perpendicular to the central orbit in the non-
dispersive direction t, = f(y) was determined experimentally. For this purpose the elastic
electron scattering cross sections were measured with a Cu target for various positions of
£. The measurements were performed with a point spot and the peak position of the
scattered electrons was kept at the same focal-plane position. The scattering angle 0 e at
the given value of the incident electron energy was chosen such that the variation of the
elastic electron scattering cross section amounted to only 3 % per degree scattering-angle

t Due to the slope of the momentum density distribution p ( | p m | ) this mismatch contributes to the
systematical error. A 3 % systematical uncertainty is found for the value of Ap/p at | pra | = 140 Me We.
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shift. Corrected for scattering-angle dependence the cross sections are directly related to
the spectrometer solid angle (see figure 4.3).

e 3

t»
a
1 '

electron
spectrometer

-20 -10 0 10
f j(y) [ mm ] —>

20
f2(y)(mnij —->

20

QDD QDQ

slit (top view)

Figure 4.3: Schematical layout of the various geometrical acceptances. The target
and spectrometer slits are shown. For the solid angle determining slit of the QDD
spectrometer both the 6 and <|> acceptances are indicated. In the case of the QDQ only
a top view is shown.
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For the calculation of the phase space the angular acceptances A9 and Ac)) must be known.
As a next step it is therefore assumed that the angular acceptance in the dispersive
direction, A9, is insensitive to £ except for a trivial radial dependence. With this
assumption it is possible to extract the angular acceptance in the non-dispersive direction
A<|> from the measured cross sections. After normalizing the solid-angle acceptances to
the values known from experiments121 l l 0 ) on thin solid targets the experimental <(>-
acceptances are obtained. The results are shown in figure 4.4.

100

40

-40

electron
spectrometer

-100
0 20 10 20

f2(y)[mm] —
5 10 15

f j(y)[nun] —

Figure 4.4: The experimentally determined ^-acceptance for the QDD and QDQ
spectrometer in the non-dispersive direction. The dashed curves represent the
angular restrictions due to the solid-angle defining slits. The solid curves are a
polynomial parametrization of the data.

The total A()>-acceptance for £ = 0 is determined by the acceptance of the solid-angle
determining spectrometer slits. The spectrometer acceptances are measured for the
largest slits. For increasing values of £ the dimensions of the vacuum chamber of the
spectrometer rather than its slit will limit the solid-angle acceptance. Since the solid-

t This assumption was addressed in the RAYTRACE calculations performed by Bonniell2\ The results
of these calculations show that for the present experiment die solid-angle acceptances of both
spectrometers change less than 1 % due to the vertical extension of the beam spot
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angle measurements give, after the 9-dependence has been removed, only the difference
A<(>(̂ ) = <)>uppCT(2;) - (|>lower(£) it is necessary to make an assumption whether the upper or
lower bound is the limiting quantity. The particular assumption made in figure 4.4 is
motivated by results from RAYTRACE calculations performed by Bonnie^ as well as
those from sieve-slit measurements113'. Mid-plane symmetry has been assumed in the
construction of the (^-acceptances which implies that the geometrical acceptances obey
<)>(-£) = - <t>(̂ )- The RAYTRACE calculations predict the total acceptance to be
momentum dependent This was experimentally verified in a measurement of the solid
angle as a function of the focal-plane position^14'. The variation was shown to be smaller
than 1.5 % in the case of the QDD.

2
.32
'>,
.S

100

n

-

4He(e,e>p) \

Pm=140MeV/c

1 |

-10 -5 0
z [ mm ] —>

10

Figure 4.5: The coincidence yield as a function of the position of the incident
electron beam with respect to the target center. The curve shows the result of a
calculation that takes the dependence of the experimental phase space on the position
of the incident electron beam into account.

The angular acceptances were parametrized and the results implemented in the code
PHASPA. This code permits the determination of the detection volume given the slit
positions and the coordinates of the spectrometer rotation point, the incident electron
beam line and the target position. For each experimental run the target system has been
precisely (better than 0.5 mm) aligned with respect to the incident electron beam line.
The slit positions were determined from an optical alignment as well as from elastic
electron scattering experiments on the Cu target. The position of the incident electron
beam line with respect to the rotation point of both spectrometers and the gas target was
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also checked with coincidence measurements where the z-position (see figure 4.3) of the
incident electrons was varied with respect to the target center. The results o f these
measurements are given in figure 4.5. The coincidence experiment corresponds u; tne
kinematics labeled E in table V.2. The curve corresponds to a calculation which takes the
dependence of the experimental phase space on the position of the incident electron beam
into account. From figure 4.5 it follows that the agreement between the 2 % accurate
experiment and the calculation is perfect which implies that there is a clear
correspondence between the coincidence yield and the position of the electron beam.
This influence has shown to be useful to properly correct the actual coincidence data for
possible misalignments .

The reconstruction of the y position of the reaction vertex of the measured coincidences,
possible in the QDQ spectrometer (see section 3.5), permits severe tests of the phase-
space calculation. The spectral function can be obtained either by sorting the
coincidences into Ay bins and calculating the detection volume for each individual bin or
in one step using a calculation of the total detection volume for the complete y-
acceptance. The spectral function should of course be independent of the applied
procedure.

As a first test to check the consistency two gates were placed in the analysis on the target
position. The total coincidence yield was separated into the contributions from the first
half and second half of the target. For each target interval, with a length of
approximately 25 mm, a separate phase-space calculation was performed. The spectral
functions thus obtained were, within the statistical errors of 2 %, in agreement with each
other and with the result of an analysis without windows on the target position.

As a second test the distribution of the coincidences is given in figure 4.6 as a function of
the vertex position y along the incident electron beam line. The solid curve represents the
distribution calculated according to expression (4.5) using as input the experimentally
determined solid-angle acceptances. The dashed curve shows the y-distribution of the
accidental coincidences corresponding to the solid-angle distribution in the QDQ
spectrometer calculated from expression (4.4).

In fact, after all the data were collected, accurate alignment checks revealed that the incident electron
beam line was off-centered by 3 mm with respect to the rotation point of the two magnetic
spectrometers. The target center coincided with the electron beam line. Using the information shown in
figure 4.5 the data could be confidently corrected for the misalignment effect. For the kinematical
configuration shown in figure 4.5 the 3 mm misalignment corresponds to a 10 % reduction of the
coincidence yield.
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Figure 4.6: The transmission curve for the coincidence reaction rate. The solid curve
represents the distribution according to expression (45). The dashed curve shows the
distribution of the accidental coincidences calculated from expression (4.4).

As can be seen from the above figure the calculation is in reasonable agreement with the
coincidence distribution obtained with the back-tracing technique. The disagreement
between the results of calculation and the data in the tails of the distribution is probably
due to insufficient knowledge at extreme y-values of the matrix elements used in the
back-tracing calculation. It is therefore concluded that the calculation of the phase space
as a function of the vertex position is well under control.

43 The determination of the target thickness

The target thickness of the He gas is obtained by comparing the experimental elastic
electron scattering count rate from *He with the cross section results of phase-shift
calculations using as input the Fourier-Bessel series expansion given by McCarthy et
a/.[15] of the ground-state charge density. This parametrization of the *Ke charge density
was used, because it covers the complete Q2 range addressed in our experiments. In the
phase-shift calculation the cross section is folded with the experimental angular and

t The measurement furthermore confirms that the density of the target gas is uniformly distributed as a
function of the vertex position.
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energy acceptances.

The single-arm data were corrected for spectrometer aberrations and kinematical
broadening using the code BANZAI. Subsequently the data were sorted into energy bins
with the code BINSOR and corrections for dead-time effects are applied. As a next step
in the analysis the computer code LIGHTFIT[161, which is a modification of the ALLFIT
code^17', is used to determine the peak area. For the radiative tail a theoretical
description of the radiative process is employed. The Schwinger and Bremsstrahlung
corrections are calculated according to Mo and Tsafiis\ using for the radiation length the
expression given by Tsafi19\ The ionization losses are calculated using the Landau
expression^20*. In the line-shape fitting no background is fitted to the data, because
single-arm QDD data taken with an empty target cell indicated the background due to
scattering off the walls and foils of the gas cell to be negligible. An inclusive electron
scattering spectrum is shown in figure 4.7.

k o = 425.6 MeV

e = 35.99 deg

I ' I ' I ' I

2 4 6 8 10

Excitation energy [MeV]

14 16 18

Figure 4.7: Inclusive He(e, e) spectrum. The solid curve shows a fit using a
theoretical description for the radiative tail.

From the above figure it can be seen that hardly any background is observed in the
excitation energy region left of the elastic electron scattering peak. The excess counts
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observed left of the elastic peak are due to spectrometer aberrations and slit scattering.
The FWHM width of the elastic scattering peak amounts to AEX = 0.52 MeV after the
kinematic broadening corrections are applied, whereas without these corrections the
width amounts to about AEX = 3.0 MeV. The curve corresponds to the results of the line-
shape fitting procedure LIGHTFTT for the excitation energy region -2.0 < Ex < 18.0
MeV.

In the case of a cryogenic target the target density is a function of various quantities, such
as the gas pressure, cooling capacity of the cryogenic system, vacuum condition, peak
current, beam-spot size and beam position with respect to the center of the target cell.
The dependence of the target density on these quantities was experimentally determined.
In addition, the influence of different combinations of the burst length and repetition rate
of the electron beam with the same total power was investigated. The results of these
measurements indicated that the target density during an experiment depends on the
power and the power density dissipated in the cell. In general the experimental conditions
will be different and thus the target density determined from elastic electron scattering
will be different from the one during the coincidence data taking. For each kinematical
setting the target thickness during the coincidence data was determined from the elastic-
electron scattering measurements by comparing the proton singles rates of both
measurements (i.e. elastic and coincidence). The effective target thickness changed
depending on the power dissipated in the target cell by the electron beam by at most 28
%, but could be corrected for to better than 2 % thanks to the procedure of
simultaneously measured proton singles rates.

As an additional check, on the relative normalizations of kinematics I and II which will
be discussed in chapter S, the elastic electron-scattering cross section was measured at
the forward and backward electron spectrometer angles while using as a target thickness
monitor the proton spectrometer at a fixed angle and fixed magnetic field. The ratio of the
target densities at these two angles determined from the elastic electron-scattering cross
sections was consistent with the ratio of the proton singles rates within the statistical
accuracy of 2%.

4.4 The systematic errors

A detailed discussion of the systematic error to be assigned to NIKHEF results from
experiments using the (e, e'p) reaction is given by Den Herded. For the present
experiment the total systematic error amounts to 6 % for both kinematics. The
composition of the total systematic error is shown in table IV.2.

The origin of the 1.5 % error due to the uncertainty in the incident electron energy is
three-fold: the value of the spectral function is affected through the calculation of Ka
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the calculated missing momentum is influenced and it enters, together with the
uncertainty in the electron scattering angle, in the normalization due to the | q | -
dependence of the ^ e form factor, necessary for the determination of the target
thickness. The erroi in K a ^ and in the target thickness partly compensate due to the
uncertainty in the fncident electron energy and the electron scattering angle. The
accuracy in the determination of the electron scattering angle 8 e and the angle of the
knocked out hadron 0X is governed by the precision of the optical alignment of both
spectrometers (<0.5 mrad), the accuracy of the applied backtracing technique resulting in
the particle vectors at the target position and by the accuracy of the beam position on the
target (<1 mm). As already mentioned in section 3.5 in parallel kinematics only the 2
mrad accuracy in the electron scattering angle enters the systematical error, whereas in
perpendicular kinematics also the 4 mrad accuracy in the hadron angle has to be taken
into account

Table IV.2: Contributions to the total systematic error in the measured momentum

distributions.

incident electron energy
electron angle 0 e

hadron angle ©x

electron solid angle AQe

hadron solid angle Aflx

QDD detector efficiency

^coin x ^proton
dead time corrections
current integrator
target thickness: parametrization
target thickness: statistical

total systematic error

accuracy

0 . 1 %
2 mrad
4 mrad
1.9%
2.6%
0.2%
1.2%
0.3%
0.1%
2.0%

0.7 - 2.2 %

effect on p( |pm | )

1.5%
1.7%
3.8%
-

2.6%
-

1.2%
0.3%
-
2.0%

0.7 - 2.2 %

5.7-6.1%

The influence on the spectral function of the uncertainties in the scattering angles, the
energy of the incident electrons and the error in the target thickness depend on the
kinematical configuration. As a check on the analysis the distributions of the simulated
and experimental accidental events were compared for all kinematics employed in the
present experiment. This comparison showed an average mismatch in the alignment of
both distributions of |Ap m | = 0.7 MeV/c which results in a 2.7 % uncertainty in
p( I p m |) at | p m | = 140 MeV/c. When this value is taken as the contribution to the total
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systematic error due to the uncertainties in the electron and hadron angles, the relative
systematic error for the measurements discussed in chapters 5,6 and 7 amounts to 3.8 %.

The uncertainties in the effective solid angles of the electron and proton spectrometer are
estimated to 1.9 % and 2.6 %, respectively. These errors are a combination of the
uncertainties of the solid angles determined with a thin solid target'10"21' and the
statistical error in the measurements of the geometrical acceptances of the spectrometers
in the non-dispersive direction. These geometrical acceptances were determined from
elastic electron scattering from a thin solid target the position of which could be varied
along the beam line (see section 4.2). The peak corresponding to the elastically scattered
electrons was fixed at the center of the focal plane of the detection system. It is known
from RAYTRACE calculations'221 and from measurements'141 that the acceptance of
each spectrometer changes over the focal plane of the detector for an extended target.
The uncertainty due to this effect was taken into account by adding a 1.5 % uncertainty
to the error in the solid-angle acceptance for each spectrometer. The systematical errors
due to the solid angle of the electron spectrometer, the current integrator and the electron
detection efficiency do not contribute to the total systematic errors, because they are
already contained in the target thickness uncertainty (see below). The error in the
detection efficiency for the electrons contains a 0.1 % contribution from the efficiency of
each of the MWDC and a 0.2 % contribution from the efficiency of the scintillator
system. The 1.2 % uncertainty in the efficiency determined from the H(e,e 'p)
calibration experiment includes the errors related to the proton detection efficiency and
the coincidence detection efficiency. The corrections for the dead times of the electron
and hadron detection systems and that from the coincidence timing measurement
contribute 0.3 % to the systematical error. Finally the uncertainty in the target thickness
enters in the systematical error. It is composed of the systematical error of 2% quoted in
the literature for elastic cross sections'151 and the statistical errors in the electron singles
rates, which are smaller than 2.2 (0.7) % for kinematics I (II). The total systematical
error has been evaluated by quadratically adding the individual contributions which
results in a S.7 and 6.1 % total systematical error for kinematics I and II, respectively.

The stability of the experimental apparatus was checked by comparing two data sets,
obtained in kinematics n , which probed the same missing-momentum range: 110 <
| p m | < 170 MeV/c. The main experimental parameters for these data sets are given in
table V.2 (label E). The dead times of the detection systems were similar for both
measurements and did not exceed IS %. The two data sets, featuring high statistics, were
measured at the beginning and end of a two-week run and represent a firm stability check
at the same value of the electron beam energy.
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Figure 4.8: Reproducibility of the experiment: ratio of the data taken at identical
kinematical conditions (kinematics II: label E; see table V.2).

Figure 4.8 shows the ratio of the two data sets as function of missing momentum.
Because the straight-line fit to the ratio has a negligible slope, fitting a constant to these
ratios gives for the reproducibility the value Rstab = 0.99 ± 0.02 for the full | p m | range
covered. In this ratio the systematic errors cancel (the systematic error for this
comparison amounts to 2.3 %), except for those associated with the determination of the
target thickness. The ratio of the target thicknesses of the two data sets could be
determined by means of the simultaneously measured electron singles rates and
amounted to 1.21. The target thickness itself was determined in the usual manner (see
section 4.3). From the above described measurements it is concluded that the
reproducibility is better than 3 % for the full missing-momentum range covered.

The data analysis described in this chapter has been applied to all data discussed in the
next five chapters.
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Chapter V

The Proton Spectral Function of He.

In this chapter the spectral-function data are presented which have been extracted from
4He(e, e'p) H coincidence cross sections. 1P section 5.1 the choice of the kinematics is
discussed. The missing-energy dependence of the results is presented in section 5.2. The
coincidence cross sections are given in section 5.3. In section 5.4 the proton momentum
probability distribution is given for the two-body breakup channel.

5.7 Kinematics

Intermediate energy electron accelerators enable flexibility in the choice of the
kinematics of electrodisintegration experiments. The incoming electron energy can, for a
given value of the momentum transfer, chosen to be high in order to optimize the
electron-proton cross section. In general (e, e'p) experiments are performed in two
kinematical configurations: parallel and perpendicular kinematics^1*. In parallel
kinematics the knocked-out particle is detected in the direction of q and the | p m | range
is covered by changing the q-vector through a variation of the electron scattering angle
0 e . In perpendicular kinematics the missing-momentum range is scanned by varying the
angle, with respect to q, at which the knocked-out proton is detected. Kinematics have
been chosen in which the transferred four-momentum q11 = (GO, q) was kept constant.
This permits to use the electron spectrometer as a target thickness monitor. For this
purpose the angular setting and magnetic field strength have to be kept constant. The
present data were taken under two different kinematical conditions, keeping the central
value for the relative kinetic energy of the proton-triton pair in the center-of-mass system
constant at T^°M = 75 MeV (the acceptance AT^oM is determined by the energy
acceptance of the hadron spectrometer). This eliminates the uncertainties in the cross
section due to the dependence of the rescattering effects in the final state on the total
proton-triton kinetic energy (this energy dependence will be studied in chapter 6). In both
kinematics the missing-energy acceptance covers roughly the range 12 < Em < 35 MeV.
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In the first kinematics (I) the electron scattering angle 0 e was 70.42 ° and the virtual-
photon polarization e = 0.48 (see equation 2.19). The transferred three-momentum | q |
amounted to 431 MeV/c and the measurements were performed near the maximum of the
quasi-elastic peak. The missing-momentum range 10 < | p m | < 210 MeV/c was covered
by varying the proton-emission angle ©x relative to the electron beam in the range -68 °
< ©x < -47 °. The second kinematics (II) with 0 e = 35.99 ° and e = 0.80 covered the
missing-momentum range 110 < | p m | < 350 MeV/c (-118 ° < @x < -58 °). Here | q | =
250 MeV/c was chosen in order to compensate at least partly for the strong decrease of
the spectral function with increasing missing momentum, due to the fact that Kae

changes for kinematics I to II from 6 to 74 [MeV2fm2/csr]. Note that kinematics I
corresponds to perpendicular kinematics, while kinematics II is strictly parallel for | p m |
centered around 135 MeV/c. At | p m | =160 MeV/c, where the center of the overlap
region between kinematics I and II is located, the angle between q and the initial proton
momentum p amounts to 105 ° and 46 ° for kinematics I and II, respectively. The
kinematical configuration is sketched in figure 5.1.

, Q)

|q|=43lMeV/c

(co,q)

=250MeV/c

Figure 5.1: Orientation of the momenta of the various particles and the angular
range of the detected proton are shown for kinematics I (left) and II (right).

In kinematics I and II the (Em> | p m j) plane was mapped out in 4 respectively 6 partly
overlapping phase spaces. Note that k' is almost perpendicular to q thus limiting the
influence of the acceptance Ak' on the extracted spectral function through the q-
dependent electron-proton cross section.
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Details of the kinematics are shown in tables V.I and V.2.

Table V.I: Experimental parameters for the He(e, e'p) experiment performed in

kinematics I.

label

A
B
C
D

IPml
central

[MeV/c]

40
90

140
180

Ik'l
central

[MeV/c]

310
310
310
326

[deg]

70.42
70.42
70.42
66.90

IM
central

[MeV/c]

430
427
423
417

[deg]

-47.05
-53.75
-60.58
-67.64

[MeV]

425.6
425.6
425.6
438.9

Table V2: Experimental parameters for the He(e, e'p) experiment performed in
kinematics II.

label

E
F
G
H
I
J

IPml
central
[MeV/c]

140
180
220
260
300
340

| k ' |

central
[MeV/c]

326
326
326
382
326
326

©e

[deg]

35.99
35.99
35.99
31.07

35.99
35.99

1*1
central

[MeV/c]

382
376
368
359
347
334

[deg]

-57.70
-73.17
-84.55
-97.52

-106.48
-118.41

[MeV]

425.6
425.6
425.6
481.7
425.6
425.6

The effects of the FSI depend on the kinematical conditions and differ for the cases of
parallel and perpendicular kinematics. Covering the missing-momentum range in
parallel kinematics, while keeping T t° constant, means that the momentum transfer
must change and the effect of distortions on the momentum distributions becomes
maximal for the parallel and anti-parallel measurements (see section 6.5). Although in
parallel kinematics the electron-proton amplitude changes considerably over the | p m |
range the calculations of Boffi et alP* [33 [41 [5] [6) indicate that the factorization of the
coincidence cross section into the off-shell electron-proton cross section and the spectral
function is still applicable to a high accuracy. In perpendicular kinematics the cross
section in general cannot be written in a factorized manner. Although the kinematics of
the present experiment do not allov' a complete factorization of the coincidence cross
section it was judged more important to have a direct handle on the effective target
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thickness. The deviations from the factorization for the present experiment will be
investigated in chapter 7.

52 Missing-energy dependence

With the two high-resolution spectrometers and the dispersion matching technique^, the
missing energy resolution achieved allowed to make a clear distinction between the
two-body disintegration peak situated at Em = 19.8 MeV and the continuum three-body
and four-body breakup channels which open at Em = 26.1 and 28.3 MeV, respectively. A
missing-energy spectrum for 10 < | p m | < 60 MeV/c obtained in the present experiment
is shown in figure 5.2.

1

;
0)

CDJ 2 0 ° -
0 0

100—

0 -

-100-

i , i i i , i ,

4He(e,e'p) 10<pm<60MeV/c

r
20 Em[MeV]

Figure 52: Spectral function as a function of missing energy Em measured in
kinematics I at®x = - 47.05 °. The arrows indicate the threshold energies for the (e,
e'p) H n and (e, e'p)npn breakup channels.

The missing-energy spectrum is obtained after subtraction of accidental-events, phase-
space weighing and unfolding of the radiative tails. A missing-energy resolution of 390
keV was achieved at low | p m | . At higher | p m | the missing-energy resolution
deteriorates, since the missing-momentum resolution of 7 (12) MeV/c in parallel
(perpendicular) kinematics then enters through the non-negligible recoil term in the
expression for Em (see section 3.5). At missing momentum | p m | = 300 MeV/c the
observed missing-energy resolution amounts to AEm = 2.0 MeV.
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In the region below Em = 19.8 MeV the strength is compatible with zero which implies
that the accidental coincidences have been properly subtracted. After unfolding the
radiative contributions the strength in the missing-energy interval between the two-body
and the three-body breakup peak is properly compatible with zero. As can be seen in
figure 5.2 only very little strength is observed in the many-particle breakup channels.
This feature persists up to the highest missing momenta of this experiment. This implies
that the previous results from the Kharkov (e, e'p) experiment'81 ^ l101 are also strongly
dominated by the two-body breakup channel, although in that experiment no clear
distinction could be made between the different breakup channels, due to their coarse
missing-energy resolution (AEm = 9 - 1 5 MeV). Therefore a comparison between the
Kharkov data and the present results for the two-body breakup channel can be made (see
section 8.5).

5.3 Coincidence cross sections for the He (e ,e'p) H reaction

In the experiment one determines the six-fold differential cross section do/de'dpx.
Because the two-body disintegration exhibits a sharp peak at Em = 19.8 MeV the
integration of the six-fold differential cross section over the missing-energy variable
introduces the so-called recoil factor^1' given by relation (5.1).

d5a(Em, | p j ) r d6a(EB, | P m | ) , d6a(Em,
m x m » • * I D ' f 111 Ml* M.

i JI, 'JT j n jr\ x J JI, 'JT jr» jr\ TJ
 m '

where the recoil factor R is given by:

(5.2)

The recoil factor arises from the integration of the three-particle phase space pf given in
equation (2.2) over the missing-energy variable and is calculated on an event-by-event
basis (see section 4.1). The five-fold differential two-body breakv./ cross sections for
kinematics I and II are given in table V.3. The errors quoted in all tables in this chapter
contain the statistical errors in the measured coincidences as well as the error made in the
accidental subtraction and in the calculation of the phase space. The systematical errors
have been discussed in section 4.4. The cross section wi' > each (Em, | p m | ) bin is in
average over the acceptances of the various kinema.: >.' variables. The five-fold
differential cross sections for kinematics I and II are presented in figure 5.3 as a function
of missing momentum. For representation in the figures the data from overlapping
kinematics have been averaged and two missing-momentum bins (5 MeV/c) have been
combined.



Table V.3: Five-fold differential cross sections obtained in kinematics I and II. For each kinematical configuration the fust column gives the
missing momentum in units [MeV/c] and the:. econd column the five-fold differential cross sections values in [lCPfm^MeVsr2]. For an
explanation of the labels A - J see tables V.I and V.2.

12.5
17.5
22.5
27.5
32.5
37.5
42.5
47.5
52.5
57.5
62.5
67.5

152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5
172.5
177.5
182.5
187.5
192.5
197.5
202.5
207.5

A

648 +-152
688+-74
544 +- 42
787 +- 39
783 +- 29
784+-24
735+-21
744+-22
655 +- 21
681+-26
621 +- 31
530 +- 36

F

1009+-77
833+-39
703+-25
607 +-19
661 +-18
503 +-14
410 +-12
375 +-13
321 +-13
317 +-16
310+-22
270+-33

62.5
67.5
72.5
77.5
82.5
87.5
92.5
97.5
102.5
107.5
112.5
117.5

192.5
197.5
202.5
207.5
212.5
217.5
222.5
227.5
232.5
237.5
242.5
247.5

B

614+-64
546 +- 37
531+-28
513+-24
474 +-18
466 +-17
438 +-16
357 +-14
340+-15
319+-16
289+-19
281 +- 24

G

412+-34
321 +-18
243+-11
261 +-11
227 +- 8.6
180+-7.0
139 +- 6.1
141 +- 7.2
118+-6.9
96.4 +- 7.4
110+-11
92.4 +-13

112.5
117.5
122.5
127.5
132.5
137.5
142.5
147.5
152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5

232.5
237.5
242.5
247.5
252.5
257.5
262.5
267.5
272.5
277.5
282.5
287.5

C

288+-27
281+-19
249 +-13
220+-9.5
230+-9.0
199+-7.9
195 +- 8.0
164+-7.3
141+-7.1
130+-7.8
116+-9.2
106+-12

H

145 +-15
121+-11
111+-8.3
89.5+-6.4
81.8+-5.8
48.8 +- 3.7
56.8+-4.3
56.3 +- 5.1
30.2 +- 3.5
33.9+-4.8
37.5 +- 6.0
22.5 +- 5.1

152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5
172.5
177.5
182.5
187.5
192.5
197.5
202.5
207.5

272.5
277.5
282.5
287.5
292.5
297.5
302.5
307.5
312.5
317.5
322.5
327.5

D

157 +-16
148 +-13
122+-11
117+-9.5
122 +- 9.7
95.9 +- 8.8
80.5 +- 8.0
62.1+-7.6
61.7 +- 9.4
67.5 +-12
39.0+-17
43.1 +- 27

I

35.3 +- 5.7
28.7 +- 3.9
15.5 +- 2.8
15.4+-2.3
13.9+-2.2
11.5 +- 1.9
8.03 +-1.5
5.83 +-1.5
5.56 +-1.6
8.89 +- 2.3
7.21 +- 3.0
1.75+-1.1

112.5
117.5
122.5
127.5
132.5
137.5
142.5
147.5
152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5

312.5
317.5
322.5
327.5
332.5
337.5
342.5
347.5
352.5
357.5
362.5
367.5

E

2013 +-186
1812 +- 90
1586 +- 58
1612 +- 49
1462+-40
1287 +- 35
1097 +- 30
992 +- 30
880+-31
797 +- 34
822+-46
750 +- 91

J

3.56+-2.7
6.66+-2.7
4.17 +- 2.6
3.71+-2.2
-0.329 +- 2.1
1.51 +-1.9
-0.111 +-2.2
-0.0507 +- 2.3
0.879+-3.3
0.913 +- 5.1
-0.0936 +- 9.3
13.4 +- 20

s
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Figure 53: Five-fold differential cross sections for kinematics I and II. Only the
statistical errors are shown.

5.4 Momentum density distribution

The six-fold differential cross sections were converted to a spectral-function
representation by dividing out Kaep on an event-by-event basis. If the PWIA is valid the
spectral function represents exclusively the nuclear-structure part of the coincidence
cross section. It can be interpreted in the IPSM as the sum of the momentum density
distributions (MDD) corresponding to the single-particle wave functions of the various
shells (see section 2.4.1). Integration of the spectral function S(Em, | p m | ) over the two-
body breakup peak positioned at Em = 19.8 MeV, which corresponds to the residual
(pnn)-triplet in the triton ground state (T = Vz, S = Vi), yields the proton momentum
densiiy distribution P2(lp i n l) for this channel. The experimentally determined
momentum density values will be referred to as reduced cross sections ared( | p m | ) .

The numerical values obtained for the reduced cross section for the two-body breakup of
4He for kinematics I and II are given in table V.4. As has been mentioned before only
the statistical errors are indicated. For a discussion of the systematical error assignment
the reader is referred to section 4.4. The dependence of the reduced cross section for the
two-body disintegration of He on the missing momentum is shown in figure 5.4.



Table V.4: Reduced cross section obtained in kinematics I and II. For each kinematical configuration the first column gives the missing momentum
in units [MeV/c] and the second column the value of the reduced cross section in [(GeV/c) % For an explanation of the labels A -1 see tables
V.landV.2

12.5
17.5
22.5
27.5
32.5
37.5
42.5
47.5
52.5
57.5
62.5
67.5

152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5
172.5
177.5
182.5
187.5
192.5
197.5
202.5
207.5

A

187+-41
176 +-18
156 +-10
165 +- 8.1
164+-6.1
161 +- 5.0
151 +- 4.4
150+-4.5
131+-4.2
135 +- 5.2
121 +- 6.1
99.2+- 7.1

F

14.4+-1.08
11.5 +- 0.53
9.38+-0.34
7.93+-0.25
8.43+-0.24
6.73+-0.19
6.37+- 0.19
5.41+-0.19
4.50+-0.20
3.95+-0.21
3.98+-0.29
3.00 +- 0.37

62.5
67.5
72.5
77.5
82.5
87.5
92.5
97.5
302.5
107.5
112.5
117.5

192.5
197.5
202.5
207.5
212.5
217.5
222.5
227.5
232.5
237.5
242.5
247.5

B

116+-12
107 +- 7.3
100 +- 5.4
96.9+-4.5
89.7 +- 3.4
87.2+-3.1
82.2 +- 3.0
65.5+-2.7
62.6+-2.8
59.1 +- 3.0
51.6 +- 3.5
48.6 +- 4.3

G

5.53 +- 0.45
4.15+-0.23
3.07 +- 0.14
3.24 +- 0.13
2.74+-0.10
2.10+-0.08
1.60+-0.07
1.59 +- 0.08
1.30+-0.08
1.02 +- 0.08
1.12+-0.12
0.78 +- 0.11

112.5
117.5
122.5
127.5
132.5
137.5
142.5
147.5
152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5

232.5
237.5
242.5
247.5
252.5
257.5
262.5
267.5
272.5
277.5
282.5
287.5

C

51.0+-4.8
49.9 +- 3.3
43.7 +- 2.3
38.5 +-1.7
40.0 +-1.6
34.4 +-1.4
33.5 +-1.4
27.8 +-1.3
23.9 +-1.2
21.8 +-1.3
19.2 +-1.6
17.5 +- 2.0

H

1.42+-0.15
1.00 +- 0.10
0.960+-0.074
0.772+-0.056
0.657+-0.049
C.474+- 0.037
0.498+-0.040
0.452+-0.043
0.310+-0.038
0.296+-0.046
0.361+-0.064
0.304+-0.078

152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5
172.5
177.5
182.5
187.5
192.5
197.5
202.5
207.5

272.5
277.5
282.5
287.5
292.5
297.5
302.5
307.5
312.5
317.5
322.5
327.5

D

23.3+-2.4
21.8+-1.9
18.1 +-1.6
16.9 +-1.4
17.7 +-1.4
14.1+-1.3
11.6+-1.2
8.9 +-1.1
8.8 +-1.4
9.6 +-1.7
5.5+-2.5
5.6+-3.8

I

0.411+-0.067
0.330+-0.046
0.180 +- 0.033
0.170+-0.028
0.155+-0.026
0.126+-0.022
0.0872 +- 0.017
0.0601+-0.018
0.0578 +- 0.019
0.0913 +- 0.027
0.0754 +- 0.035
0.0192+-0.012

112.5
117.5
122.5
127.5
132.5
137.5
142.5
147.5
152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5

312.5
317.5
322.5
327.5
332.5
337.5
342.5
347.5
352.5
357.5
362.5
367.5

E

38.5 +- 3.4
32.4+-1.6
27.1+-0.95
26.0+-0.79
22.6 +- 0.62
19.5 +- 0.54
16.5 +- 0.46
15.6+-0.49
12.7 +- 0.47
11.7+-0.53
10.8+-0.65
9.28 +-1.18

J

0.112+-0.071
0.0976 +- 0.043
0.0455 +- 0.049
0.0678 +- 0.038
-0.0244+-0.035
0.00418 +- 0.030
0.0132 +- 0.036
-0.0103 +- 0.038
-0.0172+-0.052
0.0374+-0.086
-0.0396+-0.15
0.149 +- 0.53
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Figure 5.4: The reduced cra~, section for the two-body breakup of He.

In the PWIA the results should be independent of the kinematical variables and therefore
the data points of both kinematics should, in PWIA, be equal in the overlap region (110 <
| p m | < 210 MeV/c). Figure 5.5 shows for this | p m | region the missing-momentum
dependence of R( | p m |) = oj^/a^.
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Figure 55: The ratio R of the experimentally obtained reduced cross sections in
kinematics I and II, as a function of missing momentum. The dashed line corresponds
to the PWIA prediction. The dot-dashed line represents the result of a horizontal-line
fit to the data.
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The dashed line corresponds to the PWIA value. Apparently, the experimental values are
in strong disagreement with the PWIA prediction. Fitting the data points with a
horizontal (dot-dashed) line the average ratio over the missing-momentum region
considered amounts to 1.7 ± 0.1. In this ratio the systematic errors of both kinematics
cancel, except for the uncertainties in the determination of the target thickness and the
uncertainties that arise from the different orientation of the momentum vectors. The
relative systematic error has been discussed in section 4.4 and is estimated to be 3.8 %.
Hence, the reduced cross section is not independent from the kinematics applied.

Chapter 6 deals with the study to what extent the severe breakdown of ihe PWIA,
observed in the present work, can be explained by FSI and charge-exchange effects.
Chapter 7 describes the study of the He(e, e'p) H reaction mechanism in order to
investigate a possibly more fundamental reason for the breakdown of the PWIA. In
chapter 8 the data, in terms of the reduced cross section or five-fold differential cross
section, will then be compared to the results of theoretical calculations discussed in
chapter 2 as well as compared to results from the (p, 2p) reaction.
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Chapter VI

Investigation of Final-State Interaction Effects

6.1 Introduction

The use of the impulse approximation'1J to calculate the (e, e'p) reaction cross section is
based on the assumption that the incoming electron only interacts, through the exchange
of a virtual photon, with the knocked-out particle, while all other nucleons act as
spectator particles. In the plane-wave impulse approximation the additional assumption
is made that the knocked-out nucleon does not interact with the residual nuclear system.
In reality this is not the case and therefore the effect of the final-state interaction between
the outgoing proton and the residual nucleus has to be taken into account As already
discussed in subsection 2.4.2 there are two methods for the calculation of FSI effects.

In the scheme called ths distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA) the Coulomb
distortion of the electron waves as well as the calculation of the FSI effects are included.
The wave function for the outgoing proton is calculated using an optical-model potential,
the parameters of which have been derived from proton-nucleus elastic scattering. The
influence of the non-elastic channels is taken into account through the imaginary part of
the optical-model potential. The amplitude of the (e, e'n) reaction enters into the
calculation, because the optical potential has a non zero charge-exchange component (see
equation 2.40). In the analysis of the present experiment this (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step
contribution, which is expected to be important for light nuclei, couples strongly to the
elastic channel and has been explicitly taken into account in the so-called coupled-
channels impulse approximation (CCIA). The CCIA formalism is in that sense an
extension of the DWIA. The strong coupling is particularly important for the description
of the transverse part of the cross section, because of the virtual-photon interaction with
the magnetic moment of the neutron.
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The FSI effects relevant for the present work were calculated in the DWIA using a
phenomenological optical-model potential. For this purpose the code DWEEPY
developed by Bqffi, Giusti and PacatP* P 1 I4J I5] [6] has been used, which enables to
perform an unfactorized calculation with inclusion of spin-orbit terms in the optical
potential. Furthermore the effects of Coulomb distortion, which are small in the case of
4He, are calculated up to second order in Za.

Although the validity of the DWIA approach may be appropriate for heavier nuclei'7' *8',
the application to few nucleon systems is questionable. The number of nucleons is too
small to apply the mean-field approximation for the optical model and the hamiltonians
describing the initial and final nuclear systems are very different. Furthermore, one could
question whether a phenomenological optical-model potential determined from proton-
nucleus scattering yields a correct description of the distorted proton waves in a (e, e'p)
experiment, because the boundary conditions for both scattering problems are different.

It is therefore likely that in the present study microscopic calculations of the rescattering
effects are more relevant. Microscopic calculations of the rescattering effects have been
made by Arenhovelm f l0 ] for 2H, by Lagetn] [12] l l 3 ] for 2H and ^He, and by Van
Meijgaard and Tjon114* for 3He. For the 4He(e, e'p) reaction such a microscopic
calculation has been recently performed by Laget^15^ using a diagrammatic approach. In
chapter 2 a discussion is given about the meaning of the diagrams which have been
considered in this calculation.

In view of the above mentioned reservation about the use of the optical-model potential it
is important to compare the predictions of both microscopic and phenomenological
calculations of FSI effects with data obtained with the 4He(e, e'p)3H reaction.
Expression (2.31) shows that such a comparison should be made over a wide range of the
relative proton-triton kinetic energy, because this quantity determines the optical-model
potential strengths. For this purpose experiments have been performed to test the energy
dependence of the rescattering effects while keeping the other kinematical variables as
much as possible constant, in order to reduce their influence on the coincidence cross
section. In the study presented in this chapter the missing-momentum acceptance was in
all kinematics centered around 100 MeV/c. In chapter 8 the missing-momentum
dependence (10 < | p m | < 350 MeV/c) of the two theoretical descriptions of FSI effects
will be compared to the data.

In section 6.2 the kinematics of the performed experiments aw given. The results in
terms of five-fold differential cross sections and reduced cross* sections are presented in
section 6.3. The charge-exchange contribution evaluated on the basis of CCIA
calculations is discussed in section 6.4. In section 6.5 the results of the DWIA and CCIA
calculations are compared to the data. The theoretical results obtained using the
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microscopic calculation of FSI effects are compared to the experimental results in section
6.6. Finally in section 6.7 an appraisal is given of the merits of both the CC1A and the
microscopic approach for the 4He(e, e'p) 3H reaction.

62 Kinematics

Two independent experiments have been performed for the FSI study under
consideration. In the first experiment the dependence of the coincidence cross section on
the outgoing proton energy has been investigated in both parallel and anti-parallel
kinematical configurations (labeled A through D). Due to this kinematical restriction it
was then not possible to keep | q | constant. Large differences are then expected in the
(e, e'n)(n, p) contribution to the cross section, because of the range of three-momentum
transfer covered by the parallel and anti-parallel kinematics. Therefore, a second
experiment was performed in non-parallel kinematical configurations (labeled E through
H), but now at a fixed value, | q | = 400 MeV/c, of the transferred three momentum.

In the first experiment, in which parallel and anti-parallel kinematics were used (see table
VI. 1), the total p - 3H kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system was varied from 32.0
to 101.5 MeV. Due to the kinematical configuration the three-momentum transfer varied
in the range 261 < | q | < 534 MeV/c. The missing momentum was centered around | pm j
= 100 MeV/c. The incident electron energy amounted to 425.6 MeV.

Table VI.1: Experimental parameters for the 4He(e, e'p) 3H study of the FSI effects
using parallel and anti-parallel kinematics.

label

A
B
C
D

kinematics

parallel
parallel
anti parallel
anti parallel

TCoM
*pt

[MeV]

32.0
62.0
61.8

101.5

|k'|

[MeV/c]

351
306
335
285

tdeg]

63.88
93.31
38.09
62.19

IPXI

[MeV/c]

313
434
361
484

[deg]

-48.89
-34.30
-51.09

-40.15

t In parallel kinematics the missing momentum is directed parallel to the transferred three-momentum
and the momentum of the knocked-out constituent, while in anti-parallel kinematics it is opposite.
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Px

Figure 6.1: The momentum vectors corresponding to the parameters given in table
VI2.

For the second experiment, in which also the dependence of the coincidence cross section
on the relative p - TI kinetic energy was measured, the additional constraint of fixing the
three-momentum transfer resulted in non-parallel kinematical configurations which are
depicted in figure 6.1. The figure shows that the orientation of the missing momentum
changes with respect to the three-momentum transfer. Actually the transferred-
momentum vector itself gradually rotates with respect to the direction of the electron
beam over an angle of about 25 ° when going from the kinematics labeled E to H. The
incident electron energy in this experiment was 481.7 MeV, the total kinetic p - H
energy in the center-of-mass frame varied in the range 31.5 - 107.0 MeV. The
kinematical parameters are given in table VI.2. For the central missing momentum the
value I pm I = 100 MeV/c was chosen.

Table VI2: Experimental parameters for the 4He(e, e'p) 3H study of the FSI effects
at a constant transferred three-momentum of 400 MeVIc in non-parallel kinematics.

label

E
F
G
H

• TCoM

[MeV]

31.5
56.7
81.8

107.0

Ik'l

[MeV/c]

409
384
359
334

%

tdeg]

52.99
53.99
54.86
55.58

IPJ

[MeV/c]

308
380
442
498

©*

[deg]

-60.17
-64.45
-58.72
-45.38



Table v:.3: Five-fold differential cross sections for the (anti)parallel and the q » 400 MeV/c measurements. The missing momentum Pm is in units [ MeV/c ], the
five-fold differential cross section values are given in [10"9fm2 MeVsr2].

P m A B C D E F G H

87.50
92.50
97.50
102.50
107.50
112.50

539+-29
493+-22
418 +-17
439 +-18
403 +-17
356 +-18

165 +-17
121 +-12
125 +-12
113+-11
102+-11
92.9+-11

2499+-94
2352+-72
2230+-62
2216 +- 63
1761 +- 52
1807 +- 60

461 +-16
494 +-16
418 +-12
412 +-12
328+-9.7
336+-11

1090+-75
1021 +- 61
1016 +- 56
933 +- 51
850+-52
744 +- 52

784 +- 41
775+-40
809+-41
718+-39
676 +- 38
632+-40

851+-45
720+-39
680 +- 36
603+-35
583+-35
540+-37

692+-39
645+-36
635 +- 36
537 +- 33
483 +- 31
419+-29

Table VI.4: Momentum density distributions for the (anti)parallel and the q = 4C0 MeV/c measurements. The missing momentum Pm is in units [ MeV/c ], the
momentum densities are given in [(GeV/c)-3].

P m A B C D E F G H

87.5
92.5
97.5
102.5
107.5
112.5

87.1+.4,9
82.2+-3.8
71.6 +- 3.0
76.7+-3.2
71.4 +- 3.1
65.4+-3.3

97.3 +-10
72.8+-7.2
76.1+-7.4
69.3+-7.0
63.2 +- 6.7
57.7+-6.7

59.6+-2.2
53.2+-1.6
48.1 +-1.3
46.7+-1.4
36.4+-1.1
36.1 +-1.2

62.8+-2.2
65.4 +- 2.1
54.2+-1.6
52.8 +-1.6
41.5 +-1.2
42.1 +-1.3

101 +- 7.3
97.2+-6.0
99.8 +- 5.6
93.3+-5.2
88.1+-5.3
80.2+-5.5

68.9 +- 3.6
67.6 +- 3.5
70.9+-3.6
62.3+-3.4
58.3 +- 3.4
54.2+-3.4

75.1 +- 4.0
62.8 +- 3.4
58.7+-3.1
50.9 +- 3.0
48.6 +- 3.0
44.5 +- 3.1

71.5+-4.0
65.8 +- 3.7
63.6+-3.6
53.3+-3.3
47.1 +- 3.1
40.9+-2.9
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63 Results

The (e, e'p) data were analyzed following the procedures described in chapter 4. The

five-fold differential cross sections for the two-body disintegration are given in table VI.3

and the corresponding reduced cross sections are shown in table VI.4.

The data measured at each kinematics were fitted with an exponential curve:

-pm) (6.1)

This expression gives a correct phenomenological description of the data in the
considered missing-momentum range. For pm the maximum of the phase-space was
chosen: pm = 100 MeV/c. The data obtained within each kinematics are represented by
the value of the fit function at pm. Its error was obtained from the full covariance matrix
for the fit parameters a and <J(pm). The results are given in table VI.5. The table shows
the five-fold differential cross sections and the reduced cross sections for the two-body
disintegration channel. These cross sections will be used later on in this chapter in a
comparison to the results of both the microscopic and the CCIA calculations.

Table VIS: Fitted five-fold differential cross sections and reduced cross sections for
a missing momentum range of 30 MeVIc centered around 100 MeVlc.

label

A
B
C
D

E
F
G
H

TCoM
Dt

[MeV]

32.0
62.0
61.8

101.5

31.5
56.7
81.8

107.0

d^/dko'dfVdfl
[10~*fm2/MeVsr]

438 ± 8
118± 5

2129 ±25
405 ± 5

938 ±22
730 ±15
654 ±15
557 ±12

[(GeV/c)"3]

75.5 ±1.3
70.9 ±2.7
45.2 ±0.53
52.1 ±0.61

92.2 ±2.2
61.9 ±1.3
57.0 ±1.3
56.6 ±1.2
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6.4 The charge-exchange contribution

Since the virtual-photon polarization e is different for the various kinematical
configurations, processes depending on polarization may contribute differently to the
coincidence cross section. In transverse kinematics the virtual photon couples relatively
strongly to the magnetic moment of the neutron. When the neutron knockout process is
followed by charge exchange a proton appears in the final state. This charge-exchange
effect has been calculated using the CCIA (the dependence of the two-step contribution
on missing momentum will be discussed in section 8.2). An exchange potential V was
used, reproducing the experimentally determined cross sections for the reaction H(p,
n) 3He at 57 MeV*16! and 156 MeV^17\ which are nearly equal to the cross section for the
elastic-scattering channel (see figure 2.13). The coupled-channels calculation was
performed for the transverse part of the cross section with optical-potential strengths
determined at the appropriate kinetic energy in the center-of-mass frame T^JoM. With the
code CHUCK1181 the ratio of the cross sections in DWIA and CCIA (corresponding to the
schemes represented by figure 2.14) has been calculated. The contribution from charge
exchange to the number of experimentally obtained (e', px) coincidences depends on the
momentum transfer Q and the parameter ex (this parameter has been defined in chapter
2). Table VI.6 shows the contribution from the charge-exchange process to the
coincidence cross section.

SCI A , WIATable VI.6: The factor C^^^ = a^'n/(f"
r"i showing the influence of the two-

step (e, e'n)(n, p) process on DWIA cross sections at a missing momentum of 100
MeV/c.

label

A
B
C
D

E
F
G
H

TCoM

[MeV]
32.0
62.0
61.8

101.5

31.5
56.7
81.8

107.0

lq|
[MeV/c]

413
534
261
384

400
400
400
400

e*

0.55
0.30
0.79
0.54

0.68
0.69
0.66
0.62

^-two-step

1.086
1.080
1.052
1.083

1.083
1.091
1.089
1.077

For the |q |
0.5%.

= 400 MeV/c measurements the relative correction factor is constant within
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The bound-state wave function as well as the optical-model potential used in both the
DWIA and the CCIA calculations will be discussed next

65 DWIA analysis of the final-state interaction effects

The distorted waves for the outgoing proton were calculated using the optical potential
given by equation (2.31). The parameters of the potential were determined by Van Oers
et al.ll9] in an analysis of proton elastic-scattering data [ I6] [20J m] [22] f23] on three-
nucleon systems in the energy range 85 MeV - 1.0 GeV. Combining the results from p -
hi and p - 3He is justified by the near equality of the geometries of the isospin doublet
3H and 3He. Although the strengths of the various optical-potential terms in the doublet

may differ due to the isospin dependence of the NN interaction, Van Oers et al!19*
concluded that the analysis was not sensitive to such a distinction.

The potentials determined in this way for the individual data sets exhibit no smooth
energy dependence. This holds especially for the strengths of the real central term and
the imaginary spin-orbit term. Also one finds surprisingly small diffuseness parameters
(this point will be discussed in section 6.7). From the volume integrals of the various
terms the energy dependency of the potential was extracted. The results of the analysis
by Van Oers et alP9^ are presented in table VI.7.

Table VI.7: The optical-model analysis results according to Van Oers et aP9K

potential

V
W
vso
Wso
Vex

parametrization
[MeV]
[67.01-11.91 In T]
[ 12.65 - 2.478*10"^ + 3.413* lO"5!2

[17.47-2.343 In T]
-0.76
given in ref. 19.
0

radius
[fm]

1.481
] 1.828

1.007
1.007
0.930

diffuseness
[fm]

0.199
0.233
0.255
0.255
0.562

Because in these parameters no errors have been assigned we have investigated the
sensitivity of the choice of the optical-model potential parameters on the results of the
DWIA calculations for the (e, e'p) cross section. For this purpose the optical-model
parameters, determined by Van Oers et alS19^ from least-squares searches of p - ^H and p
- 3He elastic scattering results, at proton energies 85 and 156.5 MeV, were used as input
in the DWIA calculations. The p - 3He data set1231 at 100 MeV, included by Van Oers et
al. in the fit to the data in the full range 85 MeV - 1 GeV, was excluded from this study
be ause of the unrealistic optical-model parameters determined from that data. AH
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optical-model potential strengths were calculated at Tpt
oM = 75 MeV total kinetic energy

(this corresponds to a proton energy of 101 MeV) using the energy dependence of the
overall set shown in table VI.7. The deviations of the cross sections thus found from
those which follow from DWIA calculations using the overall set from table VI.7, have
been used as an estimate of the uncertainties. In perpendicular kinematics the
uncertainty at |p 100 MeV/c amounts to 2 %. For parallel and anti-parallel
kinematics one finds a larger value for the uncertainty: 5 % at | pm | = 100 MeV/c. This
can be understood by noting that the scatter in the real central potential term renders an
increased uncertainty in the calculated coincidence cross section in the case of parallel
and anti-parallel kinematics compared to a calculation for a perpendicular kinematical
configuration.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the experimentally observed dependence of the reduced
cross section on the relative kinetic energy of the final state in the center-of-mass
system -for parallel and anti-parallel kinematics - with the results of DWIA (dashed
curve) and CCIA calculations (solid curve). The difference between DWIA and CCIA
is due to the charge-exchange process. The dotted horizontal line shows the PWIA
result.

The single-particle wave function used in the DWIA calculations was derived from a
calculation of the overlap integral < H| Tfe> by Schiavilla et aP*\ In this calculation
the Urbana NN-interaction was used in conjunction with the model-VH three-nucleon
interaction. The result, obtained in momentum space, was Fourier-Bessel transformed to
configuration space and used as input for the DWIA calculations. When the two-body
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disintegration process is studied, the associated momentum density distribution p2( I Pm I)
is essentially given by the overlap of the free triton wave function and the Tie n u d e s .
Conservation of angular momentum for the two-body breakup process implies that, when
the Tie ground state is expanded in eigenstates of the residual nucleus and single-
particle states, only terms with zero orbital angular momentum can contribute to the
expansion. This means that P2(IPml) will exhibit mainly a |ls> behavior, although
higher s-waves can be present in the distribution. With the overlap integral in momentum
space, the bound-state wave function in coordinate space can be obtained by a Fourier-
Bessel transformation restricted to the / = 0 term.

In figure 6.2 the results of the measurements taken in parallel (A and B) and anti-parallel
kinematics (C and D) are shown. Only the statistical errors are indicated. The PWIA
result is shown by the dotted line. The results of the DWIA calculations are represented
by the dashed curves, while the solid curve shows the CCIA results. It is observed that
the data obtained in parallel kinematics are above those measured in anti-parallel
kinematics. A cautionary remark has to be made concerning the kinematical conditions
of the 32 MeV measurement. Namely the transferred energy and momentum values are
such that it may be doubtful whether the quasi-free scattering condition is fulfilled. It is
possible that giant-resonance effects must be taken into account for a proper description
of this data point Moreover reservations must be made with respect to the DWIA and
CCIA calculations performed for the T^o M = 32 MeV kinematics, because the energy
dependence of the optical potential was only determined by Van Oers et al. in the range
85 MeV - 1.0 GeV. The optical-model potential strengths used in the calculations for
this data point were obtained by extrapolating the optical-potential parameter set outside
the energy domain investigated by Van Oers et al.

The ratio of the two data points measured at T^o M = 62 MeV amounts to R62MeV = 1-57
± 0.06, whereas the DWIA calculation predict a factor 1.28. Inclusion of the two-step
contributions to the coincidence cross section (CCIA calculation) improves the
agreement with the data but there still remains a factor 1.19 ± 0.05 to be explained. In
view of uncertainties in the calculaticnal results the remaining factor suggests a
reasonable agreement between theory and experiment at Tpt° = 62 MeV.

t The 5 % uncertainty in both calculations due to the uncertainties in the optical-potential strengths are
anti-correlated in the two overlap points.
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At 101.5 MeV the result of the CCIA calculation overshoots the data by about 25 %.
Therefore it is concluded that the experimentally found dependence of the cross section

PCOM .on r ™ is poorly described by the DWIA/CCIA theory.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the experimentally observed dependence of the reduced
cross section on the relative kinetic energy of the final state in the center-of-mass
system, for the measurements at 400 MeV/c transferred three-momentum, with the
results of DWIA (dashed curve) and CCIA calculations (solid curve). The PWIA
result is indicated by the dotted horizontal line.

In order to eliminate the | q | dependence of the coincidence cross section, the proton
kinetic energy dependence was measured at a fixed transferred three-momentum | q | =
400 MeV/c. The relative influence of charge exchange is then smaller than 0.5 %. The
results are shown in figure 6.3. The PWIA result is indicated by the dotted line. The
dashed curve shows the results obtained in DWIA, while the solid curve shows the
results with inclusion of the two-step contribution (CCIA). For the data and the DWIA
and CCIA calculations at T^oM = 31.5 MeV the same remarks apply as for kinematics A.
Also for the calculation of the T^joM = 56.7 MeV kinematics the optical potential
strengths had to be extrapolated (< 7 MeV) outside their energy domain. Apart from the
low T^oM measurement the reduced cross sections only show a 10 % decrease with
increasing total kinetic energy, whereas the corresponding results of the CCIA
calculations show an 35 % increase. Again we must conclude that the energy
dependence of the data is poorly described by the DWIA/CCIA theory.
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Figure 6.4: The dependence of the ratio of experimental reduced cross sections and
the CCIA results on the total kinetic energy of the hadronic final state in the center -
of-mass system. The solid line is a linear fit to the data.

In figure 6.4 the energy dependence of the ratio of each experimental point and its
corresponding result of the CCIA calculation is plotted for kinematics A - H. The error
bars include the relatively small statistical error and the error due to the uncertainty in the
optical-model potential parameters. The full circles represent the measurements
performed in parallel and anti-parallel kinematics at | p m | = 100 MeV/c. The open
circles show the results obtained at fixed three-momentum transfer. The data point at 75
MeV represents the result obtained in kinematics I (see chapter 5). The solid line is a
linear fit to the data showing that the data, corrected for FSI effects and two-step
contributions, still depend on the relative p - H kinetic energy. Therefore we must
conclude that one or more essential ingredients are lacking in the CCIA calculations used
to describe the 4He(e, e'p) 3H reaction. Before discussing this in more detail (see section
6.7) the microscopic description of the final-state interaction will be compared to the
data.

6.6 Microscopic treatment of the final-state interaction

In this section the experimentally determined five- fold differential cross sections for the
two-body disintegration are compared to a microscopic calculation of the cross section
with inclusion of the FSI effects based on nucleon-nucleon rescattering.
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Figure 65: The experimentally observed dependence of the five-fold differential
cross section on the total hadronic kinetic energy, for the two-body disintegration
channel measured in parallel and anti-parallel kinematical configurations. The
curves represent the various results of the microscopic calculations performed by

W

The theoretical ingredients for this calculation were already discussed in subsection
2.4.2. Besides the FSI effects, the influence of mesonic degrees of freedom are taken into
account (see subsection 2.5.4). A powerful feature of Laget's diagrammatic
approach111][12I[I31[151 is that it enables to show the importance of each separate process
in the calculation of the coincidence cross section. Figure 6.5 shows the experimental
results obtained in parallel and anti-parallel kinematics in comparison with the
calculations. The dotted curve gives Laget's result in PWIA, where only the coupling of
the virtual photon to the proton has been taken into account. The data are in all cases
below the corresponding PWIA results. It is possible to switch off the charge-exchange
contribution in the microscopic of calculation of the FSI effects and the results then
obtained are represented in figure 6.5 by the dashed curve. The results show that now,
due to the corrections for FSI effects, the results of the calculation under discussion vary
considerably depending on the kinematical configuration of the experiment. The solid
curve represents the calculation of the final-state interaction effects including the
influence of the third diagram shown in figure 2.6. Apparently, inclusion of the charge-
exchange contribution in the FSI effects brings the results in better agreement with the
data. The full FSI corrections are most important for the measurements performed in
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anti-parallel kinematics, especially for the low | q | measurement (kinematics C).

The result of Laget's calculations, where, besides the already discussed FSI effects, the
contribution due to meson-exchange currents according to the diagram shown in figure
2.15 have been taken into account, does not alter this conclusion.

Iff
,+3

i

E

PWIA
FSI no two step
FSI full

|q|=400MeV/c

20 40 60 80 100 120

Figure 6.6: The energy-dependence of the jive-fold differential cross section for the
two-body disintegration channel measured at a transferred three-momentum fixed at
400 MeV/c. The curves represent the various results of the microscopic calculations
performed by LageS11"12"13"1*.

In figure 6.6 the results are shown for the measurements of the energy dependence of the
coincidence cross section at | q | = 400 MeV/c. The figure shows that when the FSI
effects are calculated without the contribution due to charge exchange (dashed curve) the
theoretical cross section, except for the measurement at TJJ =31.5 MeV, is about 45 %
lower than those calculated in PWIA (dotted curve). However, a calculation of the FSI
effects, including those due to charge exchange (solid curve), show a more important
effect due to charge exchange on the cross section than has been found with the CCIA
calculations. The strong destructive interference between both types of FSI contributions

The inclusion of MEC effects results for parallel kinematics in an increase of 7 % in the cross section,
whereas for anti-parallel kinematics a decrease of 2 % is found.
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brings the results in almost perfect agreement with the data.
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Figure 6.7: The dependence of the ratio of experimental cross sections and the
results from Laget's microscopic theory on the total kinetic energy of the hadronic
final state in the center-of-mass system. The solid line is a linear fit to the data.

In figure 6.7 the energy dependence of the ratio of the data and the corresponding result
of the microscopic calculation is plotted. The full circles correspond to parallel and anti-
parallel kinematics. The open circles show the results obtained at | q | = 400 MeV/c. The
data point at 75 MeV represents the result from kinematics I (see chapter 5). The solid
line represent a linear fit to the FSI corrected data. The slope of this fit is within the error
compatible with zero and thus indicates that the data, corrected for FSI effects following
Laget's microscopic prescription, do not depend on the total proton-triton kinetic energy.
This is a striking and probably very meaningful difference from what had to be
concluded on the basis of DWIA/CCIA calculations discussed in the preceding section.
In order to show this more clearly we present in the following section the ratio of the
results of both types of calculations.

t The results of the microscopic calculation including, besides FSI effects, the contribution due to MEC,
show an increase of 1.4 - 6.4 % of the cross section.
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6,7 Comparison ofCCIA and the microscopic model

In figure 6.8 the results of Laget's microscopic prescript jn, including the charge-
exchange contribution, and those of the CCIA calculations are compared.

2 . 5

1.5

1

8
0. 5 -

20 120

Figure 6.8: The ratio between the theoretical cross sections calculated in the
microscopic and in the phenomenological CCIA approach, including FSI and
charge-exchange effects, as a function of the total kinetic energy of the hadronic final
state in the center-of-mass system. The solid line is a linear fit to the data.

The solid curve represents a linear fit to the data. The results are closely distributed
around the fit, except again for the result for kinematics C, where the transferred three-
momentum amounts to only 261 MeV/c (this point was excluded from the fit). The
figure clearly shows that the dependence of the calculated cross section on T 5 ° M is
different for both theories. From a comparison between figures 6.4 and 6.7 one must
conclude that only Laget's approach yields a correct description of the data. However,
some reservation must be made with respect to the calculation for the | q | =261 MeV/c
kinematics.

The observation about the invalidity of the CCIA may be related to the use of the mean-
field approximation for the optical-model potential in the case of the "*He nucleus. In the
present optical-model parameter set an energy dependence of the RMS radius of the real
central potential is mentioned by Van Oers et aP9\ The same observation was already
made by Leung and Sheriff in their analysis of p - "He elastic scattering data. In the
first-order multiple-scattering theory the RMS radius of the real central term should be in
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close agreement with the charge radius that can be precisely determined from electron
scattering experiments1265. It was demonstrated by KujawskP1^ that for light nuclei the
central potential cannot be related to the one-body density, because of the importance of
second-order corrections to the optical-model potential determined by the nuclear
correlations. This author also explains the relative sharp transition region at the nuclear
surface needed to fit the central potential term to the scattering cross sections.
Furthermore he shows that the potential in the interior part of the nucleus changes
drastically due to the correlations and that the effects are most marked at large
momentum transfer. Therefore it is expected that a microscopic theory of the final-state
interaction including the effects due to nuclear correlations is important for a proper
interpretation of the present experiment

Px

II

Figure 6.9: The diagrams used in the calculation of the final-state interaction effects
for the He nucleus. Diagram I shows the one-photon exchange diagram in the
DWIA, while diagram II corresponds to the first-order description in the microscopic
calculation.

The major differences between the FSI description in DWIA and the microscopic
description of the FSI effects are visualized by the diagrams shown in figure 6.9. In the
one-photon exchange DWIA amplitude it is assumed that the (A-1) system corresponds
to a free triton, both before and after the scattering with the proton takes place.
Excitations of the (A-1) system are not considered and the amplitude is calculated by an
integration over the internal momentum indicated as p " in figure 6.9. In the case of the
microscopic description all momenta are correlated and two of such internal momenta
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appear. Therefore, even to obtain the most simple rescattering amplitude, a six-fold
integration is required. When the FSI effects are calculated with an optical-model
potential one accounts, in a phenomenological manner, for all possible numbers of
rescattering of the outgoing protons. In the microscopic calculation only one such
rescattering event has been considered. The microscopic description yields large
corrections to the PWIA which result from an interplay between rescattering
contributions with and without charge-exchange effects. The data corrected for FSI
effects and contributions from MEC using the microscopic prescription, exhibit a scatter
of about 15 % for the full relative kinetic energy range covered in the present
investigation.

In summary it is concluded that for the 4He(e, e'p) 3H reaction the corrections to the
PWIA are large. Contrary to heavier nuclei the (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step contribution is an
essential ingredient for a complete description of the (e, e'p) cross section. In the energy
region investigated in the present experiment the results of the microscopic theory are in
better agreement with the data than those of the CCIA calculations.
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Chapter VII

A Study of the 4He(e, e'p)3H Reaction Mechanism

7.1 Introduction

The interpretation of (e, e'p) experiments performed in the quasi-elastic scattering region
is based on the impulse approximation (IA). The IA implies that the electromagnetic
transition amplitude is written as a product of the electron current and the nuclear current
in which the latter is given by the superposition of individual nucleon currents. Accurate
nuclear-structure information can then be obtained from the coincidence cross section on
the basis of the assumption that the electron-nucleon interaction in nuclei, apart from
modifications due to off-shell effects, can be taken identical to the coupling to a free
nucleon.

In this framework it is possible to extract single-nucleon momentum probability
distributions from the coincidence cross sections and this has been the goal of many (e,
e'p) experiments in the last decade. However, in recent experiments indications for
questioning the validity of the impulse approximation have been found. Three of these
experiments are now briefly discussed.

i) Deep-inelastic lepton scattering experiments^11 performed by the European Muon
Collaboration measure directly the momentum distributions of the quarks inside the
hadrons. In these experiments a mass dependence was observed in the quark momentum
distributions after accounting for kinematic effects due to Fermi motion of the nucleons.
This so-called EMC effect has been subsequently confirmed by other experiments121 [31 [4]

f5] and it has been established that in deep-inelastic scattering a nucleus does not behave
as a collection of independent free nucleons, i.e. the quark-momentum distribution of
nucleons in a nucleus differs from that of a free nucleon in a non-trivial way.
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ii) The detailed study of inclusive quasi-free electron scattering on a range of nuclei
performed at Saclay'6' '7 ' '8 ' '9 ' has shown indications for a violation of the impulse
approximation. In the impulse approximation the inclusive cross section is given by the
single-nucleon elastic cross section folded with the momentum distribution of the
nucleon'10'. Conservation of energy and momentum leads for infinite three-momentum
transfer to scaling1111 of the inclusive cross section and structure functions in some
scaling variable y. The scaling functions FL(y, Q ) and FT(y, Q ) derived from the
longitudinal and transverse structure functions for the inclusive (e, e') experiments differ
about a factor of two, whereas if the free photon-proton coupling112' is applicable, they
should be equal and reflect the nucleon momentum distributions'13'.

The transverse response function, WT, considered to be sensitive to mesonic effects, is
well reproduced by various calculations'14' '15^ '16 ' and only for momentum transfers | q |
> 500 MeV/c effects of non-nucleonic components like MEC and delta-isobar excitations
are apparent.
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Figure 7.1: The Coulomb sum rule for quasi-elastic electron scattering from a range
of nuclei. The dashed curve is a nuclear-matter prediction^7} ^1SK The solid curve is
the result of an exact three-body calculation119^ for iHe.

The longitudinal structure function, WL, is expected to be free of contributions from such
dynamic effects. Integrating this function over all excitation energies of the nucleus one
obtains an identity known as the Coulomb sum rule'20' given by:
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J doo WL(a>, Q2) = | FN (Q2) | 2 ( Z + Z ( Z - 1) f2(q)) (7.1)

In this equation FN (Q2) is the constituent form factor for which, in the case of a proton,
one takes the electric form factor, GE(Q2). The function f2(q) is the Fourier transform of
the ground-state two-nucleon correlation function p(rj, r2). Actually f2(q) contains a
trivial part corresponding to the term p(rj)p(r2) in the two-nucleon density. Charge
conservation requires the Coulomb sum rule to approach the charge Z at high transferred
momentum, where the Fourier transform of the two-body correlation vanishes. Figure
7.1 shows the behavior of the sum-rule results for various nuclei as a function of the
momentum transfer. The results are taken from Schiavilia et a/J191 For all nuclei, except
3He, a considerable longitudinal strength is missing (up to 40 %). It has been shown by

Horikawa et alS21^ that the discrepancies could not be explained by taking FSI effects
into account while the role of two-nucleon correlations is expected to be insignificant for
values | q | > 2kp. In the figure the solid curve gives the result of an exact calculation119'
for the 3He nucleus and the dashed curve is a nuclear-matter prediction'17^.

iii) A breakdown of the impulse approximation was also reported[22' f23] [24] in several
experiments where the exclusive (e, e'p) reaction was employed. In the (e, e'p) reaction
the kinematics of the initial nucleon can be fixed and therefore, contrary to the inclusive
experiments, scattering from a nucleon having a defined binding energy and initial
momentum is selected. As we will discuss below the (e, e'p) reaction is particularly
suited to test the impulse approximation.

In this chapter the mechanism of the (e, e'p) reaction is investigated by means of a
longitudinal-transverse separation of the coincidence cross section for the 4He(e, e'p) 3H
reaction. Experiments on the strongly bound *He nucleus may provide a stringent test of
the impulse approximation. Significant medium effects, if any, may be expected for this
nucleus, because compared to the central density of heavy nuclei (p0 = 0.17 fm~3), the
4He density amounts to 1.2p0, while it exceeds 1.5p0 in about 17 % of the volume. The
conventional nuclear-structure aspect of He is relatively simple and various results of
recent four-body calculations are readily available. Corrections for final-state interactions
can be applied either in a phenomenological manner or on the basis of microscopic
calculations. The FSI effects can be calculated in DWIA due to the availability of
phenomenologically determined optical-potential parameters for a wide range of proton
energies. These can be used in the calculation of the total response function, e.g. in the
formulation of Bofjfi et aP^ [26] [21] [2S] [29]. The calculations of the FSI corrections for
the two-body disintegration are less complicated than for heavy nuclei due to the
negligible Coulomb distortion. In the interpretation of the experimental results one also
has to take the (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step contribution to the cross section into account. The
charge-exchange process is of particular importance in the case of ^ e (see chapter 2)
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and can be calculated using a coupled-channels formalism. As has been shown in
chapter 6 the results of CCIA calculations, that include the influence of the FSI effects on
the cross section, do not agree with the data. To reduce uncertainties due to the observed
discrepancies between the calculated and experimental dependence of the cross section
on the energy of the outgoing pxoton, the measurements were performed under different
kinematical conditions such as to keep the total kinetic energy in the p - 3H center-of-
mass system constant. Due to the above mentioned sources of uncertainties only the
ratio of the structure functions can be determined with the (e, e'p) reaction.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 7.2 the kinematics are discussed. The
five-fold differential cross sections and the extracted reduced cross sections producing
the momentum density distribution are presented in section 7.3. In section 7.4 the data
are compared to the results of CCIA calculations. The results of microscopic
calculations of the ne(e, e'p) si reaction are compared to the data in section 7.5. In
section 7.6 the results of a longitudinal-transverse (LT) separation of the cross section are
presented from which conclusions are drawn concerning the electromagnetic properties
of the bound proton.

72 Kinematics

Before presenting the kinematics of the experiment under consideration in this chapter
we briefly discuss the underlying physics. The electromagnetic properties of nucleons
bound in ^He are interpreted in the traditional nuclear-physics framework. Only one-
body currents are considered to contribute to the hadronic structure tensor H^fP, px, q).
It is further assumed that the contribution of interference terms of these currents is
negligible. The six-fold differential cross section does in general involve four structure
functions (see expression 2.8). In the case of quasi-free electron scattering it can be
shown within the PWIA formalism that the coincidence cross section can be written in
terms of the functions WL and WT (see expression 2.18). If for the current operator the
usual single-nucleon current operator is taken, these functions are given by the Sachs
electric and magnetic form factors. The off-shell mass of the initial proton is denoted by
M, while the on-shell mass is Mp.
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One possible off-shell extrapolation for the functions WL and WT can be taken from De
Wit and Smith™:

(M-M)2

)Gl(Q2) (72)

where in principle the off-shell electric and magnetic form factors'31' depend on Q , Mp2

andM2.

As has been demonstrated in chapters 5 and 6 important deviations from the PWIA occur
in the case of 4He(e, e'p) H mainly due to FSI effects. Thus, these effects must be taken
into account when extracting the properties of bound nucleons from the cross section.
The present study of die (e, e'p) reaction mechanism is based on the following
factorization of the six-fold differential cross section:

dTp, d£2p.

The nuclear-structure part is contained in the distorted spectral function S (Em, p m , p'),
where p ' represents the momentum of the detected proton. The spectral function reduces
in PWIA to S(Em, | p m |) that represents the probability of finding the initial nucleon with
binding energy Em and momentum -1 p m | inside the nucleus. The elementary electron-
proton reaction mechanism is contained in aep. This off-shell electron-proton scattering
cross section is a function of kinematical variables and contains the form factors of the
proton. To what extent the electron-proton coupling is modified under the influence of
the nuclear medium can be studied by measuring coincidence cross sections under
different kinematical conditions. Crucial in this approach is that the factorization of the
cross section holds. The influence of the factorization-breaking FSI and MEC processes
should therefore be studied in detail. This can be done in the framework of a microscopic
model (see section 7.4).

The kinematics used in the present experiment, labeled A through J, are summarized in
Table VII. 1. To study the (e, e'p) reaction mechanism the measurements should
preferably be performed at identical values of Em, p m and p'.
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Table VII.1: Main kinematical parameters for the He(e, e'p) H reaction-
mechanism experiment. The central value for the relative proton-triton kinetic energy
has been fixed at T^°M = 71 MeV. The (Em, \pm\) domain covered is (25 ± 10 MeV,
140±25MeVlc).

label

A
B
C

D
E
F

G
H
I

J

[MeV]

462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1

MeV
I ]

c
362
308
220

357
302
215

349
295
208

337

[deg]

32.64
37.92
51.54

43.97
51.36
71.27

57.52
67.85
97.79

76.36

IP'I

MeV

c
382
382
382

395
395
395

414
414
414

442

[deg]

-59.15
-56.87
-51.21

-68.81
-65.60
-57.52

-66.23
-61.87
-49.83

-55.84

Iql

MeV

c
250.7
250.3
251.1

321.8
321.3
322.8

402.7
402.5
404.2

503.6

Q2

[fm"2l

1.357
1.359
1.365

2.375
2.370
2.396

3.836
3.840
3.876

6.113

£

0.83
0.78
0.64

0.73
0.66
0.47

0.60
0.50
0.26

0.43

fm2MeV2

[ csr2 ]

92.5
65.7
31.2

33.1
23.1
10.4

11.1
7.59
3.19

3.29

The kinematics applied for the LT separation consists of three values for the incident
electron energy ko = 319.5, 406.8 and 462.1 MeV. The final-state kinetic energy in the
center-of-mass system was kept constant in all kinematics and the central value
amounted to 71 MeV. Although the precise value of S (Em, pm , p') is unknown, we
expect on the basis of calculations with the DWIA approach (see chapter 6) that the
constancy of the relative proton-triton kinetic energy ensures that for our kinematics the
differences between the distorted spectral-function values will be smaller than 2.5 %.

At each value of the incident electron energy kg three measurements were performed at
four-momentum transfer values Q2 = 1.36, 2.38 and 3.85 fm"2. At k,, = 462.1 MeV an
additional measurement was performed at Q = 6 . 1 1 fm~ . In all kinematics the
experimental phase space was centered at the values E m = 25 MeV and | p m | = 140
MeV/c.

The accuracy of the LT separation improves with an increasing e lever arm. For the
measurements at Q = 3.85 fm this lever arm is almost twice as large as for those at Q
= 1.36 fm~2. Therefore at high transferred momentum a more precise longitudinal-
transverse separation can be made.



Table VL.r. Five-fold differential cross sections in units [ 10"9 fm2/MeVsr2 ] for the longitudinal-transverse separation experiment

Pm [MeV/c]:

label
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

127.5

1664+-78
1155+-55
635+-40
792+-36
601+-35
251+-16
377 +-19
271 +-12
105+-7.3
159+-9.1

132.5

1693+-71
1160+-51
573 +- 31
677 +- 31
490+-29
246 +-14
312+-16
245 +-11
95.1+-6.6
138 +- 8.1

Table VII.3: Reduced cross sections in units [ (GeV/c)"3 ]

Pm [MeV/c]:

label
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

127.5

21.1 +-1.0
20.4 +-1.0
23.7 +-1.5
26.0+-1.2
28.2 +- 1.6
26.3 +-1.7
34.9 +-1.7
36.9 +-1.7
34.1+-2.4
46.8 +- 2.7

132.5

20.4+-0.9
19.8 +- 0.9
20.7 +-1.1
21.8 +-1.0
22.9+-1.4
25.4 +-1.5
28.6 +-1.5
33.2+-1.5
30.5+-2.1
40.6+-2.4

137.5

1513 +- 62
1080 +-47
455+-27
611+-28
373 +-24
211 +-12
305 +-16
221 +-11
98.2 +- 6.7
123 +- 7.7

142.5

1236 +- 55
843 +-40
407+-24
539 +- 28
387+-26
170+-11
274 +-15
194+-9.8
88.6 +- 6.3
123+-7.8

147.5

1274+-59
766+-39
436 +- 26
588+-31
373+-28
166+-11
257 +-15
171+-9.3
78.2+-5.8
112+-7.4

for the longitudinal-transverse separation experiment.

137.5

17.8 +- 0.8
18.3+-0.8
16.1 +-1.0
19.3+-0.9
17.0 +-1.1
21.6+-1.2
27.7+-1.5
29.7+-1.4
31.3 +- 2.1
36.0+-2.2

142.5

14.2+-0.7
14.0+-0.7
14.3 +- 0.9
16.9 +- 0.9
17.5 +-1.2
17.1 +- 1.1
24.8 +-1.4
25.8 +-1.3
28.1 +- 2.0
35.8+-2.3

147.5

14.4 +- 0.7
12.5+-0.7
15.2+-0.9
18.1 +• 1.0
16.6 +-1.3
16.4 +-1.1
22.9 +-1.4
22.5+-1.3
24.6 +-1.9
32.5+-2.2

152.5

1140 +- 59
848+-45
323+-24
588 +- 35
307+-28
160+-12
259 +-17
156+-9.8
70.5 +- 5.6
93.9 +- 6.9

152.5

12.6 +- 0.7
13.6 +- 0.8
11.1+-0.8
17.8+-1.1
13.4 +-1.3
15.7 +-1.2
22.9 +-1.5
20.5 +-1.3
21.8 +-1.8
26.9 +- 2.0
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73 Results

The coincidence data were analyzed according to the scheme described in chapter 4.
Table VII.2 presents the results iu terms of the five-fold differential cross sections and
table VII.3 shows the reduced cross sections.

In order to perform a longitudinal-transverse separation the data at each kinematics,
given in tables VII.2 and VII.3, were fitted with the fit function introduced in chapter 6:

(7.5)

in which for p m the missing momentum was chosen which corresponds with the
maximum of the phase-space (pm = 140 MeV/c).

The results of these fits are presented in table VII.4. For an extensive discussion of the
systematical errors see section 4.4.

Table VII.4: The five-fold differential cross section and reduced cross sections at \pm\ =

MOMeVlc.

label

A
B
C

D
E
F

G
H
I

J

[MeV]
462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1

<r
[fin"2]
1.357
1.359
1.365

2.375
2.370
2.396

3.836
3.840
3.876

6.113

d5o-/dko'd<2k<i<V

[lCW/MeVsr2]
1407 ±25
961 ±20
460±l l

620 ±13
419±11
197 ±5.6

294 ±7.0
207 ±4.2
85.8 ±2.8

121 ± 2.8

[(GeV/c)"3]
16.5 ±0.31
16.1 ±0.31
16.3 ±0.41

19.3 ±0.40
18.6 ±0.51
20.0 ±0.53

26.2 ±0.59
27.5 ± 0.58
27.7 ±0.82

35.5 ±0.91

7.4 Comparison of the results with those ofCCIA calculations

The FSI effects were calculated in an unfactorized DWIA approach and with inclusion of
the Coulomb distortion of the electron waves, up to second order in Zee. The Coulomb
distortion affects the cross sections with less than 1 %. The optical-model parameter set
used in the DWIA calculations was identical to the one given in table VI.7. As a bound-
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state wave function the result was used of the VMC calculation with the Urbana NN
potential, supplemented with the TNI model VII. The correction factors for the FSI
effects CFSI = <jPWIA/oDWIA are listed relative to the ones for kinematics A in table VII.5.

Table VIIJ: Correction factors for FSI effects and for the contribution due to the (e,
e'nXn, p) two-step process at recoil momentum | p m | = 140 MeVlc. The correction
factors are given relative to those for kinematics A: CFsl = 1.82 and Ctwo_s(e =
1.04.

label

A
B
C

D
E
F

G
H
I

J

[MeV]
462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1
406.8
319.5

462.1

Q2

[to'2]
1.36
1.36
1.37

2.38
2.37
2.40

3.84
3.84
3.88

6.11

oT

[%]
12.1
12.7
14.7

20.6
22.0
27.2

32.7
35.9
48.7

51.1

CFSI

1.000
0.999
0.995

1.021
1.019
1.010

1.012
1.008
0.997

0.906

'-two-step

1.000
1.003
1.010

1.028
1.033
1.050

1.067
1.078
1.119

1.127

The LT separation at the three incident electron energies was performed at transferred
four-momenta of 1.36, 2.38 and 3.85 fin" . The differences in the correction factors for
these momenta are smaller than 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 %, respectively. This can be understood
by noting that for the measurements at identical values of Q2 the relative orientation of
the q, p ' and p m vectors was precisely identical. Only the orientation of this
configuration with respect to the beam line is rotated when going to a different incident
electron energy. The largest difference (2.7 %) in the relative correction factors for FSI
effects was found between the measurements performed at kg = 462.1 MeV and Q2 =
2.38 fm"~2 and those at k,, = 319.5 MeV and Q2 = 1.36 fin"2. The ratio a^mAf^m

amounts for kinematics A to 1.82.

The contribution CWo_step = a".CCIA, DWIA ,ycr> u» ftom ^ g tWo-step process (e, e'n)(n, p) appears
non-negligible and was calculated using the coupled-channels approach described in
section 2.5.3 (see also section 6.4). The charge-exchange contribution is expected to be
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relatively strong at backward electron angles, since the coupling of the virtual photon to
the neutron is strongest for transverse kinematics. The relative correction factors for the
(e, e'n)(n, p) two-step process are also given in table VII.5. The transverse fraction aT of
the total cross section given in the table has been calculated from expression (2.18). The
correction factor C ^ j , . ^ - amounts for kinematics A to 1.04. The differences in the
correction factors for two-step contributions for each transferred four-momentum: 1.36,
2.38 and 3.85 fnf2 do not exceed 1.0,2.2 and 4.9 %, respectively.

Q 2 [ fnT 2 ]— >

Figure 72: The reduced cross sections as function of four-momentum transfer at
incident electron energy of 462.1 MeV and | p m | = 140 MeVlc. The dashed line
shows the PWIA value calculated with the VMC method for the Urbana NN and
model VII TNI potential. The solid curve shows our result obtained with CCIA
calculations.

In figure 7.2 the reduced cross sections, given in table VII.4, are plotted versus the four-
momentum transfer squared. In the figure only the results are plotted for the
measurements at an incident electron energy of 462.1 MeV. In the figure the statistical
and systematical errors are shown. The reduced cross sections show a strong dependence
on Q2, whereas in case the PWIA would be valid (dashed line), they should be constant.
The solid curve gives the CCIA results that includes the coherent sum of the FSI effects
and the two-step (e, e'n)(n, p) contribution (calculated in the phenomenological
approach). From the figure it is evident that the experimental results cannot be explained
by the results of the phenomenological approach. As can be seen from table VII.4 the
behavior is, within 5%, similar for the measurements at the other two incident electron
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energies. Therefore, at fixed Q no dependence on the virtual-photon polarization is
apparent. The relative contribution from the (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step process in CCIA (see
chapter 6) is smaller than 5 %. Hence, the errors do not permit it to be resolved in the
present experiment.

It is tempting to compare the exclusive results shown in figure 7.2 to those obtained with
inclusive scattering (see figure 7.1). In the analysis of the Coulomb sum rule it was
argued that at low Q2 the depletion of the longitudinal strength found in the inclusive
electron scattering experiments was due to correlations. However in the present
experiment the kinematics are such that even in the low Q regime Pauli-blocking effects
must be absent. When the inclusive results are interpreted in the RPA framework the
general trend in these calculations^32' ^33' ^ is that strength is taken from the
longitudinal structure function at the top of the quasi-elastic peak and shifted to the dip
region. However, for the present experiment such a behavior is not observed, since the
kinematics for the low Q region shown in figure 7.2 correspond (keeping in mind that
(Oqej = | q 12/2Mp + Em) to proton knockout in the "dip" region, whereas the high Q2

region corresponds to kinematics with the proton knocked out near the "top" of the
quasi-elastic peak. Apparently, it is difficult to relate the results of the present
experiment to those from inclusive experiments, since the latter are essentially cross
sections integrated over the complete missing-energy and missing-momentum ranges.
To establish the role of correlations explicit RPA calculations for the ne nucleus will
be of importance.

In summary we conclude that the reduced cross sections show a strong dependence on
Q . At fixed Q no dependence of the cross section on the virtual-photon polarization has
been observed. It has been shown that the phenomenological approach does not offer a
satisfying description of the cross section for the ^ e f c , e'p) 3H reaction. In the next
section the results of the microscopic prescription will be compared to the data.

7.4 Comparison of the results with those of the microscopic description

A discussion about the theoretical ingredients of the microscopic description is given in
subsection 2.4.2. In figure 7.3 the five-fold differential cross sections are shown given in
table VII.4 for the measurements at k0 = 462.1 MeV as a function of Q2.
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10+

\ 10+2

PWIA
FSI
FSI + MEC

E = 462.1MeV
Urbana + Model VII

4
Q2[fnT2] — >

Figure 73: Five-fold differential cross sections as a function of the four-momentum
transfer, at k0 = 462.1 MeV. The curves represent the results of the microscopic
calculations performed by LageP^ i36K

The dotted curve shows the PWIA prediction. The dashed curve shows the result when
the FSI effects on the cross section are taken into account The FSI effects are calculated
according to diagram in in figure 2.6, which implies that the charge-exchange
contribution has been taken into account. Inclusion of the FSI brings the calculated
values in better agreement with the data. The solid curve shows the full result of
Laget 5[

M][i5][35][36] c a i c u i a t i o n s ,-here, besides the FSI effects, the contribution due to
meson-exchange currents is also included in the calculation of the cross section. This
contribution becomes increasingly important at higher transferred momenta and amounts
to 8 % at Q =6.11 fm~-. The results of the full calculation are for all kinematics about
12 % above the data, except for the measurement at the lowest Q where they are 18 %
below the data. This behavior has already been observed in the measurement of the
energy dependence of the five-fold differential cross section for the two-body
disintegration channel performed in parallel and anti-parallel kinematical configurations
(see figure 6.7). Contrary to those obtained with the CCIA analysis (see figure 7.2) the
results of the microscopic theory are in fair agreement with the data.
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200 300 400
|q| [MeV/c] >

500

Figure 7.4: The individual contributions to the cross section calculated in PWIAfor
an incident electron energy of 462.1 MeV.

The main difference between the longitudinal-transverse separations of (e, e'p) data on
^ i , 12C and 40Ca presented in the literature122112311241 and the present experiment on
4He is that the former are solely performed in parallel kinematics whereas the latter is
kinematically less restricted. This additional degree of freedom enables a longitudinal-
transverse separation at a fixed missing momentum for various transferred momenta,
presumably reducing in this way the uncertainty in the nuclear-structure part. The main
complication that arises in non-parallel kinematics is that the coincidence cross section is
now in general determined by four structure functions, instead of the two structure
functions probed in parallel kinematics.

Figure 7.4 shows the relative contribution of the nuclear structure functions as a function
of the transferred four-momentum for the measurements at 1^ = 462.1 MeV. These
nuclear structure functions are calculated in the PWIA according to expressions (2.17a) -
(2.17d) and their relative contribution to the cross section follows from equation (2.8).
The figure shows that the contribution from the transverse-transverse interference term is
for all kinematics smaller than 1 %.

Due to FSI effects the simple relation given by expression 2.18 is not applicable. The
study of the impulse approximation, that is the extraction of the form factors of the bound
nucleon from the (e, e'p) cross section, therefore requires a thorough understanding of the
dynamics of these FSI effects, which will be addressed next.
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The (e, e'p) cross section for unpolarized electrons scattered from an unpolarized target
(see also expression 2.8) can be written as:

d6a
= K T [ eWL + WT + e cos2<t>x W^+T| COS<|>X WLT] . (7.6)

In this expression K represents a kinematical factor and T the virtual-photon flux that is
defined as:

The parameter T) is given by:

Q2 I "
E(£+1) (7.8)

The virtual-photon reaction cross section is determined by the nuclear structure functions
Wt (where i stands for L, T, LT and TT, respectively) and can be written, assuming the

fWIA
validity of PWIA, as a product wfWIA = W?pS(Em, |p m | ) , where W-p are the off-shell
electron-proton scattering response functions and S(Em, |p m | ) is the proton spectral
function. In PWIA the (e, e'p) cross section is therefore given by the factorized
expression (7.9).

o P W A = £ o f W I A = K r £ f 1 W f ' S ( E m , | P m | ) = Kae pS(Em , | p j ) (7.9)
i i

However, when the effects due to FSI and MEC are considered the factorized form given
by expression (7.9) is not appropriate and the cross section must instead be written as:

D D / ) C7.10)

For the present discussion it is useful to express the structure functions Wi in the form:

(7.11)

The breakdown of the factorization is stated as S® * S ? *S®r ^S^ *S and the
extraction of form factors of the bound nucleon, contdned in Wf, from the data requires
the knowledge of the four distorted spectral functions SjD(Em, pm, p'), defined by
equations (7.10) and (7.11). These functions can be calculated in a model. In this section
the microscopic model developed by Laget is used. If the factorization is appropriate,
then all four distorted spectral functions are equal to S (Em, pm, p'), and consequently
expression (7.10) reduces to the factorized equation (7.4). In that case the relative
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contribution of both form factors to the cross section is essentially given by expression
(2.18).

In figures 7.5 and 7.6 the Q2 dependence of the structure function ratios wf/W™1* =
SjD(Em, p m , p')/S(Em, | p m |) is presented. The results for the longitudinal and transverse
structure functions are given in figure 7.5, while figure 7.6 shows the results for the
interference structure functions. In the calculation of the nuclear structure functions the
influence of either the FSI effects, or the combined effect due to FSI and MEC are taken
into account. The incorporation of MEC in the calculation does not affect the results
obtained for the longitudinal structure function. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 clearly demonstrate
the breakdown of the factorization, especially for the transverse-transverse and
longiiudinal-transverse structure functions. Deviations from the factorization are most
important when the MEC contribution is included in the calculation.

WT;FSI + MEC

Figure 75: The nuclear-structure functions relative to the PWIA result as a function
of the transferred four-momentum. Taken into account respectively the FSI and the
FSI + MEC effects, the results of the microscopic model for the longitudinal and
transverse structure functions are shown.
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1.5

PWIA

Q 2 [ fn f 2 ] — >

Figure 7.6: The nuclear-structure functions relative to the PWIA result as a function
of the transferred four-momentum. The results for both interference structure
functions are shown.

Next we discuss the effect on the cross section due to the non-factorization, again on the
basis of the microscopic model. The deviations can be expressed by the quantities R;
defined as:

.PWIA Q_

(7.12)

Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show, for 462.1 MeV incident electron energy, the Q dependence of
Rj for the factorization-breaking processes FSI and FSI + MEC, respectively. The figures
reveal that the factorization is mainly destroyed by mesonic exchanges through the
longitudinal-transverse response function and that the effects are most marked at
transferred four-momenta around 2.5 fm~ . The 3 - 8 % total deviations shown in figures
7.7 and 7.8 have consequences for the results of the longitudinal-transverse separation
that will be discussed in the following section.
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1 1

4He(e,e'p)3H

| p j =140MeV/c

AWT
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Q2[fnT2j— >

Figure 7.7: The deviations from the factorization of the cross section due to FSI
effects as a function of the transferred four-momentum. The results of the microscopic
calculation for the transverse and interference structure functions are shown.

0

2 3 4 5 6
Q 2 [ f m - 2 ] — >

Figure 7.8: The deviations from the factorization of the cross section due to the
combined effect of FSI and MEC as a function of the transferred four-momentum. The
results of the microscopic calculations for the transverse and interference structure
functions are shown.

This analysis on the basis of the microscopic mode! reveals that, although the distorted
spectral functions Sj (Em, pm , p') differ vastly from the PWIA spectral function
S(Em, | pM |) , the cross section for the ^ e f o e'p) 3H reaction can to a good
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approximation be written in the form given by equation (7.4), that assumes the
factorization of the six-fold differential cross section into a nuclear-structure part and a
factor that describes the electron-proton interaction. Hence, it is justified to some extend
that the bound nucleon properties will be extracted from the cross section using
expression (7.4).

7.6 The longitudinal-transverse separation

The complete experimental determination of all four nuclear structure functions is
complicated, because it involves among others detection of the protons in a direction
which does not lie in the scattering plane. If the IA is valid then all four structure
functions are combinations of the longitudinal and transverse form factors of the nucleon
(see expressions 2.17a - d). The decomposition of the cross section in these nucleonic
form factors is given in PWIA by expression 2.18. As follows from this equation
information can be obtained about the individual contributions of the longitudinal and the
transverse terms to the total cross section, by performing measurements at at least two
different values of the so-called virtual-photon polarization parameter ex. As has been
explained in section 2.3 the parameter ex is a generalization of the polarization parameter
e. If the impulse approximation is valid then the cross section can be written as a -
WT +e xWL from which the ratio of the longitudinal and transverse terms can be
determined. For the absolute values of these terms one must know the nuclear-structure
part SD(Em, pm , p'), which in general one does not know precisely (we will come back to
this later). More than two measurements must be performed in order to check the linear
dependence of the cross section on this parameter. Deviations imply a breakdown of the
impulse approximation. Thus an indication may be found for contributions of two-body
currents and other medium effects.

The six-fold differential cross sections are integrated over the two-body
electrodisintegration channel and are subsequently multiplied by the phase-space
jacobian (see equation (5.2)) and by the factor KLT given by expression:

i i n i 2 • P 1 - er M n 4EEn

| p ' | E ' Q2 <rMott 1 - e EB

The values for the factor KLT for the various kinematics used in the longitudinal-
transverse separation are listed in table VH.6.
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Table VH.6: The multiplicative factor KLT in units [10 %srlfm2MeVMeVfc] for the
various kinematics (see table VII. 1) used in the longitudinal-transverse separation
experiment.

label
KLT

A

7.03

B

9.46

C

17.20

D
16.93

E
22.76

F
41.33

G
39.77

H
53.12

I
94.65

The cross sections multiplied by KLT are plotted versus ex in figure 7.9.

12

Figure 7.9: Longitudinal-transverse separation of the coincidence cross sections. The
data measured at four-momentum transfers of 136, 2.38 and 3.85 jm~ are shown
(see table VII.4). The lines represent linear fits to the data. The intercept of this line
with the abscissa is proportional to the transverse form factor. The slope
corresponds to the longitudinal form factor.

Within the statistical errors the data as a function of e^ lie on a straight line, thus
supporting the incoherent-scattering assumption. The nucleonic form factors are, apart
from the in principle unknown distorted spectral function, contained in this plot as
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follows: the transverse form factor is given by the intercept of the line with the vertical
axis, while the longitudinal one is given by the slope of the line. The expression for the
nucleonic form factors contains a trivial Q factor as given by equations (7.2) and (7.3)
which must be removed from the data first.

It is possible to derive the ratio RQ = GM(Q2)/GE(Q2) from the LT separation. The ratio
RQ represents at Q2 = 0, in the case of a free proton, the magnetic moment ^ = 2.79.
The ratio RQ is plotted versus Q2 in figure 7.10 for the present experiment.

4 -

o
ii

P?

i

•Z^^^!-//Z///7-///y

1

1

FSI + MEC

PWIA

4He(e,e'p)3H

| p m | = 140MeV/c

1
Q 2 [ f n f 2 ] — >

Figure 7.10: The ratio of the magnetic to electric form factor for a bound proton as a
function of the transferred four-momentum squared.

The horizontal line (dashed) indicates the ratio RQ for a free proton. The present
experiment indicates RQ = 3.07 ± 0.25 for the proton bound in 4He, which means a 10 ±
8 % deviation from the "free proton" ratio. From inclusive as well as semi-inclusive data
on a range of nuclei the quantity RQ, for a bound proton, is found to be 22 ± 7 % above
the "free proton" value. The shaded band corresponds to the prediction from the
microscopic model, where the "free proton" form factors have been used. The
uncertainty, indicated by this band, is due to the deviations from factorization. The
calculated results are in good agreement with the data and show that the deviations from
the "free ratio" can be explained by FSI and MEC effects. To investigate this in more
detail the Q dependence of the separated nucleonic form factors will now be considered.
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When comparing the experimentally determined form factors to those derived from
elastic electron scattering off protons the value of the spectral function should be known.
For this we took the result of a VMC calculation by Schiavilla et a/.t191 for the Urbana
NN and model VII TNI potential. The correction factors for FSI and MEC effects were
taken from the the results of Laget's^ calculation for kinematics C (see table VII.l). In
figure 7.11 and 7.12 the longitudinal respectively transverse form factor of the nucleon is
given as a function of the four-momentum transferred. The data of the present
experiment are to be compared with the results of calculations in which the free proton
(Sachs) form factor is used and with the prediction of the microscopic model (shaded
area).

0.5

4He(e,e'p)3H

140MeV/c

PWIA

i T
FSI + MEC

:-j i i i i J i , , -

1 2 * 2 3

Q2[fnf2]— >
Figure 7.11: The longitudinal form factor of the bound proton as a function of the
four-momentum transferred. The solid curve represents the result obtained in PWIA,
while the shaded area corresponds to the results of a microscopic calculation.

The dependence of the data on Q2 is in fair agreement with the results of Laget's
calculations and in strong disagreement with the PWIA curves. The error bands, due to
the non-factorization, do not allow to discriminate between the results of the complete
theory (FSI + MEC) and the results of the calculation that accounts only for the FSI
effects.
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Figure 7.12: The transverse form factor of the bound proton as a function of the
four-momentum transferred. The solid curve represents the result obtained in PWIA,
while the shaded area corresponds to the results of a microscopic calculation.

In summary we have shown that the effects of FSI have to be taken into account for a
complete description of the rle(e, e'p) H reaction. Even when the relative proton-triton
kinetic energy is kept constant the differences in the cross sections are large for the
various kinematical configurations (see figure 7.2). Although the FSI effects are large we
demonstrated that in the microscopic formalism the factorization is still a fairly good
approximation for the present kinematical range. Assuming this factorization to be
appropriate one can in the IA obtain the form factors of the bound nucleon from the cross
section. We showed that the cross sections indeed scaled in the parameter ex (see figure
7.9). This scaling is a necessary (but not sufficient!) condition for the validity of the IA.
The extracted ratio RG for the proton bound in 4He is about 10 ± 8 % larger than the
"free proton" value. TheQ dependence for both nucleonic form factors is very different
from the PWIA prediction for this Q2 dependence. The Q2 dependence and the
magnitude for RQ can be explained completely by FSI and MEC effects calculated on the
basis of the microscopic model.
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Chapter VIII

Comparison of the Proton Spectral Function of He
with Theory

and with Results from other Experiments.

8.1 Introduction

The experimentally determined proton momentum density distribution presented in
chapter 5 showed a dependence on the two kinematics applied, which is in strong
disagreement with the results of PWIA calculations. Therefore, two major aspects of the
(e, e'p) reaction have been investigated.

In chapter 6 the influence of FSI effects, including the charge-exchange process (e,
e'n)(n, p), has been evaluated using CCIA calculations based on a phenomenological
optical potential as well as microscopic theory. The results have been compared with
data taken at fixed missing momentum (| p m | = 100 MeV/c) and for a range (32 - 107
MeV) of the relative proton-triton kinetic energy. The microscopic theory for the FSI
effects showed to be in better agreement with the experimental results.
In chapter 7 the coupling of the virtual photon to the bound proton was investigated. The
experiment was performed at fixed missing momentum (| p m | =140 MeV/c) and relative
proton-triton kinetic energy (T^t

oM = 71 MeV). The study revealed that the Q2

dependence and the ratio Rg of the form factors of the bound proton can be explained
completely by FSI and MEC effects when calculated with the microscopic model. This
model therefore supports the use of the free proton form factors in the extraction of the
reduced cross sections from the six-fold differential cross section.

In the forelying chapter the merits of both the CCIA formalism and the microscopic
model will be studied in section 8.2, respectively section 8.3, for the full range of missing
momenta at which the data have been taken: 10 - 350 MeV/c. In section 8.4 these
investigations are extended for the zero'th-order and kinetic-energy sum rules which can
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be constructed from the data. Comparisons between the present results for the reduced
cross section with other (e, e'p) results and those of (p, 2p) data are given in section 8.5
and 8.6, respectively. Concluding remarks are made in section 8.7.

82 Comparison with theoretical predictions in DWIA and CCIA

From a theoretical point of view He is an interesting nucleus, because one can solve the
four-body Schrodinger equation starting from a realistic nucleon-nucleon (NN)
interaction to which a three-nucleon interaction (TNI) can be added. As has been pointed
out in chapter 2 the ATMS and the VMC methods yield the most accurate results for
realistic NN potentials. These methods find their justification in the independent-pair
model (IPAM), in which the correlations of all particles can be calculated from two-body
forces with perturbation theory. The results of such calculations have been shown in
chapter 2. Here we make a comparison of the present data with the results of the
variational Monte-Carlo calculation of Schiavilla et alS® for the Urbana NN xv. tential
and the results of the ATMS calculation of Akaishi&] for the RSCV8 NN interaction.
The restriction to only these theoretical results has been made because their mutual
difference is most pronounced (see figure 2.8).

When comparing the data to theoretical momentum densities one has to account for FSI
effects, that depend on the choice of the kinematics. As has been shown in chapter 6
these FSI effects can be calculated for the ''Hefc, e'p) *H reaction in DWIA or with a
microscopic approach. In the forelying section the rescattering effects are accounted for
in DWIA following the procedure outlined in section 6.5.
Unfactorized DWIA calculations with an optical potential, including a spin-orbit term'4',
of the form given by equation (2.31) are performed using a p - H ground-state wave
function that reproduces the p2( | p ro |) of AkaishP^ and Schiavilla et alP\ respectively.
The unfactorized calculations are performed with the (e, e'p) code PEEPSO[SJ (6] m [8] (9].
Coulomb distortions are neglected. The potential parameters are determined from the

energy-dependent OMP set given by Van Oers et alS^ at the p - 3H kinetic energy of
TCoM = ? 5 M e V

The influence of various details in the DWIA calculations on the proton spectral-function
results will be discussed now. The Majorana exchange term in the optical potential is
crucial for a proper description of the back-angle rise (0 C o M > 120 °) of the proton elastic
scattering cross section from light nuclei. Setting the strength of this term to zero

t Pan of this section has been published'11.
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however hardly affects the results of the DWIA calculations for the (e, e'p) kinematics
discussed in this chapter. Applying the non-locality correction to the optical-model wave
functions in the way described by Perey^10^ and Buck does not affect the DWIA results at
low missing momenta, while the effect is smaller than 5 % at missing momenta up to 350
MeV/c. The same is true for the spin-orbit term in the optical potential. Inclusion of the
spin-orbit term affects the DWIA predictions less than 5 % for missing momenta smaller
than 150 MeV/c. This relatively small influence of the spin-orbit term presumably
explains the small deviations of 3 - 8 % from factorization at | p m | = 140 MeV/c
observed in section 7.4. At the largest missing momentum, | pm | = 350 MeV/c, the
effect of reducing the spin-orbit potential strengths to zero leads to a reduction in the
DWIA result with about a factor of two. Taking the effects of the Coulomb distortion of
the electron waves into account, a 1 % increase of the calculated coincidence cross
section is found for both kinematics. Incorporating current conservation in the second-
order non-relativistic reduction of the current operator by McVoy and Van Hove^^ used
in the DWIA calculations for kinematics I and II results in a change of the calculated
coincidence cross section of -1.2 and 5.5 %, respectively. The change is largest for
kinematics II, where Q =1.35 fm~ .

~ 10 _

§

-20
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|pm|[MeV/c] _

200 200 300
|pJ[MeV/c]

Figure 8.1: Uncertainties in the DWIA results for the proton spectr
measurements due to uncertainties in the optical potential.

400

ction

Before we compare the data to the theoretical predictions, the uncertainties in the results
of the DWIA calculations for the proton spectral-function for the conditions valid in
kinematics I and II are discussed. Estimates for the uncertainties were obtained using the
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prccedure presented in section 6.5. As a bound-state wave function the result of the VMC
calculation by Schiavilla et alP^ has been used. Figure 8.1 shows the uncertainties in the
DWIA results for kinematics I and II. For both kinematics the error bands are
considerably large at high missing momenta. For kinematics I the uncertainty at | p m | =
160 MeV/c amounts to 2 %. Tbis uncertainty increases for kinematics II to 10 % which is
due to the larger influence of the scatter of the real central potential term.

I
Qu

ic£)

1 I

'He(e,e'p)3H

kin.I,q=431MeV/c
kin.n,q=250MeV/c

PWIA

100
' I I I I I I r

200 300

Pm

Figure 82: Proton momentum distribution for the two-body breakup of 4 / / e . The
error bars include the statistical error only. The solid curve represents a PWIA
calculation of AkaishP^ for the Reid Soft Core V8 NN-potential. The dotted and
dashed curves represent the corresponding DWIA calculations for kinematics I and
II, respectively.

In kinematics II |p 160 MeV/c corresponds to a more parallel kinematical
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configuration, whereas in kinematics I it is a real perpendicular configuration. Therefore
the scatter in the real central potential term renders for the case of kinematics II a larger
uncertainty in the calculated coincidence cross section.

The data, already presented in chapter 5, are shown again in figure 8.2 in comparison
with the DWIA results obtained according to the above described method. The PWIA
momentum distribution for the p - H channel as calculated by Akaishi^ is represented
by the solid curve. The DWIA results for both kinematics clearly fail to describe the full
experimental shape of the momentum distributions. Not only the deviation between the
experimental results taken in the two kinematics in the overlap region is not reproduced,
but also the slope is incompatible with the data. The deviations are not surprising,
because the calculations also predict a 5 % too large RMS radius and a 6.6 MeV too low
binding energy. In general it is questionable whether the two-body NN interaction,
derived from pp, np and nn scattering, alone is sufficient to explain the properties of
complex nuclei. It is quite possible that three- or more-nucleon interactions are
necessary for a full understanding of nuclei. Within the ATMS framework it was already
demonstrated by Katayama et al\n\ for the Hamada-Johnston NN potential, that the
inclusion of the Fujita-Miyazawa'13^ (FM) three-body force reduces the He RMS radius
as well as the ground-state energy almost to the experimental values. Compared to the
three-nucleon systems 3H and He the TNI in Tie is about 7 times as large, due to the
increased number of possibilities for the formation of three-nucleon clusters and the
enhanced overlap between the nucleons inside each cluster. Apparently the inclusion of
a TNI in the hamiltonian should be considered for a correct description of the *He
nucleus.

Recently Schiavilla et a/.[2] have calculated the proton momentum distributions for A = 3
and 4 nuclei. Their result corresponding to the two-body breakup of ^ e in PWIA is
shown in figure 8.3. In this figure also the DWIA p - H momentum distributions are
plotted for the VMC calculation using the Urbana NN potential in combination with the
model VII potential for the TNI. Since in kinematics I and II the relative kinetic p - 3H
energy is the same, the difference in the DWIA results is expected to be small. A fit of
the DWIA curve to the results obtained in kinematics II (see table V.4) gives the value:
R n = PMJ/PDWIA = 0-98 ±0.11. The error includes the systematical error and an 10 %
error due to the uncertainty in the optical potential (see figure 8.1). The upswing beyond
| p m | = 320 MeV/c is probably due to an incomplete knowledge of the overlap wave
function for such high missing momenta (the VMC calculation by Schiavilla et al. was
performed only in the missing-momentum range 0 - 350 MeV/c). In view of the
uncertainties in the results of the DWIA calculation for this kinematics (see figure 8.1),
good agreement between data and theory is obtained for kinematics II . However,
although the slope is predicted much better than in the ATMS case (see figure 8.2), for
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kinematics I the calculation yields values substantially smaller than the data: Rr =

PexP
/pDWlA = 1-54 ± 0 1 1 - *" m e ratio ^ ^ H = 1 > 5 7 ± ° 1 3 P*"1 o f * e systematical error

and the uncertainty in the DWIA calculations cancel.
Apparently, FSI effects calculated in DWIA are not able to explain the discrepancy
between the results obtained in kinematics I and II, independent from the overlap wave
function, whether derived from the ATMS or from the VMC method, used in the
calculation.
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Figure 8.3: The reduced cross sections for the two-body breakup of AHe are the
same as that given in figure 82. The solid curve represents a PWIA calculation of
Schiavilla et alJ2^ for the Urbana NN-potential. The dotted and dashed curves
represent corresponding DWIA calculations for kinematics I and II, respectively.
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In view of the discrepancies between sophisticated theoretical DWIA results and the
data, it should be emphasized that the virtual-photon polarization is different for the
various kinematical configurations used in the present experiment. Hence, processes
depending on polarization may contribute differently to the coincidence cross section. In
the present experiment the (e, e'p) cross section is influenced by the two-step
contribution where quasi-elastic scattering off neutrons is followed by a charge-exchange
reaction. This contribution is especially important in transverse kinematics, because of
the virtual-photon coupling to the magnetic moment of the neutron. As shown in chapter
2, the amplitude of this process interferes with the PWIA amplitude and the rescattering
amplitude and it can be calculated in CCIA. Assuming isospin symmetry it is possible to
calculate the rescattering and exchange effects by solving the coupled-channels equations
(2.41a - b). An exchange potential Vpn was used, reproducing the measured cross
sections for the reaction 3H(p, n) 3He at 57 MeV1'41 and 156 MeV[15]. The ratio of the
cross sections of the DWIA and the CCIA calculations is given as a function of missing
momentum for fixed three-momentum transfer, | q | =431 MeV/c, in figure 8.4. The
coupled-channels calculation was performed with optical potential strengths determined
at a kinetic energy in the center-of-mass frame of T p ^ = 75 MeV, which has been used
in the present experiment.

<He(e,e'p)3H

100 200
lp n | fMeV/c] —>

300

Figure 8.4: The contribution of the charge-exchange process calculated in CCIA for
the transverse part of the cross section section in kinematics I.

Figure 8.4 shows that the contribution from charge exchange to the transverse part of the
coincidence cross section can be considerable. The strong dependence of the effect on
the missing momentum can be qualitatively understood by noting that the charge-
exchange potential causes essentially a | p m | shift of p( I p m I )C16]. Due to the shape of
p( | p m |) the effect is larger at high | p m |.
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The influence of including the charge-exchange contribution on the cross section in the
theoretical results for kinematics II is smaller than 5 %. This is due to the relatively small
transverse part of the cross section. For kinematics I, where the cross section contains a
45 % transverse contribution, a more substantial effect is found which is shown in figure
8.5. Both the DWIA and CCIA results are given. The dotted curve represents the PWIA
result for the variational calculation'21 using the Urbana NN and model VII TNI
potential. The dashed curve gives the DWIA result and the solid curve corresponds to the
CCIA calculation.

150 200
| p_ | [MeV/c ] — >

Figure 8S: Results of a CCIA calculation for kinematics I.

The contribution is missing momentum dependent and amounts to 8 % at low missing
momentum, while for | p m | = 200 MeV/c the contribution is 25 %. It reduces the
discrepancy Rf = pJxp/pDwiA = 1.54 ± 0.11 by a factor 1.18, which is still not enough to
obtain a good description of the experimental data.

83 Comparison to predictions from microscopic theory

The theoretical ingredients used in Laget's^ I18J [19) I20J microscopic description of the
^eCe, e'p) hi reaction have been discussed in chapter 2 (subsections 2.4.2 and 2.5.4).
The overlap integrals at the various vertices (see figures 2.6 and 2.15) have been
calculated, up to 6 fin"1, by Schiavilia with the VMC method. The interaction
hamiltonian was composed of the Argonne NN potential and the model VII potential for
the TNI. In this section we compare the data to the predictions calculated for the Urbana
NN potential in combination with the model VH TNI. The "Urbana" result was obtained
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by multiplying the result for the Argonne NN potential with the PWIA ratio of both p -
3H momentum densities'21 at each missing momentum (see figure 2.8).
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PWIA

— FSI, no two step

•-- FSI, full

— FSI + MEC

Kinematics I

Urbana + Model VII

0 200100
|pm|[MeV/c] —>

Figure 8.6: The experimentally determined five-fold differential cross section for the
two-body breakup of He in kinematics I. The curves show the results of
Laget's^7^18^19^20^ microscopic calculations, based on the Urbana NN potential
and the model VII three-nucleon interaction. For an explanation of the various
curves the reader is referred to the text.

Figure 8.6 shows the experimentally determined five-fold differential cross sections for
kinematics I (open circles). The data shown with full circles have been taken at higher
energy (438.9 MeV) and for use of comparison with the 425.6 MeV corrected by 10 %,
which corresponds to the ratio ( K a ^ ^ g 9MeV / (Koep)425 6MeV. The curves represent the
various results of Laget's^17^1^19^ ^ microscopic calculations, based on the Urbana NN
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potential and the model VII three-nucleon interaction, and show the individual
contributions to the cross section. The dotted curve represents the PWIA result The
dashed and dot-dashed curves show the results including FSI effects, with and without
the (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step contribution, respectively. The solid curve corresponds to the
full result that accounts for FSI and MEC effects. The exchange contribution, coming
from the virtual-photon coupling to the (A - 1) system (see chapter 2), is negligible
(smaller than 1 % at | pm | = 200 MeV/c).
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Figure 8.7: The experimentally determined five-fold differential cross section for the
two-body breakup of He in kinematics II. The dotted and dot-dashed curves
represent PWIA results, with and without the exchange contribution, respectively.
The dashed curve shows the result including FSI effects. The solid curve corresponds
to the full result that accounts for both FSI and MEC effects.

As was already demonstrated in chapter 6, for a proper description of the data the
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destructive interference between both FSI contributions (see figure 6.6) is imperative.
The full microscopic result that also includes the MEC effects describes the data taken in
kinematics I (see table V.3) fairly well.

Figure 8.7 shows the five-fold differential cross sections obtained in kinematics II at
425.6 MeV (open circles). To enable a comparison with the results of the microscopic
calculations, that have been solely performed for the data taken at 425.6 MeV, the 481.7
MeV data, shown by the full circles, have been corrected by the factor 1.21
corresponding to the ratio (Ka )4 g l 7MeV / ( K o ^ ) ^ 6MeV- ^ n e calculations have been
performed for the central values of the kinematical variables. This explains why there are
no calculational results below | p m | = 140 MeV/c. The dot-dashed curve corresponds to
the PWIA result when only the coupling of the virtual-photon to the proton is taken into
account. The dotted curve shows the PWIA result including the exchange contribution.
The dashed curve shows the microscopic result that takes the FSI effects into account.
The solid curve corresponds to the full result of the microscopic calculation that includes
the FSI and MEC effects. The figure shows that the exchange contribution, totally
unimportant at low missing momenta, dominates the cross section at the highest missing
momenta. This behavior nicely demonstrates the discussion given in subsection 2.5.1.
The full curve shows a flattening off of the cross section at high missing momenta which
trend is not consistent with the data. This indicates that the model has some deficiency,
presumably due to the interference of rescattering and charge-exchange processes. The
MEC contribution to the cross section depends strongly on the missing momentum and
amounts to almost 40% at | p m | = 250 MeV/c. The full result of Laget's calculation for
the | q | = 250 MeV/c kinematics underestimates the data by about 20 %. This behavior
has already been observed in chapter 6 and 7 (see figures 6.7 and 7.3).

We conclude that the microscopic model describes the data taken in kinematics I as well
in kinematics II fairly good. The corrections to the PWIA due to FSI (including the (e,
e'n)(n, p) contribution) and MEC effects are essential for describing the experimentally
determined five-fold differential cross sections for the TJe(e, e'p) H reaction.

8.4 Sum rules

On general grounds several sum rules can be constructed from the spectral function. The
zero and first-order sum rule give information about the spectroscopic strength and the
expectation value for the proton kinetic energy, respectively. The spectroscopic strength
for the two-body disintegration channel can be obtained from the zero'th-order sum rule
given by:

= JJS(Em,pm)dE indp in. (8.1)
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The sum-rule values are only constructed using the data obtained in kinematics I as
presented in chapter 5. This choice has been made, because for these measurements the
quasi-elastic scattering condition is probably best fulfilled. In order to allow for a
comparison with theoretical results the data shown in figure 8.8 have been corrected for
FSI effects (including the charge-exchange contribution) calculated in CCIA (open
circles) and in the microscopic approach (full circles). In the latter case also corrections
for MEC effects have been taken into account. The values for the two different
correction factors are those which follow from the ratio CPWIA/cCC |A, or from a similar
factor taken from the results of microscopic calculations. The dotted curve represents the
total sum-rule result of the VMC calculation where the Urbana NN and model VII TNI
potential was used. The solid curve shows the spectroscopic strength for the p - H
channel for the Urbana NN and model VII TNI potential. The dashed curve represents,
for the two-body disintegration channel, the result of the ATMS calculation employing
the RSCV8 NN potential.

2

1.5

VMC - total ....

100 300200

| p m | [ M e V / c ] — >

Figure 8.8: Zero'th-order sum rule as a function of missing momentum for the two-
body electrodisintegration of He. The data have been corrected for FSI effects,
using the CCIA (open circles), or for FSI + MEC effects using the microscopic
formalism (full circles). The meaning of the curves is discussed in the text.

The total spectroscopic strength, given by the dotted curve, when integrated up to high
missing momenta, asymptotically approaches the value 2 in accordance with the number
of protons in the Tie nucleus. The CCIA corrected data even exceed the total
spectroscopic-strength distribution. The present experiment projects out the
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spectroscopic strength in the two-body disintegration channel. For this channel the results
of both the ATMS and VMC calculations indicate a 75 - 80% occupancy. The
experimental strength distribution, corrected for FSI and MEC effects according to the
microscopic model, is in excellent agreement with the results of the VMC calculation
with the Urbana NN potential.

Another important sum rule derived from the spectral function holds for the expectation
value for the proton kinetic energy:

< T > =

The behavior of the kinetic-energy sum rule is shown in figure 8.9.

(8.2)
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Figure 8.9: Proton kinetic-energy sum rule as a function of missing momentum for
the two-body electrodisintegration of He. The data in this figure have been
corrected for FSI effects, using the CCIA (open circles), or for FSI + MEC effects
using the microscopic prescription (full circles). The meaning of the curves is
discussed in the text.

Again, the open circles represent the data measured in kinematics I corrected for FSI
effects in the CCIA formalism, while the full circles show the results corrected for FSI
and MEC effects calculated in microscopic theory. The dotted curve represents the total
proton kinetic energy < T > calculated from the VMC results, for the Urbana NN with
model VII TNI potential. The solid curve, calculated with the same potential,
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corresponds to the proton kinetic energy for the p - TH channel. The dashed curve
represents the result in the two-body disintegration channel calculated with the ATMS
method for the RSCV8 NN potential. As can be seen in the figure the kinetic-energy
strength of the CCIA corrected data exceeds the total proton kinetic-energy strength
calculated with the VMC method. The data corrected in the microscopic framework are
again in excellent agreement with the VMC prediction. It is apparent that the
contribution of the H breakup channels to the expectation value for the total proton
kinetic energy becomes increasingly important at higher missing momenta. While at
| p m | = 300 MeV/c the contribution of the two-body (p - H) breakup viiannel is almost
saturated, this is by far not the case for the three and four-body breakup channels.

As has been discussed by Schiavilla et alP^ and AkaistiP* the VMC and ATMS
variational calculations yield for the total kinetic energy of He (including the neutron
contribution) the values < T > = 106.2 MeV and 94.3 MeV, respectively. The bound state
is obtained with potential energies of -135.2 MeV and -114.6 MeV, respectively. In the
case of the VMC calculation using the Urbana NN interaction and the TNI model VII,
the potential energy is due to a -129.1 MeV contribution from the two-body potential and
-11.0 MeV and 4.9 MeV from the contributions of the attractive and repulsive terms in
the three-body potential. For a mean-field description of He the typical mean-field
potential amounts to about -50 MeV.

8J Comparison with other (e, e'p) measurements

Two studies of the rle(e, e'p) reaction probing the proton momentum density
distribution have been carried out at Saclay and Kharkov. For the Saclay study,
performed up to a missing momentum of 500 MeV/c, the preliminary results are given in
ref.'21^. We refrain here from a comparison with those preliminary results.

At Kharkov^ ^ ^ the momentum density distribution has been measured up to 300
MeV/c with limited statistical accuracy. Although the missing-energy resolution (AEm =
9-15 MeV) did not permit a separation of the two-body breakup 4He(e, e'p) 3H from the
continuum three- and four-body breakup processes 4He(e, e'p) 2Hn and 4He(e, e'p)npn,
it is known from the present experiment (see chapter 5) that the cross sections
corresponding with those reactions are relatively small compared to that of the two-body
breakup reaction. The Kharkov experiment was performed in two kinematical situations,
labeled A and B. In kinematics A (B) the beam energy amounted to 974 (1186) MeV, the
proton angle 0 p = -71.2 ° (-54.5 °) and the proton momentum | px | =317 (680) MeV/c.
In kinematics A the electron scattering angle was varied from 19 ° to 28 ° thus varying
the three-momentum from | q | = 318 to 459 MeV/c, which corresponds to the missing
momentum range 16 - 157 MeV/c. In kinematics B these numerical values were 35.3 ° <
0 e < 51 °, 686 < | q | < 940 MeV/c and 21 < | pm | < 296 MeV/c. The experiment was
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performed in parallel kinematics and because | px | was constant the kinetic energy of the
final state Tpt° is in both kinematics a function of the missing momentum: in kinematics
A: 39 > Tp7M > 28 MeV and in kinematics B: 161 > Tp

C
t
oM > 120 MeV.

The Kharkov group found a good agreement between their data obtained in both
kinematics and the corresponding results of the by these authors performed DWIA
calculations. They found a 40 % reduction of the cross section due to the FSI effects in
kinematics A. For kinematics B it was concluded that the FSI only weakly influenced the
measured cross sections. However, their DWIA results are open to question because the
optical-model potential strengths were derived from a parametrization of OPM
parameters for the entire mass range^25'. No spin-orbit terms are included in their
calculation and furthermore the shape of the optical potential is derived from a Fourier
transform of the charge form factor. Due to the uncertainties, inherent to such an
approach, the FSI effects have been recalculated for their experimental conditions, using
Bojfi's[5] DWIA formalism.

For the Kharkov experiment the virtual-photon polarization parameter amounts to e =
0.91 and 0.71 for kinematics A and B, respectively. Because of their relative high three-
momentum transfer, compared to the NIKHEF experiment, the transverse part of the total
coincidence cross section amounts to 27 % and 69 % in their kinematics A and B,
respectively. We estimated, using CCIA calculations, that in the Kharkov data obtained
in kinematics A the contribution of charge exchange to the total coincidence cross
section is small (< 6 %). In kinematics B the charge-exchange contribution is small at
low missing momentum, but at high missing momentum ( | p m | = 300 MeV/c)
contributes about 40 % to the coincidence cross section.

Figure 8.10 shows the proton momentum density distribution obtained from the Kharkov
experiment. The solid curve corresponds to the PWIA result of Schiavilla et alS2^ The
dotted and dashed curves corresponds to the results of our DWIA calculations. For
kinematics A the DWIA results exceed the data by about 10 %. Given the 20 %
systematical error there is no serious discrepancy between the calculations and the data.
However, the observed behavior is inconsistent with the results of our study given in
chapter 6, where it has been shown that the data exceed the DWIA results by 30 % at
T £ O M = 34 MeV (see figure 6.4). We therefore conclude that the Kharkov results,
although for kinematics A in good agreement with the results of the corresponding
DWIA calculation, are about 40 % below the present NIKHEF data. For kinematics B the
experimental points are at low missing momenta in good agreement with the results of
the DWIA calculation (dashed curve). For missing momenta larger than 100 MeV/c the
experimental points overshoot the results of the DWIA calculation by factors 2 - 5. It is
noted that, in this missing-momentum region, the charge-exchange effect may resolve, at
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least partly, the discrepancy between the NIKHEF and Kharkov data sets.
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Figure 8.10: Proton momentum density distribution of 4He measured at
Kharko^22^23^241 with the (e, e'p) reaction. The solid curve represents the result of a
PWIA calculation ofSchiavilla et alP* for the Urbana NN potential. The dotted and
dashed curves represent DWIA results for Kharkov kinematics A andB, respectively.

In summary it is concluded that the Kharkov results obtained in kinematics A (see figure
8.10) are in poor agreement with the NIKHEF results obtained in kinematics II (see
figure 8.7). The discrepancy between the NIKHEF and Kharkov results at high missing
momenta (Kharkov: kinematics B) may be explained by the contribution from the (e,
e'n)(n, p) reaction.

8.6 Comparison with (p, 2p) results

Momentum density distribution results have also been obtained using the (p, 2p) reaction.
In the interpretation of those results it is assumed that the proton is knocked out of a
single-particle state. Assuming the reaction mechanism of the strong interaction in the
p-p collision to be understood, the cross sections can be analyzed yielding information
about the proton single-particle wave functions. The (p, 2p) reaction was used for the
single-particle structure study of the ^ e nucleus for protons at energies 65, 85 and 100
MeVt26!, 156 MeVt27!, 250 and 350 MeV^l, 460 MeV V*\ 500 MeV^ and 590 MeV[29J.
The data taken at an incident proton energy below 156 MeV differ at zero recoil
momentum by a factor of 2 compared to DWIA calculations. The validity of the DWIA
is therefore questioned at such low energies. The results of Tyren et a/.[28J at an incident
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proton energy of 460 MeV appear to be inconsistent with the results of Van Oers et a/.'4'
at 500 MeV, Perdrisat et alP9] at 590 MeV and various DWIA calculations for example
by Roos^°\ The Van Oers^ and PerdrisaP9^ results are mutually consistent.

In figure 8.11 the distorted momentum density distributions are given, obtained from the
He (p, 2p) experiments performed at 500 and 590 MeV, which have been analyzed

under the assumption that the cross section can be represented in a factorized form. The
solid curve represents the PWIA result for the two-body disintegration calculated with
the VMC method for the Urbana NN and model VII TNI potential. This good agreement
with the data is surprising, because the influence of FSI effects has not yet been taken
into account. When these results are compared to our results one should take the
differences due to the FSI effects into account. Van Oers et al.^ compared their results
with DWIA calculations, using various bound-state wave functions. These wave
functions were derived from the 4He charge form factor (see subsection 2.4.3). The
expression of Gari et alP1^ given in equation (2.37) was used to correct the charge form
factor data for contributions from meson-exchange currents. In addition DWIA
calculations were performed for the LirrP^ wave function according to the Eckart
parametrization given in equation (2.36).
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Figure 8.11: Distorted proton momentum density distribution obtained from 4He(p,
2p) experiments at 500 and 590 MeV. The solid curve represents the PWIA result
for the two-body disintegration calculated with the VMC method for the Urbana NN
and model VII TNI potential.
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The DWIA calculations were performed with and without spin-orbit terms in the optical
potential. Van Oers et a/.141 showed that inclusion of spin-orbit terms in the optical
potential yields more high momentum components in the distorted momentum
distribution and brings the results much closer to the experiment. When using single-
particle wave functions that have been corrected for meson-exchange currents effects
there are found less high missing-momentum components than when the Eckart wave
function of LinP^ is used in the DWIA calculation. For all calculations a reasonable
agreement was found for recoil momenta smaller than | p m | =150 MeV/c. For larger
missing momenta the DWIA results increasingly underestimate the data (up to a factor of
5). In view of the importance of especially the charge-exchange process for a correct
description of the 4He(e, e'p) hi reaction, we suggest that multiple-scattering effects and
exchange processes should be included in the DWIA description of the He(p, 2p) 3H
reaction. This may possibly solve the discrepancies found between data obtained with the
(p, 2p) reaction and the results of corresponding DWIA calculations. At zero recoil
momentum the DWIA calculations performed by Van Oers overshoot the data by 20 %.
A better agreement with the calculations will be found at zero recoil momentum if the
bound-state wave function as calculated by microscopic correlated theory (VMC) for the
Urbana NN potential is used. As has been shown in section 8.3 this wave function is also
in good agreement with the results of our experiment. It is therefore concluded that for
low missing momenta the mutual agreement between the results from (p, 2p) and (e, e'p)
reactions is good.

8.7 Summary and conclusions

Accurate data for the 4He(e, e'p) H reaction have been obtained. In the extraction of
the momentum density distribution the results show a significant dependence on the
kinematics. To a large extent this can be understood by the combined effect of
rescattering effects in the final-state and exchange effects, which are best described in the
microscopic framework of LageP7^1*^19^7®, which starts from a correlated 4He wave
function, calculated with the VMC method for the Urbana NN and model VII TNI
potential and accounts for FSI and MEC effects.

For comparable kinematical configurations the Kharkov results'22''23"24* are in poor
agreement with the present (e, e'p) results.

A comparison with the He(p, 2p) H reaction shows that for low incident proton
energies (Tp < 156 MeV) the (p, 2p) results are at zero recoil momentum inconsistent
with DWIA results. This can be an indication that in this regime the reaction mechanism
of the (p, 2p) reaction is not well understood. For high incident proton energies (T > 500
MeV) the (p, 2p) results[4If29J are at low recoil momentum (| p m | < 150 MeV/c) in good
agreement with the results of the present experiment.
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Chapter IX

Virtual-Photon induced Triton emission from 4He

9.1 Introduction

The study of high momentum components in the proton wave function is of interest,
because they originate from short-range and tensor correlations, which induce high lying
virtual excitations. It has recently been shown by Ciofi degli Atti et alS1^ that in the high
momentum part of the nucleon momentum distribution most of the strength is located at
high removal energies. The calculations show, both for 4He and other nuclei, that the
strength of the nucleon momentum distribution above I p m I > 350 MeV/c is almost fully
exhausted by configurations where the (A - 1) spectator system is in all possible virtual
excited states. This implies that a complete experimental determination of high
momentum components, via exclusive (e, e'p) reactions, would involve measurements at
missing energies up to several hundreds of MeV. The measurements of the high
momentum components in the p - hi channel are of particular importance, because they
give information on short-range correlations in the nucleon-nucleon interaction, which
are free from contributions of tensor correlations.

Although the true coincidence rate for the He(e, e'p) reaction can be increased by an
appropriate choice of kinematics the level of accidental coincidences ultimately
constitutes the limiting factor to the maximum value of the missing momentum at which
the spectral function can be determined. It has been demonstrated by Keizer et alP^ ^
141 that a significant improvement of the real-to-accidental ratio can be achieved if the
recoil detection technique is employed. In the case of measuring the proton spectral
function of ^ e at high missing momenta ( | p m | > 300 MeV/c) it is more favorable to
detect electron-triton coincidences. The reason is that the noise due to the accidental
(e', 3H) coincidences is about an order of magnitude smaller than that in the proton
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channel.

As has been pointed out in subsection 2.5.1, in the case of light nuclei exchange terms
have to be taken into account for a complete description of the coincidence cross
sections. The exchange contribution (that is the quasi-elastic scattering of the electron
from the residual nucleus) depends on the kinematical configuration and becomes
especially important at high triton momenta.

In section 9.2 the kinematics are discussed. The results are presented in section 9.3. An
interpretation of the results, that considers only the coupling of the virtual-photon to the
(A - 1) system, using a phenomenological model is attempted in section 9.4. In section
9.S the data are compared to the results of calculations based on a microscopic treatment
of the 4He(e, e' 3H)p reaction.

92 Kinematics

The experiments using the ^ e f o e' ht) reaction involve several modifications of the
standard NIKHEF-K coincidence setup. To be able to cope with the low cross sections at
high triton momenta the experiments were performed with a cryogenic target with a gas
pressure as high as 400 kPa. To decrease the effects due to energy straggling and
multiple scattering of the tritons the target cell featured a 7.0 |am thick kapton foil. For
the same reasons the air layer between the two stacks of MWDCs in the detection system
of the hadron spectrometer was replaced by a Tie gas bag. In some kinematical
configurations the triton energy was such that the tritons did not reach the E scintillator
(see figure 3.9). In that case the hadron-event trigger was generated solely by the AE
scintillator.

The (e, e' 3H) experiments are feasible by virtue of particle identification, made possible
by correlating the pulse-height information of the E and AE scintillators. This correlation
permits a clear separation between protons, deuterons and tritons, thus increasing the
real-to-accidental ratio by more than one order of magnitude.

In table IX. 1 the kinematics employed in the experiment are listed. The incident electron
energy amounted to 462.1 MeV. The phase space was in all configurations centered
around Em = 20 MeV, the missing momentum was kept constant at | p m | = 180 MeV/c.
In addition the total kinetic energy Tpt° was fixed to reduce the uncertainties due to
rescattering effects. The low value of 40 MeV for the total proton-triton kinetic energy
was chosen, because only then it is possible to perform measurements of the Q2

dependence of the coincidence cross section at the relatively low missing-momentum
value | p _ | =180MeV/c.
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Table IX. 1: Kinematical parameters of the He(e,e' H) measurements. The energy
of the incident electrons amounts to 462.1 MeV. The missing energy and missing
momentum amount to 20 MeV and 180 MeVIc, respectively. The relative proton-
triton kinetic energy (in the center-of-mass system) amounts to 40 MeV.

label

A
B
C
D
E

[deg]

32.91
40.32
47.97
55.95
64.40

®x

[deg]

-69.17
-74.04
-74.04
-71.10
-67.40

|k ' |

[MeV/c]

392
388
384
379
373

IPJ
[MeV/c]

414
440
464
496
528

Iq!
[MeV/c]

250
300
350
400
450

The reaction mechanism of the triton knockout was investigated by measurement of the
Q dependence of the He(e, e' H) coincidence cross section, while keeping the missing
momentum constant. Figure 9.1 shows the kinematical configuration.

D

B

Figure 9.1: Orientation of the momenta for the triton knockout experiment.

9.3 Results

The data were analyzed according to the methods outlined in chapter 4. The coincidence
detection efficiency was determined from an H(e, e'p) calibration experiment, where
the trigger for the 60 MeV protons was generated only with the AE scintillator. At this
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energy the pulse-height of the protons detected in this scintillator is comparable to that of
the tritons at the lowest kinetic energy (kinematics A). For the coincidence detection
efficiency e the value e = 0.985 ± 0.008 was obtained. In the analysis of all
measurements, with exception of the one labeled E, the influence of the supporting grid
of stainless steel wires in the target cell had to be taken into account. The correction
factor due to the wires is discussed in extenso by Roebers^, therefore at this place only a
brief outline will be given.

1.5-1 ' ' ' L

A.U.

- 10 20

E x [MeV]

Figure 92: Missing-energy spectrum for kinematics A.

The target-foil supporting grid covers typically 11 % of the interaction region seen by the
hadron spectrometer. The tritons traversing these wires experience an energy loss
depending on the trajectory through the circular cross section of the wire. The energy
distribution of the tritons is known for each kinematical configuration and can be used, in
combination with the spectrometer acceptance and the properties of the wire material
(stainless steel), to determine a correction factor for the number of tritons that remain
undetected due to scattering off the wires. Furthermore there is a contribution due to
tritons scattering off the wires while still entering the detection volume. These tritons are
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assigned a too large missing energy and a too low missing momentum. Their contribution
increases from 0 to 4 % going from kinematics A to D. Due to this effect an additional 2
% error has been added to the other sources of uncertainty in the results.

In figure 9.2 a missing-energy spectrum is shown for kinematics A. The central value for
the triton kinetic energy amounts to 30 MeV, the missing-energy resolution (FWHM)
amounts to 2.5 MeV. Table IX.2 shows the measured five-fold differential cross
sections. In the table only the statistical errors are shown. The total systematic error
amounts to 7.5 % and is obtained in the manner described in chapter 4, supplemented
with the 2% uncertainty due to the scattering of tritons from the wires. The data of table
IX.2 were fitted with the fit function introduced in chapter 6. The value of this function at
| p m | = 180 MeV/c is shown in table IX.3. In this table also the correction factor for the
loss of tritons due to scattering from the wires is shown. Furthermore the correction
factor is listed for the FSI effects calculated in DWIA. The optical model potential
parameters are taken from an extrapolation of the energy-dependent set determined by
Van Oers et al[6\ The energy dependence of the FSI effects was experimentally
addressed in an experiment using the (e, e'p) reaction, which has been described in
chapter 6.

Table IX.2: Five-fold differential cross sections for the triton knockout experiment.
The first column gives the missing momentum. The five-fold differential cross section
d5a/dk0'dQlirdQx is given in units [lO~^fm2/MeVsr2]

IP-I

JMeV/c]
152.5
157.5
162.5
167.5
172.5
177.5
182.5
187.5
192.5
197.5
202.5
207.5

A

70.5 ± 21
48.8 ±11
46.7 ±9.3
33.5 ±6.4
35.1 ±5.8
35.6 ±6.1
26.4 ±5.0
20.1 ±4.4
18.8 ±4.7
21.8±6.1
14.3 ±6.0
18.8 ±7.9

B

18.0 ±5.4
27.1 ±4.7
27.3 ±4.1
19.3 ±3.0
19.9 ±2.8
14.1 ±2.3
13.5 ±2.3
13.8 ±2.3
10.7 ± 2.2
5.44 ±1.9
6.24 ±2.2
5.97 ± 2.6

C

22.2 ±3.6
22.8 ±3.1
17.9 ±2.5
12.6 ±1.9
12.9 ±1.8
7.99 ±1.4
8.53 ±1.4
8.71 ± 1.5
5.69 ±1.3
5.02 ±1.3
5.23 ±1.5
0.871 ± 1.5

D

11.3 ±3.2
7.77 ±2.4
6.86 ±2.0
7.60 ±1.8
3.96 ±1.3
4.98 ±1.4
3.33 ±1.1
2.56 ±1.1
1.98 ±1.1
3.44 ±1.4
1.41 ± 1.5
4.03 ±2.0

E

4.82 ±2.1
2.26 ±1.6
3.74 ±1.4
3.75 ±1.2
2.29 ±1.0
3.09 ±0.97
2.49 ±0.94
2.00 ±0.88
2.71 ±0.94
1.45 ±0.92
1.73±1.1

0.661 ± 1.1
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Table 1X3: Fit values of the five-fold differenuul cross section far the triton knockout
measurements. The table also shows the correction factors for final-state interaction
effects and for tritons lost due to scattering from the wires.

label

A
B
C
D
E

iql
[MeV/c]

250
300
350
400
450

o5

[10"9fm2/MeVsr2]

32.1 ±2.1
15.9 + 0.9
10.3 ± 0.6
4.8 ±0.5
2.7 ±0.4

''wire

1.10
1.08
1.07
1.06
1.00

*--FSI

2.38
2.43
2.46
2.46
2.45

9.4 A plbjnomenological cluster model for the triton emission cross section

In figure 9.3 the diagram is shown for scattering of an electron from a ^Kz nucleus in the
impulse approximation.

P2

Pa

P4

Pi

P2

P3

P4

Figure 9.3: Electron scattering from He. \A> represents the initial state, which is
in this case the AHe ground state, while \X> represents the final state.

This diagram implies that the four-momentum q is transferred to only one nucleon, the
other nucleons acting as spectators. There are amplitudes < X | f | A > for several final
states | X > = | A >, | p, 3H >, | n, *He >, | 2H, 2H > etc. The first term < A | f | A >
represents the elastic electron scattering amplitude of 4He, the Q2 dependence of which

4 h ^ 3
p g p , Q p

is dictated by the form factor of 4He. In < p, hi \ f | ^ e > and < n, 3He | f | 4He >
there are in principle the two (coherent) contributions, shown in figure 9.4.

In the first term, depicted in this figure by diagram I, the virtual photon couples to the
nucleon and the scattering amplitude involves the nucleon form factors, whereas in the
second term (diagram II) the virtual photon couples to the (A - 1) system.
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I II

Figure 9.4; Contributions to the electron- He inelastic scattering cross section in
the nucleon-(A-l) system decay scheme.

The total reaction cross section can be written in PWIA as:

= Ko e p S(E m , p ,q ) (9.1)

= K aep | ftp) + ftp + q) JA-i(<«) I * 5(0) - Tx - TB - Em).

This expression involves the body form factor JA_j(q) of the (A - 1) system. The
coupling of the virtual photon to the proton is described by ©„, the off-shell electron-
proton scattering cross section, which involves the form factors determined from elastic
electron scattering of free protons. By choosing particular kinematics we can focus on
each of these contributions. When the six-fold differential cross section is calculated in
PWIA using expression (9.1), the exchange contribution turns out to be dominant (see
figure 9.10). Therefore, as a first step, it is reasonable to attempt a description of the
coincidence cross section based on a direct triton-knockout reaction mechanism.

= KaetS(Em,|pJ) (9.2)

The nuclear-structure information is contained in the spectral function S(Em, | p m | ) ,
which for the p - 3H reaction channel has already been determined with the (e, e'p)
reaction (see chapter 5). Here, the most important issue is the off-shell electron-triton
cross section oet. The kinematical configurations were arranged such as to keep Em and
| p m | constant and to measure the Q dependence of the cross section. According to
expression (9.2) this experimentally determined Q2 dependence must be identical to the
one contained in aev However, deviations can be expected due to FSI effects. In order to
minimize differential FSI effects kinematics with T^o M constant were chosen.
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In figure 9.5 the measured cross sections are plotted. The solid curve in this figure
follows from equation (9.2), in which the electron-triton cross section has been calculated
using the form factors of Juster et alP^ determined from elastic electron scattering. The
solid curve includes the influence of FSI effects, which have been estimated in the DWIA
formalism. For the spectral function, S(Em, ) p m I), the result of a VMC calculation by
Schiavilla et a/.[8] for the Urbana NN and model VII TNI potential has been used. In the
Q range considered the calculated cross section falls off by a factor 154, while the data
drop only by a factor 11.6 ± 1.9. At the lowest Q the result of the calculation exceeds
the data by a factor of 8. The calculation, based on the coupling of the virtual photon to a
free triton. clearly fails to describe the data.

100 r

10

i

Q2[fnf2]— >

Figure 95: Measured jive-fold differential cross section for the He(e, e' H)p
reaction as a function of the squared four-momentum transfer. The solid curve
indicates the behavior of the calculated coincidence cross section using equation
(9.2).

We constructed a simple cluster model'9! in an attempt to describe the measured Q*
dependence of the cross section. This phenomenological model is again based on
equation (9.2), but with a modified description of the triton form factors. The model is
supported by the observation that the radius of the 4He nucleus (<RMS >exp = 1.67

) [10]
>expp

fm)[10] is smaller than the radius of the triton (<RMS >exp = 1.70 fm)[10] and therefore
the size of the three-nucleon cluster will he smaller in the initial than in the final state. To
make this idea more quantitative the quasi-elastic electron scattering off tritons is
considered, where the transition matrix is approximated by:
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i(P, *.)>• (9.3)

For the operator 6 the charge operator 6 = '/2e(l +t i
3)e iq ' r | is taken. In the present

discussion center-of-mass corrections and off-shell extrapolations are not considered.
The three-nucleon cluster is described by a gaussian wave function. The coordinates of
the three-nucleon system are defined in figure 9.6.

A-l

Figure 9.6: Coordinates of the three-nucleon system.

The triton wave function is written as:

- w e
iP,.RA-,

(9.4)

The relative motion is contained in the first exponential and the motion of the center-of-
mass with momentum P t is given by the plane wave. The wave function can be
transformed to the relative coordinates (p, X, R) using the transformation:

(9.5)r2 = R + l/2p -
r3 = R - l/2p - 1/3A..

One then obtains for the relative wave function the expression:

VA-1(pA) = N l Ae 3 2 ,

where the normalization is given by:

(9.6)
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(9.7)

The size parameter for the free triton state |\|/A_j(p, X)> can be calculated from the
charge form factor of the triton, determined from elastic electron scattering. This charge
form factor F has been expanded as a sum of gaussians'11':

1 +
2R/

y2

•f
]. (9.8)

The RMS radius of the gaussians is given by the parameter y = 0.6532 fm, the other
parameters are listed in table IX.4.

Table IX.4: Charge form-factor parametrization of the triton given as a sum of
gaussians.

[fm]

0.01 0.035952
0.80 0.221551
2.00 0.152243

[fm]

0.20 0.027778
1.20 0.253691
2.50 0.051564

Ri Qi
[fm]

0.50 0.131291
1.60 0.072905
3.00 0.053023

In the present simple model the charge form factor can be determined from the
expression:

__QL

F(q) = FN = FN (9-9)

I VA-I(P> ^•)>- T* ie
2

In the calculation we used rp-»—X. and I v ^ - ^ = I VA-I

the nucleon is folded in by using the nucleon form factor given by FN = (1 + 0.055Q2)"2.
In figure 9.7 the Q2 dependence of the charge form factor is shown for the
phenomenological model using several values for the size parameter \i.

The "data points" represent the parametrization of the experimental values given by
equation (9.8). For the Q2 range under consideration the best . alue ft • the size parameter
is n2 = 0.225 fm~2, indicated by the solid curve.
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Figure 9.7: Q dependence of the triton charge form factor. The dashed curves
represent the form factor calculated from expression (9.9) for various values of the
size parameter. The "data" shown are obtained using the parametrization given in
equation 9.8. The best fit (solid curve) is obtained using for the size parameter y.2 =
0.225 fm2~2

2

For small values of Q the size parameter can also be determined from the root-mean-
square radius using the expression:

RMS >2 = _!(p, X) | (r - R)2 (9.10)

The point-proton radius of the triton determines the size parameter to the value p.2 =
0.222 fnT2 which is in good agreement with the one obtained from the fit of expression
(9.9) to the charge form-factor parametrization.

For quasi-elastic electron-triton scattering one has in general:

! VA_i(p, *-)> * I VA-i(P. *•)>• (9.11)

Allowing for a different radial extension (i. = J& of the three-body wave function, one
finds for the quasi-elastic charge form factor:

3 Q*

F(q) = F N <yA_i(p, X, \x) | e 'qT ' | VA_j(p, X, \i)> = FN 2 — - e ^ + ^ . (9.12)
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The above expression shows that the charge form factor does not approach F(q)—>1 in the
limit Q2—>0. Furthermore the slope of the form factor depends on the size parameters \i
and (J*. In the limit % = 1 one again obtains expression (9.9).

Next Kaet is calculated for the present experiment, using the charge form factor given by
expression (9.12) with ji2 = 0.225 fm~2, for several values of the scale parameter \. In
this calculation contributions to the cross section connected with the magnetic form
factor are neglected (they amount to 0.3 % for Q2 = 1.5 fm"2 and up to 1.2 % for Q2 = 5.0
fm~ ). The results are shown in figure 9.8.

100

10

0.1
0 1 2 3

Q2 [fm"2 ] — >

Figure 9.8: Measured five-fold differential coincidence cross section for the reaction
He(e, e' H)p as a function of the squared four-momentum transfer. The solid

curves indicate the behavior of the calculated coincidence cross section using the
cluster model (see text) for various values of the scale parameter.

The dashed curve represents the value of the cross section, when the off-shell electron-
triton scattering cross section is calculated using the free triton form factors. The figure
shows that the data restrict the scale parameter to the range 2 < % < 3. In that case a large
part of the renormalization, necessary in the calculation using the free triton form factors,
is explained. However, the consequences of values 2 < % < 3 for the scale parameter
should be examined in more detail. This can be done by calculating the form factor of the
Tie nucleus in the same model. Repeating the procedure for Tie one finds:
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3Q2

(9.13)

The size parameter JI can again be determined from a fit to the experimentally
determined charge form factor of the Tie nucleus or one can use the expression for the
charge radius (similar to equation 9.10). From the root-mean-square radius, 1.67 fin, one
finds \i2 = 0.262 fnf2, whereas in the case of the triton we found 0.225 fm~2. Therefore,
if it is assumed that the four-body system is made up of particles that have all the same
gaussian wave function, then the expected value for % amounts to % = 1.1. This implies
that the deduced values 2 < 2; < 3 must be unphysical and therefore the discussed cluster
knockout model has been shown to be inadequate. In the next section we will discuss the
results obtained with a microscopic description of the TIe(e, e' H)p reaction.

9-5 Microscopic treatment of the triton emission

The theoretical ingredients of Laget's microscopic calculation^12^1 J' have been
discussed in chapter 2 (subsections 2.4.2 and 2.5.4). The micrt -' ilculationt;
consist of the coherent sum of the various amplitudes represented by the fo"owing
diagrams:

IV

Figure 9.9: Diagrams used in Laget's microscopic model.

For the present discussion the experimental cross section c(t) = d (sldk^'dCl^ddiu is
converted to the (equivalent) (e, e'p) cross section by multiplication with the ratio of
phase-space jacobians. These jacobians can be calculated similar to expression (5.1) and
amount to 0.188, 0.165, 0.147, 0.130 and 0.116 for kinematics A, B, C, D and E,
respectively. In figure 9.10 the data are shown versus the momentum of the triton. The
figure also shows the theoretical results.
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Figure 9.10: Measured five-fold differential cross section for the AHe(e, e
reaction as a function of the triton momentum. The curves correspond to various
results of Laget'sf14) calculations.

The dotted curve corresponds to a PWIA calculation, including only the coupling of the
virtual photon to the proton. The dot-dashed curve shows the PWIA results when both
contributions shown in figure 9.4 are accounted for. This demonstrates that the cross
section, in PWIA, is dominated by the exchange term. The contribution of this latter term
has been calculated by using the triton form-factor parametrization by Juster et aP\ For
the PWIA results the same conclusions apply as those following in the discussion of
figure 9.5. The solid curve shows the results of the full calculation, where the influence of
FSI and the relatively much smaller MEC effects have been taken into account.

To investigate the importance of FSI effects only the sum of diagrams I and III has been
calculated. The result is shown in figure 9.11 (solid curve) together with the PWIA
results according to diagram I (dotted curve) and diagram I + II (dot-dashed curve). The
FSI effects increase the direct PWIA cross section, represented by diagram I, in a
dramatic way. Apparently the exchange contribution (diagram II) and the FSI
contribution (diagram III) are of the same order of magnitude. The amplitude for the FSI
effects contains the two-step contributions (e, e'p)(p, 3H) and (e, e'n)(i«, 3H) and the
importance of these two-step processes is such that it will be extremely difficult to obtain
information about the cluster wave function, in this case the triton. Furthermore, the
observation of a Q2 dependence for cluster knockout close to that of a free cluster form
factor does not necessarily imply that two-step processes are unimportant
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Figure 9.11: Measured five-fold differential cross section for the AHe(e, e'ZH)p
reaction as a function of the triton momentum. The curves correspond to various
results ofLaget's calculations.

e' 3We conclude that at present no satisfying description of the Slefc, e' 3H) can be given.
The description of the data given by the microscopic model may be improved by
including FSI effects beyond the single nucleon-nucleon rescattering approximation.
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Chapter X

Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this dissertation an investigation of the two-body electrodisintegration of "Tie has been
discussed. Recently theoretical progress has been made in solving the four-body
Schrodinger equation for He with various approximation schemes. In some of these
microscopic calculations a three-nucleon interaction (TNI) is included in the hamiltonian.
Microscopic theory of correlated many-body systems predicts that short-range and tensor
correlations play an important role in the compact four-nucleon system. The presence of
correlations is expected to be manifest in the single-nucleon spectral function. As has
been shown in chapter 2 accurate data for the quasi-elastic proton knockout reaction
He(e, e'p) for a large missing-momentum range may provide a critical test of such

microscopic theories. So far, only one study of the 4He(e, e'p) reaction has been
performed in which the proton momentum distribution has been measured up to 300
MeV/c. The limited statistical accuracy of these results does not allow to make a
distinction between the several predictions of the microscopic models.

The present experiment was performed with the electron-scattering facility at NIKHEF-
K. Chapter 3 describes some features of the equipment which are crucial for this
particular experiment. For instance, a specially designed cryogenic target system was
used.

Chapter 4 presents the data analysis required to extract precise absolute cross sections for
the reaction 'fcefo e'p)3!! measured with good missing-energy resolution (6Em = 0.3 -
1.2 MeV) as a function of missing momentum in the range 10 < | p m | < 350 MeV/c. The
data presented in chapter 5 were taken in two kinematical configurations, corresponding
to different combinations of Q and e. In PWIA the (e, e'p) cross section factorizes into
an off-shell electron-proton cross section and a spectral function containing the nuclear-
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structure information. In the region where both kinematics overlap we observed a strong
dependence of the extracted spectral-function results on the kinematical variables,
whereas if the PWIA is valid such a dependence should not occur. In order to understand
this apparent breakdown of the PWIA two major aspects of the reaction mechanism of
the (e, e'p) reaction have been investigated: the influence on the spectral function of
rescattering of the outgoing proton on the residual nucleus (chapter 6) and the electron-
proton coupling (chapter 7).

The influence of the final-state interaction was addressed in chapter 6. Data were taken to
determine, at a fixed value for the missing momentum, the dependence of the cross
section on the relative p - H kinetic energy. The interaction of the outgoing proton with
the residual nucleus is expected to be dependent on this relative energy and the data
therefore permit a test on the accuracy of the calculation of the FSI effects. In the case of
^ e there are two theoretical methods to calculate the influence of the FSI for the (e, e'p)
reaction.
In the conventional DWIA approach the wave function of the outgoing proton is
calculated using a phenomenological optical potential that describes the interaction of the
outgoing proton with the residual nucleus. We extended this phenomenological
treatment to a coupled-channels approach (CCIA) in order to incorporate the contribution
from the (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step process. Although the data, compared to the DWIA, are
better described in this CCIA formalism, the calculated dependence on the relative p - H
kinetic energy is still significantly different from that of the experimental results.
In the microscopic model, recently developed by Laget, the scattering amplitude is
expanded in a number of amplitudes of presumably dominant sub-processes. The strong
dependence of the data on the kinematics can be explained by noting that the (e, e'n)(n,
p) contribution is most prominent for the transverse part of the coincidence cross section.
The microscopic model, that enables to study the influence of each separate process,
shows that the interference of the amplitudes for the proton rescattering and the (e,
e'n)(n, p) two-step contribution is crucial for the description of the cross section for the
^HeCe, e'p)3H reaction. With this model it is possible to describe the data set
consistently, except for those kinematics corresponding to the lowest three-momentum
transfer. The microscopic model supports the importance of the charge-exchange process
in the 4He(e, e'p) reaction.

Li chapter 7 the results are presented of an experiment that focuses on the
electromagnetic properties of the bound proton. In recent experiments on ^ i , 12C and

°Ca an anomalous ratio of transverse and longitudinal response functions has been
observed, which was interpreted as a deviation from the impulse approximation due to
modifications of the spinors, current operators or nucleon form factors by the nuclear
medium. The possible modification of the virtual-photon proton coupling could be
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explained by relativistic mean-field theories through the changes of the nucleon spinors
and current operators induced by the large scalar and vector fields. These mean-field
independent-particle models come intuitively close to the notion of a nucleus as a
collection of free nucleons. In this picture it is natural to ascribe to the bound nucleons
medium-dependent properties (masses, structure functions). Other suggestions involve
the medium modification by pionic exchange, responsible for the long-range part of the
nuclear force, where an enhancement of the pion field leads to an increase of the nucleon
radius.
The 4He atomic nucleus is well suited for the study of the interaction between the
electron and the bound proton, since if medium-dependent deviations from impulse
approximation are present, then significant effects can be expected due to its high
density. The signature of these effects is expected to become experimentally observable,
because the treatment of FSI and MEC effects may be rather accurate for the 4He(e,
e'p)3H reaction. The cross sections were measured at three different incident electron
energies and at each energy data were taken at three values of the transferred four-
momentum. The kinematics of the experiment have been chosen such that the nuclear-
structure part of the cross section is kept constant as much as possible. The results show
that, when the data are corrected for FSI and MEC effects with Laget's microscopic
model, the extracted properties of the proton bound in "̂ He are, within the errors, in
agreement with that of a free proton.

The spectral-function data for the full missing-momentum range (10 - 350 MeV/c) have
been compared in chapter 8 to various theoretical results. Again, and in view of the
results presented in chapter 6 maybe not surprisingly, the data are best described in the
microscopic framework, which starts from a correlated tie wave function, calculated
with the VMC method by Schiavilla et at. for the Urbana NN and model VII three-
nucleon interaction potential. Although fairly good agreement is obtained with the VMC
results for the Urbana NN potential, some reservation must be made, because the results
of the ATMS calculation by Akaishi were obtained without a three-nucleon interaction in
the hamiltonian.

The strong short-range forces have complementary effects on the momentum distribution
and the pair-correlation function. For the pair-correlation function this concerns the
small distance parts while for the momentum distribution the high-momentum
components are influenced most drastically. However, both functions are not connected
by a one-to-one functional relationship. Although with the (e, e'p) reaction one is not
measuring the pair-correlation function, the presence of especially short-range and tensor
correlations is expected to be manifest in the single-nucleon spectral function. For the
present results obtained with the 4He(e, e'p)3H reaction in a limited missing-momentum
range the ffects of correlations were only indirectly demonstrated by the partial
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occupancy of the p - H disintegration channel. It has been shown, using a sum-rule
representation, that the experimental results are in agreement with the VMC prediction
for the Urbana NN and model VII TNI potential which shows that for the ^ e nucleus 25
% of the spectroscopic strength is associated with the spectator nucleus in all possible
virtual excited states.

A more direct signature of correlations can be obtained by measuring the proton spectral
function at high initial proton momenta. For the p - H electrodisintegration of 4He one
has the special situation that tensor correlations must be absent and consequently the
high-momentum components are solely due to the short-range part of the NN interaction.
In chapter 9 we presented the results obtained with the TIe(e, e'TI)p reaction. If the cross
section is exclusively due to the virtual-photon coupling to the outgoing undetected
proton, then information can be obtained about the proton spectral function at momentum
values up to 550 MeV/c. Most likely the cross section will contain a substantial
contribution coming from the coupling of the virtual photon to a triton-Iike cluster inside
the ''He nucleus. However, both a phenomenological cluster model and Laget's
microscopic model are unable to even approximately describe the (e, e'3H) data. The
microscopic model shows that final-state effects are extremely important for a
description of the cross section at such high momenta. Therefore the failure of this
model is probably due to the approximation of the FSI by a single nucleon-nucleon
rescattering process. It has been shown by the microscopic model that the Q2 dependence
of the cross section due to rescattering effects is almost identical to that of the cluster
form factor. As a consequence the observation of a Q dependence for cluster knockout
close to that of a free cluster form factor does not imply that two-step processes are
unimportant.

It is clear that more work needs to be done in order to obtain a consistent description for
the data from both the (e, e'p) and (e, e'3H) reactions. Theoretical work should be carried
out to reduce the uncertainties associated with the correction factors for final-state
interaction and the (e, e'n)(n, p) two-step contribution. The model should at the same
time correctly describe the cross section for both the (e, e'p) and (e, e' H) reaction and
the cross section for nucleon-nucleus (elastic) scattering. At present the microscopic
approach gives a fairly good description of the Tie(e, e'p) H reaction cross section.
However, its applicability to the 4He(e, e'3H)p reaction and nucleon-nucleus scattering
remains to be investigated.



Samenvatting en Conclusies

Dit proefschrift behandelt het onderzoek naar de electrodesintegratie van He in twee
delen: een proton en een triton, waarbij de meetgegevens worden vergeleken met diverse
theoretische resultaten. Recentelijk is aanzienlijke theoretische vooruitgang geboekt bij
het oplossen van de Schrödinger vergelijking voor He, uitgaande van verschillende
benaderingsmethoden. In sommige van deze microscopische berekeningen is naast een
twee-deeltjes kracht ook een drie-nucleon wisselwerking opgenomen in de hamiltoniaan.
De microscopische theorie van gecorreleerde veel-deeltjes systemen voorspelt dat korte-
dracht- en tensor-correlaties een belangrijke rol zullen spelen in het compacte vier-
nucleonensysteem. De aanwezigheid van correlaties zal zich manifesteren in de één-
nucleon spectrale functie. Zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 2, vormen nauwkeurig bepaalde
werkzame doorsneden van de quasi-elastische proton-uitstootreactie TIe(e, e'p) (voor
een groot gebied van de ontbrekende impuls) een kritische toetssteen voor deze
microscopische theorieën. Tot dusverre is er slechts één experimentele studíš gemaakt
van de He(e, e'p) reactie, waarbij de proïon-impulsverdeling gemeten werd ť>t 300
Me V/c. De beperkte statistische nauwkeurigheid van die resultaten maakt het echter niet
mogelijk een scherp oordeel te vellen over de merites van de diverse theoretische
voorspellingen.

Het hier beschreven experiment werd uitgevoerd met de electronen-
verstrooiingsopstelling van NIKHEF-K. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft enige eigenschappen van
de apparatuur, die van belang zijn voor dit specifieke experiment. Voor het experiment is
bijvoorbeeld een speciaal ontworpen cryogeen trefplaatsysteem gebruikt.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de analyse behandeld die nodig is ter verkrijgin6 van nauwkeurige
werkzame doorsneden voor de 4He(e, e'p)3H reactie als functie van een ontbrekende
impuls in het gebied van warden 10 < i p m | < 350 Me V/c. Die gegevens, verkregen bij
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een goed energie scheidend vermogen (AEm = 0.3 - 1.2 MeV), worden gepresenteerd in
hoofdstuk 5. Zij zijn verkregen bij twee kinematische configuraties, welke
corresponderen met verschillende combinaties van de overgedragen vier-impuls Q en de
polarisatie parameter e van het uitgewisselde virtuele foton, Indien van de benadering
wordt uitgegaan dat het virtuele fotonveld slechts koppelt aan één proton, welke
vervolgens voorgesteld kan worden als een vlakke golf (PWIA), dan kan de (e, e'p)
werkzame doorsnede worden gescheiden in een electron - (gebonden) proton werkzame
doorsnede en een spectrale functie die informatie omtrent de nucleaire structuur bevat.
In het gebied waar beide kinematieken elkaar overlappen werd een sterke afhankelijkheid
van de geëxtraheerde spectrale functie van de kinematische variabelen waargenomen.
Indien bovengenoemde PWIA-benadering zou gelden, zou een dergelijke afhankelijkheid
niet mogen optreden. Om deze sterke afwijking van de PWIA in het overlapgebied te
begrijpen, zijn de twee belangrijkste aspecten van het (e, e'p) reactiemechanisme
onderzocht, te weten de invloed op de spectrale functie van herverstrooiing
(eindtoestandswisselwerking) van het uitgaande proton aan de restkern (hoofdstuk 6) en
ds koppeling van het electron aan het gebonden proton (hoofdstuk 7).

De studie omtrent de invloed van de eindtoestandswisselwerking is behandeld in
hoofdstuk 6. Metingen zijn verricht om de afhankelijkheid van de werkzame doorsnede
van de relatieve proton-triton kinetische energie vast te stellen bij een bepaalde (vaste)
waarde van de ontbrekende impuls. De wisselwerking van het uitgaande proton met de
restkern hangt af van deze relatieve energie. Dit impliceert dat de gegevens een test
toelaten omtrent de nauwkeurigheid van de berekening van de effecten verbonden met
deze eindtoestandswisselwerking. In het geval van He bestaan twee theoretische
methoden om de invloed van de eindtoestandswisselwerking op de werkzame doorsnede
voor de (e, e'p) reactie te berekenen.

Bij de gebruikelijke DWIA-benadering wordt de golffunctie van het uitgaande proton
berekend met behulp van een fenomenologische optische potentiaal (verkregen uit
proton-kern elastische verstrooiing), die de wisselwerking van het uitgaande proton met
de restkern beschrijft. Deze fenomenologische behandeling is uitgebreid tot een
benadering met gekoppelde kanalen (CCIA), teneinde de bijdrage van het (e, e'n)(n, p)
twee-staps proces mede in rekening te brengen. Hoewel in dit CCIA formalisme de
meetgegevens beter worden beschreven dan in DWIA, is de berekende energie-
afhankelijkheid nog steeds in belangrijke mate verschillend van die der meetgegevens.
In het microscopische model, recentelijk ontwikkeld door J.M. Läget, wordt de totale
verstrooiingsamplitude benaderd door de coherente som van de amplitudes van een
aantal (vermoedelijk) overheersende deelprocessen. De sterke afhankelijkheid van de
gegevens van de kinematische omstandigheden kan verklaard worden door in
aanmerking te nemen dat de (e, e'n)(n, p) bijdrage in het bijzonder van belang is voor het
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transversale deel van de (e, e'p) werkzame doorsnede. Het microscopische model, dat het
mogelijk maakt de invloed van elk proces apart te bestuderen, laat namelijk zien dat de
interferentie van de amplitudes voor de proton-herverstrooiing en de (e, e'n)(n, p) twee-
staps bijdrage cruciaal zijn voor een beschrijving van de werkzame doorsnede voor de
4He(e, e'p) H reactie. Met het microscopische model is het mogelijk om de
meetresultaten consistent te beschrijven, echter met uitzondering van de gegevens
gemeten bij de laagste drie-impuls overdracht.

Li hoofdstuk 7 worden de resultaten besproken van een experiment gericht op het meten
van de electromagnetische eigenschappen van een gebonden proton. In recente
experimenten aan 6Li, 12C en 40Ca werd een verhouding van transversale en
longitudinale structuurfuncties waargenomen, welke afwijkt van de verhouding bepaald
voor een vrij proton. Deze waarneming werd geïnterpreteerd als een afwijking van de
impulsbenadering veroorzaakt door veranderingen van de spinoren en/of
stroomoperatoren of nucleon-vormfactoren ten gevolge van het nucleaire medium. Deze
mogelijke verandering van de virtuele-foton proton koppeling zou in relativistische
theorieën een verklaring kunnen vinden, door middel van veranderingen van de nucléon
spinoren en stroomoperatoren veroorzaakt door krachtige scalaire- en vector velden.
Deze modellen benaderen een kern als een verzameling van nucleonen, die onder invloed
van een gemiddeld veld een samenhangend systeem vormen. In dit licht gezien ligt het
voor de hand om aan de gebonden nucleonen medium-afhankelijke eigenschappen
(massa's, structuurfuncties enz.) toe te schrijven. Een andere suggestie betreft de rol van
pionische uitwisseling, welke verantwoordelijk is voor de beschrijving van de kernkracht
op grote afstand tussen de nucleonen, waarbij een toename van de sterkte van het
pionveld leidt tot een grotere nucleon-radius.

De 4He atoomkern is vanwege de hoge kerndichtheid uitermate geschikt voor een studie
van de wisselwerking tussen het virtuele foton en het gebonden proton omdat, wanneer
medium-afhankelijke afwijkingen van de impulsbenadering reeds aanwezig zijn,
belangrijke effecten verwacht kunnen worden. Men verwacht in het geval van de He(e,
e'p) H reactie dat de signatuur van deze effecten experimenteel waargenomen zal kunnen
worden, omdat het mogelijk is de FSI en MEC effecten nauwkeurig te behandelen. De
werkzame doorsneden zijn gemeten bij drie waarden van de energie van het inkomend
electron en bij elk van deze energieën werden meetgegevens verzameld voor drie
waarden van de aan de kern overgedragen vier-impuls. De kinematieken van het
experiment lijn dusdanig gekozen dat de invloed op de werkzame doorsnede veroorzaakt
door de nucleaire structuur zo veel mogelijk constant is. De longitudinaal-transversaal
verhoudingen laten zien dat, na correctie voor FSI en MEC effecten met gebruikmaking
van bovengenoemd microscopische model, de electromagnetische eigenschappen van het
gebonden proton (binnen de meetfouten) in overeenstemming zijn met die van het vrije
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proton.

De gegevens van de proton spectrale functie voor het ontbrekende-impuls gebied 10 -
350 MeV/c zijn in hoofdstuk 8 vergeleken met verschillende theoretische voorspellingen.
Wederom, en misschien niet verrassend gezien de goede overeenstemming met de
meetresultaten gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 6, worden de gegevens het best beschreven
binnen het microscopische kader, uitgaande van een gecorreleerde ne golffunctie
berekend met de VMC methode door Schiavilla en anderen. Hoewel de meetgegevens
een voorkeur vertonen voor de VMC resultaten verkregen met een hamiltoniaan
bestaande uit de Urbana nucleon-nucleon (NN) potentiaal en aangevuld met de
zogenoemde Model VII drie-nucleon wisselwerkingspotentiaal, dient bij de vergelijking
tussen de verschillende theoretische resultaten enige reserve te worden betracht,
aangezien onder andere de AIMS berekeningen door Akaishi zijn uitgevoerd zonder een
drie-deeltjes wisselwerking in de hamiltoniaan.

De sterke korte-dracht krachten hebben complementaire effecten op de één-deeltjes
momentum verdeling en de paar-correlatiefunctie. Voor de paar-correlatiefunctie betreft
het de kleine relatieve afstanden, terwijl voor de momentum distributie de hoge
impulscomponenten drastisch worden beihvloed. Beide functiss zijn echter niet
verbonden door een eenduidige relatie. Hoewel met de (e, e'p) reactie niet de paar-
correlatie functie gemeten wordt, wordt in de één-nucleon spectrale functie de
aanwezigheid verwacht van invloeden van korte-dracht en tensor correlaties. Voor de
onderhavige resultaten, die zijn verkregen door middel van de 4He(e, e'p)3H reactie in
een beperkt ontbrekende-impuls bereik, kunnen de effecten van de correlaties slechts
indirect gedemonstreerd worden aan de hand van de gedeeltelijke bezetting van het
proton-triton desintegratie kanaal. Met gebruikmaking van een som-regel representatie is
aangetoond dat de experimenteel verkregen resultaten in overeenstemming zijn met de
VMC voorspelling voor de Urbana NN en model VII TNI potentiaal. Voor de 4He kern
betekent dit dat 25 % van de spectroscopische sterkte verbonden is met het triton in alle
mogelijke virtuele aangeslagen toestanden.

Een meer directe signatuur van correlaties kan worden verkregen door het meten van de
proton spectrale functie bij hoge initiële protonimpulsen. Voor de proton-triton
electrodesintegratie van 4He geldt de speciale omstandigheid dat tensor correlaties geen
bijdrage kunnen leveren en dat derhalve de hoge impulscomponenten in de golffunctie
slechts het gevolg kunnen zijn van het korte-dracht deel van de NN wisselwerking. In
hoofdstuk 9 zijn de resultaten verkregen met de 4He(e, e'3H)p reactie gepresenteerd.
Indien de werkzame doorsnede alleen toegeschreven wordt aan de koppeling van het
virtuele-foton aan het uitgaande niet-gedetecteerde proton, dan kan informatie worden
verkregen over de proton spectrale functie bij waarden van de initiële protonimpuls tot
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550 MeV/c, Het is echter zeer waarschijnlijk dat de werkzame doorsnede een
aanzienlijke bijdrage bevat afkomstig van de koppeling van het virtuele foton aan een
triton-achtige drie-nucleon cluster binnen de He kern. Het is opmerkelijk dat zowel een
eenvoudig fenomenologisch clustermodel als het microscopische model niet in staat zijn
om de (e, e'3H) meetgegevens zelfs maar bij benadering te beschrijven. Wel toont het
microscopische model aan dat de effecten van de eindtoestandswisselwerking bijzonder
belangrijk zijn voor een beschrijving van de werkzame doorsnede bij dergelijke hoge
impulsen. Daarom is het falen van dit model mogelijk te wijten aan de benadering van de
eindtoestandswisselwerking door één enkel nucleon-nucleon verstrooiingsproces. Het is
aangetoond voor de He(e, e ' H)p reactie, althans binnen het microscopische model, dat
de Q -afhankelijkheid van de werkzame doorsnede voor dergelijke
herverstrooiingseffecten nagenoeg identiek is aan die gegeven door de cluster
vormfactoren. Derhalve dient geconcludeerd te worden dat de waarneming van een Q -
afhankelijkheid voor cluster-uitstoot die identiek is aan die van een vrije-cluster
vormfactor, nog niet impliceert dat tweestapsprocessen onbelangrijk ?ijn.

Het is duidelijk dat meer onderzoek zal moeten worden verricht om een consistente
beschrijving te verkrijgen voor de gegevens van zowel de (e, e'p) als de (e, e' H) reacties.
Theoretisch werk dient te worden verzet teneinde de onzekerheden welke verbonden zijn
met de correctief acte ren voor de eindtoestandswisselwerking en de (e, e'n)(n, p) twee-
staps bijdrage terug te brengen. Het model dient tegelijkertijd de werkzame doorsnede te
beschrijven voor zowel de (e, e'p) en de (e, e'3H) reacties als de werkzame doorsnede
voor nucleon-kem (elastische) verstrooiing. Op dit moment geeft het miscoscopische
model een redelijk goede beschrijving van de werkzame doorsnede voor de 4He(e, e'p)3H
reactie. De toepasbaarheid voor de He(e, e' H)p reactie en nucleon-kem verstrooiing
dient nog nader onderzocht te worden.



Samevatting en Gevolgtrikkinge

Dit proofsjrif behanjelt de ganse abbelecaasche van ut ongerzeuk noa de
electrodesintegrasche van 4He in twea deile: un proton en un triton, wobie de
bieingezümerde métgegèves wère vergeleke mit versjillende tejeretische rizzeltaate. Pas
geleje is nogal groate tejeretische veuroetgang gebook bie ut oplossc van de Schrödinger
vergelieking veur ïie, oetgoande van versjillende benaderingsmethode. In inkele van
dizze microscopische bereikeninge is neave un twea-deilkes krach auch un drie-nucleon
wisselwirking opgenomme in de hamiltoniaan. De microscopische tejerie van
gecorreleerde veul-deilkes sisteme veursjpelt dat korte drach en tensor correlaasje un
belangrieke rol sjpeele in ut compacte veer-nucleon sisteem. De aanweazigheid van
correlaasje zal zich manifestere in de ein-nucleon spektrale funcsie. Zoa es besproake in
hoofsjtök 2 vorme naukeurig bepaalde wirkzame doorsjnede van de zjwaake elastische
proton oetstoat-reacsie van He (veur een groat gebeet van de ontbrekende impuls) un
critische toetsstein veur dizze microscopische tejerieë. Bis noe is sljechts een
experementele sjtudie gemaak van de Tfe reacsie, wobie de proton impulsverdeiling
gemeite wird tot 300 Me V/c. De beperkte statistische naukeurigheid van die rizzeltaate
maak ut echter neet meugelik een sjerp oardeil te veile euver de merites van de diverse
tejeretische veursjpellinge.

Ut hie besjreeve experernent wird oetgeveurd mit de electroneversjtreuiingsopsjtilling
van NIKHEF-K. Hoofsjtök 3 besjrief einige eigeschappe van de kloemel, die van belang
zin veur dit specifieke experement. Veur ut experement is beveurbeeld un sjpeciaal gans
kou trefplaatsisteem ineingefisternöld.

In hoofsjtök 4 wird de ganse gebraggelerie van de analiese behanjeld die neudig is ter
verkrieging van naukeurige wirkzame doorsjnede veur de ^ e f o e'pj'H reacsie es
funcsie van un ontbrekende impuls in ut gebeet van weerde 10 < | p m | < 350 Me V/c. Die
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gegees, bieingezûmerd bie un goot energie scheidend vermoage (AEm = 0.3 - 1.2 MeV),
wère gepresenteerd in hoofsjtök 5. Ze zind verkreege bie twea kinematische
conSgurasches, welke correspondere mit versjillende combinasches van de euvergedrage
veer-impuls Q2 en de polarisatie parameter e van ut oetgewisselde virtuele foton. Es de
benadering wird gemaak dat ut virtuele fotonveldj sjlechts koppelt aan ein proton, welke
vervolges veurgesjtild kint wère es un vlakke golf (PWIA), dan kint de (e, e'p) wirkzame
doorsjnede gesjeeje wère in un electron - (gebonge) proton wirkzame doorsjnede en unne
sjpectrale funcsie die informasche euver de nucleaire sjtructuur bevat In ut gebeet wo de
twea kinematieke elkaar euverlappe wird unne sjterke aafhankelikheid van de
geëxtraheerde sjpectrï'e funcsie van de kinematische variabele woargenomme. Es
boavegeneumde PWIA benadering zou geile, zou een dergelikke aafhankelikheid neet
moage optreje. Om dizze sjterke aafwieking van de PWIA in ut euverlap gebeet te
begriepe, zind de twea belangriekste aspecte. van ut (e, e'p) reacsiemechanisme
ongerzoch: aan eine kantj de invloot op de sjpectrale funcsie van herverstreuiing
(eindtoesjtandswisselwirking) van ut oetgoande proton aan de restkern (hoofsjtök 6),
angerzeids de koppeling van ut electron mit ut gebonge proton (hoofsjtök 7).

De sjtudie euver de invloot van ut eindtoesjtandsgebraggel is behanjeld in hoofsjtök 6.
Mètinge zin verrich om de aafhankelikheid van de wirkzame doorsjnede van de relatieve
proton-triton kinetische energie vast te sjtille bie un bepaalde (vaste) weerde van de
ontbrekende impuls. De wisselwirking van ut oetgoande proton mit de restkern hink aaf
van dizze relatieve energie. Dit impliceert dat de gegèves un test toeloate na de
naukeurigheed van de bereikening van de effecte verbonge mit dizze
eindtoesjtandswisselwirking. In ut geval van He besjtoan twea tejeretische methode om
de invloot van de eindtoestandswisselwirking op de wirkzame doorsjnede veur de (e, e'p)
reacsie te bereikene.

Bie de gebroekelike DWIA-benadering wird de golffuncsie van ut oetgoande proton
bereikend mit behulp van un fenomenologische optische potentiaal (verkreege oet
proton-kern elastische verstreuiing), die dizze wisselwirking van ut oetgoande proton mit
de restkern besjrief. Dizze fenomenologische behanjeling is oetgebreid tot un benadering
mit gekoppelde kanále (CCIA), teneinde de biedraage van ut twea-sjtaps preces auch in
reikening te bringe. Hoewaal in dit CCIA formalisme de mètgegèves beater wère
besjreeve es in DWIA, is de aafhankelikheid van de mètgegèves van de relatieve proton-
triton kinetische energie nog ummer in belangrieke mate versjillend van wat wird
veursjpeld in CCIA.

In ut microscopische model, kort geleihe oetgeprakkezeerd door J.M. Läget, wird de
totale verstreuiingsamplitude benaderd door de coherente som van de amplitudes van un
aantal (waarsjienlik) euverheersende deilprocesse. De sjterke aafhankelikheid van de
gegèves van de kinematische omstandighede kint verklèard wère door in aanmerking te
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numme dat de (e, e'n)(n, p) biedraage in ut bezonjer van belang is veur ut transversale
deil van de (e, e'p) wirkzame doorsjnede. Het microscopische model, dat ut meugelik
maakt de invloot van elk proces apaart te besjtedère, liet namelik zea dat de interferensie
van de amplitudes veur de proton-herverstreuiing en de (e, e'n)(n, p) twea-sjtaps biedrage
belanriek zin veur unne besjrieving van de wirkzame doorsjnede veur de ne(e, e'p) H
reacsie. Mit ut microscopische model is ut meugelik om de mètrizzeltaate consistent te
besjrieve, mit oetzonjering van de gegèves gemète bis de lèagste drie-impuls euverdrach.

In hoofsjtök 7 wère de rizzeltaate besjproake van un experement gerich op ut mète van
de electromagnetische eigesjappe van un gebonge proton. In recente experemente aan

Li, ' C en Ca wird un verhouding van transversale en longitudinale sjtructuur
funcsies woargenomme, welke aafwiek van de verhouding bepaald veur een vrie proton.
Dizze waarnumming wird geïnterpreteerd es aafwiekinge van de impulsbenadering
veroorzaak door hetsie verangeringe van de spinore en/of sjtroomoperatore of nucleon-
vormfactore as gevolg van ut nucleaire medium. Dizze meugelike verangering van de
virtuele-foton proton koppeling zou binne relativistische tejerieë, door middel van
verangeringe van de nucléon spinore en sjtroomoperatore veroorzaak door krachtige
scalaire- en vector veldje, un verklèaring vinge kinne. Dizze modelle benaadere un kern
as unne verzaameling van nucleonen, die onger invloot van un gemidjeld veldj un
samehangend sisteem vorme. In dit leech bezeen lik ut veur de handj om aan de gebonge
nucleonen medium-aafhankelike eigesjappe (massa's, sjtructuurfuncsies enz.) toe te
sjrieve. Un angere suggestie betreft de rol van pionische oetwisseling, welke
verantwoordjelik is veur de besjrieving van de kernkrach op groate aafsjtand tusje de
nucleonen, wobie un toename van de sjterkte van ut pionveldj leidt tot unne groatere
nucleon-radius.

De "fae atoomkern is vanweage de hoage kerndichheid oetermaate gesjik veur un sjtudie
van de wisselwirking tusje ut virtuele foton en ut gebonge proton, omdat, es al medium-
aafhankelieke aafwiekinge van de impulsbenaadering aanwezig zin, dan belangrieke
effecte verwach wère kinne. Men verwach in ut geval van de 4He(e, e'p)3H reacsie dat
de sinjatuur van dizze çffecte experementeel woargenomme zulle wère kinne, omdat ut
meugelik is de FSI en MEC effecte naukeurig te behanjele. De wirkzame doorsjnede zin
gemète bie drie weerde van de energie van ut inkomend electron en bie elk van dizze
energieë zin mètgegeves bieingezummelt veur drie weerde van de aan de kern
euvergedraage veer-impuls. De kinematieke van ut experement zin dusdanig gekoaze dat
de invloot op de wirkzame doorsjnede veroorzaak door de nucleaire sjtructuur zoa veul
meugelik constant is. De longitudinaal-transversaal verhoudinge loate zeen dat, noa
correctie veur FSI en MEC effecte mit gebroekmaking van oavegeneumt microscopisch
model, de electromagnetische eigesjappe van ut gebonge proton (binnen de mètfoute) in
euvereinsjtumming zin mit die van ut vrié' proton.
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De gegèves van de proton sjpectrale funcsie veur ut ontbrekende-impuls gebeet 10 - 350
Me V/c zin in hoofsjtök 8 vergeleeke mit versjillende tejeretische veurspellinge. Alwear,
en missjiens nèt verrassend gezeen de goow euvereinsjtumming mit de mètrizzeltaate
gepresenteerd in hoofdstök 6, wère de gegèves ut best besjreeve binne ut microscopisch
kader, oetgoande van een gecorreleerde Tfe golffuncsie berekend mit de VMC methode
door Schiavilla en angere. Hoewaal de mètgegèves un veurkeur vertoane veur de VMC
rizzeltaate verkreege mit un hamiltoniaan besjtoande oet de Urbana nucleon-nucleon
(NN) potentiaal en aangevuld mit de zoageneumde Model Vu drie-nucleon
wisselwirkingspotentiaal, deent bie de vergelieking tusje de versjillende tejeretische
rizzeltaate enige reserve te wère betrach, aangezeen onger angere de ATMS bereikeninge
door Akaishi zin oetgeveurd zonger un drie-deilkes wisselwirking in de hamiltoniaan.

De sjterke korte-drach krachte höbbe complementaire effecte op de ein-deilkes
momentum verdeiling en de correlaasje-funcsie. Veur de correlaasje-funcsie betreft ut
de kleine relatieve aafsjtande, terwiel veur de momentum verdeiling de hoage
impulscomponente in de golffuncsie drastisch wère beihvloot. De twea funcsies zin
echter nèt verbonge door un einduidige relasche. Hoewaal mit de (e, e'p) reacsie nèt de
paar-correlaasje funcsie gemète wird, wird in de ein-nucleon sjpectrale funcsie de
aanwezigheid verwach van invloot van korte-drach en tensor correlaasje. Veur de
ongerhavige rizzeltaate, die zin verkreege door middel van de He(e, e'p) H reacsie in un
beperkt ontbrekende-impuls beriek, kinne de effecte van de correlaasje sjlechs indirect
gedemonstreerd wère door middel van de gedeütelike bezitting van ut proton-triton
desintegrasche kanaal. Mit gebroekmaking van unne som-règel representasche is
aangeteünd dat de experementeel verkreege rizzeltaate in euvereinstumming zin mit de
VMC veursjpelling veur de Urbana NN en model VIITNI potentiaal. Veur de 4He kern
beteikent dit dat 25 % van de sjpectroscopische sjterkte gekoppeld is mit ut triton in alle
meugelike virtuele aangesjlaage toesjtande.

Un méhr directe sinjatuur van correlaasje kint verkreege wère door ut mète van de proton
sjpectrale funcsie bie hoage initiële protonimpulse. Veur de proton-triton
electrodesintegrasche van tie gilt de sjpeciale omsjtandigheid dat tensor correlaasje gein
biedraage kinne lèvere en dat doadoor de hoage impulscompenente in de golffuncsie
allein ut gevolg kinne zin van ut korte-drach deil van de NN wisselwirking. In hoofsjtök
9 zin de rizzeltaate verkreege mit de He(e, e'TH)p reacsie gepresenteerd. Es de
wirkzame doorsjnede allein toegesjrève wird aan de koppeling van ut virtuele-foton aan
ut oetgoande nèt gedetecteerde proton, dan kint informasche wère verkreege euver de
proton sjpectrale funcsie bie weerde van de initiële protonimpuls bis 550 MeV/c. Ut is
echter erg waarsjienlik dat de wirkzame doorsjnede un aanzeenlike biedrage bevat
aafkomstig van de koppeling van ut virtuele foton aan un triton-achtige drie-nucleon
cluster binne de 4He kern. Ut is opmirkelik dat zowaal un einvoudig fenomenologisch



clustermodel es ut microscopische model nèt in sjtoat zin om de (e, e' H) mètgegèves
zelfs mer bie benaadering te besjrieve. Waal teünt ut microscopische model aan dat de
effecte van de eindtoestandswisselwirking bezonger belangrik zin veur un besjrieving
van de wirkzame doorsjnede bie dergelike hoage impulse. Doaveur is ut fale van dit
model meugelik te wiete aan de benadering van de eindtoesjtandswisselwirking door ein
enkel nucleon-nucleon verstreuiingsproces. Ut is zoa aangeteünt veur de He(e, e' H)p
reacsie, althans binne ut microscopische model, dat de Q2-aafhankelikheid van de
wirkzame doorsjnede veur dergelike herverstreuiingseffecte noagenog geliek is aan die,
gegève door de cluster vormfactore. Zoadoonde deent geconcludeerd te wère dat de
woarnumming van un Q -aafhankelikheid veur cluster-oetsjtoat die geliek is aan die van
un vrieje-cluster vormfactor, nog nèt beteikent dat tweasjtapsprocesse onbelangriek zin.

Ut is duudelik det méhr ongerzeuk verrich zal motte wère om un consistente besjrieving
te verkreege veur de gegèves van zowaal de (e, e'p) es de (e, e' H) reacsies. Tejeretisch
wirk deent verzit te wère om oeteindelik de onzekerhede welke verbonge zin mit de
correctiefactore veur de eindtoesjtandswisselwirking en de (e, e'n^n, p) twea-staps
biedrage teruk te bringe. Ut model deent tegeliekertied de wirkzame doorsnede te
besjrieve veur zowaal de (e, e'p) en de (e, e' H) reacsies es de wirkzame doorsjnede veur
nucleon-kem (elastische) verstreuiing. Op dit moment geuf ut microscopisch model un
rèdelik goowe besjrieving van de wirkzame doorsjnede veur de He(e, e'p)TI reacsie. De
toepasbaarheid veur de He(e, e' H)p reacsie en nucleon-kern verstreuiing deent nog
nader ongerzoch te wère.
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